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Summary
The Charlotte Wolff Archive in the History of Psychology Centre of the British 
Psychological Society is the only major collection of working papers from individual 
psychologists that preserves the papers of a woman psychologist, yet Wolff is relatively 
unknown. This thesis aims to consider her contribution to psychology and to the history 
of sexuality. In line with a view of history as alive in the present, this also entails 
engaging Wolff in contemporary debates on gender and sexuality.
To this effect, Chapter 1 presents a biographical sketch of Wolff and introduces her 
legacy, including how the Wolff Archive was acquired and opened for research for the 
first time for the author of this thesis. Chapter 2 contextualizes Wolff as a woman 
psychologist in line with a feminist historical project of reclaiming missing voices -  
which entails a discussion of ways o f ‘doing history’ and ‘doing biography’ and an 
examination of the concept of the archive. Chapter 3 considers the history of sexuality 
and how sexual identities have solidified with the rise of sexology; it also gives an 
account of the struggle for homosexual emancipation in Germany and of the implications 
of the ‘forgetting’ of lesbianism in German and British law, and concludes with some 
notes on W olffs contemporaries in lesbian history Radclyffe Hall and Gertrude Stein. 
Having so contextualized Wolff, the thesis considers in further chapters her contribution 
to the history of sexuality by examining her autobiographical biographical writings as 
documents of lesbian history and beyond (Chapter 4), her contribution -  with book length 
studies - to lesbian feminism (Chapter 5) and to theory and research on bisexuality 
(Chapter 6). W olffs work as biographer of Magnus Hirschfeld (as well her theorizing of 
biography) are addressed in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 offers some conclusions on 
why Wolff has yet to be fully ‘reclaimed’ as the previous chapters on her work show that 
she deserves. Additional reflections are offered on the archive and archival research -  at 
the level of the particular (engaging with the Wolff Archive) and in general terms.
Finally, the thesis suggests future lines of enquiry.
Declaration o f originality.
This thesis and the work to which it refers are the results of my own efforts. Any ideas, 
data, images or text resulting from the work of others (whether published or unpublished) 
are fully identified as such within the work and attributed to their originator in the text, 
bibliography or in footnotes. This thesis has not been submitted in whole or in part for 
any other academic degree or professional qualification. I agree that the University has 
the right to submit my work to the plagiarism detection service TurnitinUK for originality 
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require an electronic version of the final document (as submitted) for assessment as 
above.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE THESIS
CHARLOTTE WOLFF
HER LEGACY AND BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
1.1. Prologue 
Charlotte Wolff: Charlotte Who???
.. .Research, she said, was ‘the life blood of my mind’, and her original 
contributions to psychology and sexology are of considerable stature. She 
crowned her life-work in this sphere by spending the last six years of her life 
writing the first fully researched biography of Dr Magnus Hirschfeld, the 
apostle of sexual research and legal justice for sexual minorities in pre-Hitler 
Germany. It was a mammoth task for a woman in her mid-eighties, involving, 
as it did, researching archives in various parts of Europe and translating many 
documents from German into English. Thankfully, she was spared to 
complete this labour of love, which was published earlier this year.^
There is reason to wonder why psychology and the study of sexuality have been 
remiss in not granting Charlotte Wolff a more prominent place in their books 
(something that, it is hoped, this thesis will make a contribution to redress), given this
 ^Grey, 18 September 1986 -  typed (unpublished) obituary of Charlotte Wolff (Charlotte Wolff 
Archive, British Psychological Society (BPS), London).
glowing assessment of her work by British gay rights activist Antony Grey. This 
view was expressed by Grey - whose ceaseless campaigning was instrumental in the 
1967 decriminalization of homosexual acts between men in England and Wales -  in 
an obituary he wrote on his return from her funeral, on 18 September 1986. Grey and 
Wolff shared a nineteen-year long friendship, until W olffs death -  since 1967, when, 
as he remembered in the obituary, she had approached his organization, the Albany 
Trust,^ for help to find participants for her investigations of lesbianism and 
bisexuality that were eventually published in book-length form, respectively, as Love 
Between Women (1971) and Bisexuality (1977). He remembered her as ‘more than a 
penetrating and original thinker, combining as she did rational and intuitive insights 
with an unusual degree of shrewdness and wisdom’. He also noted her sensitive 
attention ‘to underlying social currents’, as when she told him, some years before, 
‘Antony, this country has the smell of Weimar about it’ -  which, according to Grey, 
was rather prescient as regards what he called ‘the extent of our national malaise’.
The succinct yet vivid sketches from their long association were those of a friend who 
saw more than the professional and courteous façade: she was ‘fascinating to be with 
and usually -  except when overtired - fun as well. She loved (and sometimes 
disliked) passionately’.
As she was the author of several books in addition to the ones already 
mentioned, including a novel and two autobiographies, W olffs death was marked by 
some obituaries in prominent publications, including The Times^ where the writer A. 
L. Barker^, a friend of Wolff s, wrote that ‘she was unique; possessed of a fierce 
intellectual energy, genuine compassion, and a profound understanding of human 
nature’ (p. 27). Similarly, another fiend, Janet Law wrote that ‘her gaiety, 
compassion, clear sightedness and fierce intelligence [was] much missed’ in an
 ^In November 1967, foui- months after the decriminalization (in July) o f (male) homosexuality for 
adults over the age o f  21 in England and Wales (Sexual Offences Act 1967), a mutual friend arranged 
a meeting between W olff and Grey (Wolff, 1980).The Albany Trust, founded in 1958 to complement 
with counselling services and public education initiatives the work o f the Homosexual Law Reform 
Society (HLRS), is still an educational trust and has recently celebrated 50 years o f activity 
(http://www.albanvtrust.orgL
 ^A. L. Barker (1918 -  2002), who in 1947 won the first ever Somerset Maugham Award with the 
collection o f short stories Innocents, was a prolific novelist and short story writer. She also wrote a 
preface to W olffs (1976) autobiographical novel An Older Love.
obituary for Women’s Review on 30 September 1986, which would have been 
W olffs eighty-ninth birthday. Law reflected that ‘the most appropriate way to 
describe her is a great humanitarian’ (p. 4) These words echo the tribute by Penny 
Grant of Quartet, her publisher, quoted at the end of an obituary by Gary Pulsifer"  ^in 
The New Statesman: ‘Charlotte had a great sense of humour; she was a humanitarian 
and was forever looking forward to the future’ (p. 35).
All obituaries duly attempted to sketch in the few words allowed by the 
format very condensed versions of W olff s life as a German Jewish doctor, a refugee 
from the Nazi regime who in 1933 left Berlin and its cultural life for Paris, where she 
was acquainted with prominent intellectuals, and finally settled in England in 1936.
It was an eventful life and, before addressing in the thesis W olffs work (including 
her autobiographies) that most closely makes a contribution to psychology, the 
history of sexuality and gender studies, it would be useful for the reader to provide 
here an overview of W olff s life -  hopefully not merely a ‘dry’, Curriculum Vitae- 
like timeline, but in just a few pages it is also impossible to entertain any ambition to 
offer a portrait, which, as will be seen, for Wolff (1986) held, ‘with luck’ and some 
interpretation, the possibility of capturing an image of someone’s personality, as 
opposed to the ‘cold’, ‘objective’ information provided by a photograph. I will call 
this overview a biographical sketch. Not a photograph, not a portrait, it will probably 
retain some of the ‘dryness’ of a quick timeline. To continue the analogy with art, in 
the Wolff tradition, sketches are often preparatory studies that then will be expanded 
later on (as it will be the case with this thesis, which will provide further biographical 
information in the individual chapters); they are often uneven, emphasizing some 
points, while hardly defining the contours of others. Also, an attempt has been made 
to avoid repetition (both as regards W olffs individual life and the historical 
context(s) of her life) although this may entail the drawback of ending up with an 
uneven... sketchy overview. Furthermore, in line with W olffs critique of biography 
as ‘photographic’, CV-like ‘factual’, a warning hovers over any ‘potted life’:
Gary Pulsifer, a prolific journalist, would found ten years later, in 1996, the award-winning 
independent publishing house Arcadia.
...Check my records, check my facts 
Check i f  1 paid my income tax 
Pore over everything in my C. V.
But you 7/ still know nothing 'bout me 
You 11 still know nothing 'bout me.
(Sting, ‘Nothing ’bout Me’, 1992)
1. 2. A biographical sketch of Charlotte Wolff (1897 -1986)
Charlotte Wolff was born on 30 September 1897 in Riesenburg (present-day Prabuty, 
near Danzig, then part of Germany) into the family of a Jewish grain merchant, Hans 
Wolff, and his wife Irene (née) Engel, who were already parents to a three-year old 
daughter, Thea.
Germany was then undergoing a period of crisis and unrest in the decade 
following the fall of Bismarck. There was tension between the emperor, William II, 
and the Chancellor, Hohenlohe, on many issues, in particular foreign policy and the 
administration of military justice. Nationalism (especially amongst academicians and 
landowners) was on the increase, framed as patriotism or unifying force above 
political parties, not least to ward off the menace of socialism (Craig, 1978). 
Nationalism interacted with anti-Semitism, which had gained ground since the 1873 
financial crash blamed by some commentators on ‘Jewish’ materialism and greed. 
When the political historian and member of the Reichstag^ Heinrich von Treitschke 
had written in 1879 that ‘the Jews are our national misfortune’ (cited in Craig, 1978,
The German Parliament.
p. 204) -  allegedly reporting a commonly held opinion - the article had sparked an 
outcry in the academic community, but von Treischke was promoted and continued to 
preach from Berlin Humboldt University the superiority of Germany over other 
nations and ‘races’, von Treitschke might be regarded as an extremist, but his ideas 
were just at the end of a continuum that was the prevailing attitude of Wilhelmine 
universities, which historian Peter Gay (1968) has memorably described as ‘nurseries 
of a woolly-minded militarist idealism and centres of resistance to the new... Jews, 
democrats, socialists, in a word, outsiders, were kept from the sacred precincts of 
higher learning’ (p. 3). As regards socialists, trade unionism was gaining strength, 
with membership widening dramatically from the mid-1890s and becoming 
increasingly independent from the Social Democratic Party, and aiming at social 
bargaining to improve the working class’ living and working conditions. As Craig 
(1978) notes, socialist representatives sought to obtain reforms and more participation 
in local government, not revolution, but the conservative ruling classes refused to see 
the potential of reforms, preferring to reject outright the possibility of any 
compromise with the working class, seen monolithically as a subversive danger to the 
state - a view that was also espoused with zeal by William II.
The sleepy town of Riesenburg seemed untouched by all these conflicts, at 
least as remembered through the lens of childhood, and Wolff (1980) would 
subsequently report in her autobiography that a few Jewish families, including her 
own, lived peacefully, ‘without any perceptible discrimination’ (p. 2) in the 
community. Because of the geographical position of that region, there were also 
many Polish families, but in general, nothing in the atmosphere of the town indicated 
any political problems.
In 1906 Thea and Charlotte were sent to Danzig for the benefit of their 
education. Initially they stayed with an aunt. In 1913^ their parents moved to Danzig 
and the family was reunited. Here, too, W olff s solidly bourgeois family seemed
 ^W olff (1980) specified ‘March 1913’ (p. 22) but in her first autobiography she had stated, ‘when I 
was thirteen my parents took up residence in Danzig’ (Wolff, 1969, p. 35), which would mean in the 
year 1910 or 1911.
untouched by political unrest and anti-Semitism: ‘The Wilhelmian era in Germany 
resembled its counterpart the Edwardian era in England, and German Jews of 
property and a certain standing had all the advantages of an age of prosperity’(Wolff, 
1969, p. 43). It was a life of comfort and security, albeit somewhat stifling, but 
young Charlotte found escape in the world of her imagination. In W olffs 
recollection, her life in Danzig was one of fascination with the city and with her 
studies, emotional attachments to female teachers and fellow pupils. Even World War 
I is mentioned in passing, to say that in wartime, she schemed to go to Berlin and 
visit Lisa, the love of her life, who lived there at the time (Wolff, 1969, 1980).
In 1920 Wolff completed her secondary education and moved to Freiburg to 
study medicine. She also took courses in philosophy with Edmund Husserl and a 
very young Martin Heidegger.
In 1923, after studying for one year in Freiburg, one year in Konigsberg and 
one year in Tübingen, Wolff transferred to Berlin University for the final part of her 
medical degree. In Berlin she participated in the metropolis’ cultural life -  she was a 
good friend of the philosopher Walter Benjamin and was acquainted with many 
artists and writers -  as well as in its thriving lesbian subculture. In the summer, Lisa, 
who had got married and was living in Russia, visited Berlin for a few months and 
they resumed their relationship until Lisa had to leave.
In June 1924, after her final exams, Wolff embarked -  with her then partner 
Katherine - on a journey to Russia to see Lisa, on the pretext of a ‘cultural mission’. 
On their return to Berlin, at the end of the year, Wolff started her compulsory year of 
supervised clinical work to obtain the right to practise medicine.
In the same year, she had some poems published in the literary review Vers 
und Prosa, edited by Franz Hessel.
In 1928, after her year of clinical training begun at the Schoenenberger 
Hospital and concluded, for the last quarter, at the Virchow Krankenhaus in the 
department for Skin and Venereal Diseases, Wolff began to work for the (public) 
Berlin Health Insurance Association, in the ante-natal, maternal and infant care 
service, of which she was soon promoted deputy head. The dissertation for her M.D.
degree (obtained on 12 March 1928) focused on the Association’s antenatal services 
in the framework of family welfare. She was also involved in a pioneering project to 
provide family planning services, including counselling, to working class women - 
her first endeavours with sexology and psychotherapy. Weimar Republic Berlin was 
the centre of research on sexuality, with Magnus Hirschfeld’s ideas and his Institute 
for Sexual Science flourishing, albeit surrounded by controversy.
In 1931, in an increasingly anti-Semitic climate, Wolff was advised by the 
head of the Health Service to take up a less ‘visible’ position and, after some training, 
Wolff became the director of the Institute for Electrophysical Therapy in the Berlin 
district of Neukolln.
On 30 January 1933 Adolf Hitler was sworn in as German Chancellor. In 
March, Wolff was notified that, like other Jewish public employees, she was to lose 
her job in April. She narrowly escaped arrest when travelling to Neukolln for the last 
time to say goodbye to her colleagues. After the Gestapo visited her apartment,
Wolff decided to leave Germany, and at the end of May she fled to Paris.
In Paris Wolff, whose medical qualifications were not recognized by French 
authorities, made a profession out of her interest in chirology -  personality 
assessment based on observation of the hands -  which she had begun to explore in 
Berlin under Julius Spier, a pupil of Jung’s. Her main contact in Paris, the German 
fashion journalist Helen Hessel (and wife of W olff s friend and editor Franz Hessel) 
introduced her to prominent intellectuals / prospective clients for chirology. Wolff 
became acquainted with André Breton and the Surrealist circle through the writer 
Pierre Klossowski, the elder brother of the painter Balthus. The energetic and 
‘lionesque’ Breton, whom Wolff admired for his integrity, was impressed by W olffs 
method of interpretation of the hands and, as she reports in her first autobiography, he 
even tried to persuade Picasso, amongst other artists, to consult her. Picasso firmly 
declined; ‘he told Breton he would not have anybody “exploring” him, after what 
Gertrude Stein had written about him’  ^(Wolff, 1969, pp. 77- 78). Breton arranged
’ Stein’s very first publication was a portrait of Matisse and Picasso, in her experimental and unique 
writing style, which appeared in August 1912 in a special issue of photographer Alfred Stieglitz’s 
Camera Work entirely dedicated to the two artists. In 1924 her poem ‘If I Told Him: A completed
for Wolff to write an article on chirology in the Minotaure, the surrealist publication 
edited by Tériade, and she became a personal friend of many surrealists, including 
Paul Éluard, whom she described as ‘inclined to retreat rather than go out to people; a 
man who found the sharp edges of daily life too much’ (p. 78).
The ‘hypersensitive’ musician Maurice Ravel, who ‘seemed paralysed by 
people, because of his extreme nervousness’ (p. 78) usually said very little, but 
showed great interest in W olffs work when she took his hand print. She also took the 
hand prints of Marcel Duchamp, who ‘represented the extreme of anti­
convention. . .[and] was a chess player and a painter of iconoclastic genius’ (p. 79) - 
and she often visited him with Helen Hessel in his house. Wolff frequented the Café 
de Flore with Balthus, and, as she later recalled, they would sit
at the same table with Picasso, the beautiful Dora Marr, Man Ray, Antonin 
Artaud and other surrealists. What was it about the unique atmosphere at that 
table? The burly Picasso, next to Dora Marr, just sat and stared, drank coffee 
and hardly said a word. Antonin Artaud grimaced and made one feel 
uncomfortable. Only Balthus and Man Ray talked in fits and starts to each 
other... I wish that the company at that table had been painted by Balthus as a 
record of some of the most important exponents of the arts before the war.
But, as it was, Picasso’s table at the Café de Flore remains a personal 
‘possession’ which my memory has perpetuated with the sharpness of a 
snapshot (Wolff, 1980, 122- 123).
One summer day Helen Hessel drove Wolff through the French countryside, all the 
way to Provence and the Mediterranean coast to the small town of Sanary, which had 
acquired a reputation as an artists’ colony. Here they were greeted by the (then very 
young) writer Sybille Bedford (then still known as Sybille von Schonebeck), whose
Portrait o f Picasso’ was published in Vanity Fair (Kellner, 1988). He is also described in The 
Autobiography o f Alice B. Toldas, published by Stein in 1933. Picasso had painted a famous portrait 
o f  Stein in the winter 1905 - 1906, when (with other prominent and emergent artists) he was a frequent 
visitor to the Paris residence she shared with her brother Leo at 27, Rue de Fleurus (Malcolm, 2007).
mother was a friend of Helen Hessel’s, and subsequently Wolff was introduced to 
Thomas Mann and his family and to Aldous Huxley and his wife Maria, who 
professed a great interest in W olffs interpretation of hand patterns.
Wolff spent many hours at the Huxleys’ villa teaching Maria how to make 
hand prints and to interpret hand patterns. The extremely well-connected Huxleys 
would help Wolff until they left Europe for the United States in 1937 and later they 
also helped Sybille Bedford (who was partly Jewish) to emigrate to the United 
States.^
They arranged for Wolff to travel to London to widen her circle of contacts 
and they introduced her to many members of the Bloomsbury group; Wolff felt an 
instant bond with the patron of the arts Lady Ottoline Morrell, a friendship that would 
give her much solace in the future during difficult times, and would last until the long 
illness that preceded Morrell’s death in 1938 (Wolff, 1969, 1980).
The Huxleys and Lady Morrell also organized a meeting between Charlotte 
Wolff and Virginia Woolf for a chirological consultation and subsequently, as Wolff 
would remember in her second autobiography, Virginia Woolf invited her to tea and 
gave her a German translation of To the Lighthouse (Wolff, 1980).
Wolff returned to Paris, where she had started clinical investigation of 
chirology as bona fide psychological assessment with the help of the psychiatrist and 
developmental psychologist Henri Wallon, who had given her access to his patients, 
but, like many Jewish refugees, she felt increasingly less secure in France as it 
became clear that Adolf Hitler’s drive to strengthen the German army would soon 
break the fragile equilibrium of European powers and lead to war.
Thus, after Studies in Hand Reading, W olffs first book, was published in 
London in the autumn of 1936 with the Huxleys’ help, she decided to move 
permanently to London with their assistance, arriving on 26 October. She was 
offered an opportunity to study the handprints of primates at the London Zoo, run by 
the noted biologist Julian Huxley, Aldous’ brother.
 ^Years later, Wolff and Bedford would be close friends and, from the end of the Seventies, neighbours in Chelsea.
10
On 27 October 1937, exactly one year and one day after W olffs arrival in 
London, an article with photographs appeared in the magazine The Listener about 
W olffs work at London Zoo. Another article appeared in the Proceedings of the 
Zoological Society. In addition, Wolff sought scientific study of chirology as a self­
funded research student at University College London in the Department f  
Psychology, under William Stephenson’s supervision, and in various clinics, 
including the Jewish Child Guidance Clinic. In November, Wolff was granted 
permanent resident status and permission to practise psychotherapy, but not medicine.
In 1941, during the war, a change in the law allowed medical professionals 
fleeing the Nazi regime (including Wolff) to take up provisional registration with the 
General Medical Council.
In 1942 Wolff published The Human Hand, with a preface by William 
Stephenson. A second and third edition would follow in 1944 and in 1949. In 1943 
Wolff was made a Fellow of the British Psychological Society and two years later she 
published A Psychology o f Gesture.
In 1947 Wolff received her certificate of naturalization as a British citizen and 
travelled to France on several occasions after a first visit in July 1947. She renewed 
her friendship with some of the intellectuals she had known in the Thirties, and she 
was reunited with Professor Wallon, who arranged for her to give a lecture on her 
chirological research at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes (connected with the Sorbonne 
University) in October 1948 (Wolff, 1969, 1980). In 1951 she published her final 
book on chirology. The Hand in Psychological Diagnosis, and in 1952 she obtained 
permanent registration as a medical practitioner with the General Medical Council. 
Wolff continued to work as an independent psychotherapist. On the surface, after 
1952, she lived a peaceful, comfortable life, apparently ‘settled’, and the decade that 
followed was relatively ‘uneventful’ in terms of further publications and (outward) 
major changes but, as she stated in On the Way to Myself (\969),
Whatever I felt, whatever I did or achieved, it had an edge of questioning and 
uncertainty about it. The homes of my own, which I furnished to my taste,
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never received me with that spring of a bouncing net which takes one’s 
weight completely and does not hurt. People looked after me and I looked 
after people. I succeeded in what I was doing and I enjoyed the green land of 
England as well as the profusion of the arts and spectacles of London. But my 
past and my highly-strung nervous system prevented me from being 
thoroughly comfortable anywhere (p. 186).
Wolff reported feeling an outsider in England especially when considering her 
friendships, personal and professional -  which tended to be with foreign-born 
individuals. In particular, she had ‘had the painful impression that English women 
cannot be friends with foreigners, and are fickle when not bound by their peculiar 
social code’ (Wolff, 1980, p. 208).
However, she credited some women with interconnected lives whom she had 
met during a brief holiday to Cornwall in 1948 before going to France to deliver her 
Ecole des Hautes Etudes lecture, with modifying (but not completely changing) that 
perception: Wolff met a woman, Caroline, with whom she had a three-year affair. At 
the time, Caroline was in a complicated relationship with a live-in friend, Isabel (and 
the house was also shared by members of Caroline’s family) and someone in a 
neighbouring village, Gertrud, a painter who was a refugee from the Nazi invasion of 
Hungary. Eventually, Caroline became increasingly religious following the death of 
her sister and asked Wolff to return all her letters. However, their friendship lasted 
until Caroline’s death in 1976 (Wolff, 1980). These complex relationships would be 
depicted in W olffs heavily autobiographical novel An Older Love, published in 
1976. Also, as she reflected in Hindsight, it made her think about labels such as 
‘lesbian’ or ‘homosexual’; Caroline and Isabel would have rejected such labels with 
horror, but not their love (Wolff, 1980).
Other reflections on lesbianism were prompted when, in the Fifties, Wolff 
was asked by the Probation Service to interview ‘some female “delinquents”... Some 
of the girls were lesbians who had either been models or prostitutes. They had been 
arrested for soliciting or abusing the police’ (Wolff, 1980, p. 206) and Wolff stated
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that interaction with these clients opened her ‘eyes to certain psycho-social 
conditions, and also to some aspects of homosexuality’ (p. 206). Also, Wolff began 
writing her first autobiography -  eventually published in 1969 as On the Way to 
Myself - in which she described many attachments to women since her schooldays. 
Furthermore, she had intended to include an essay on female homosexuality, but it 
could not be integrated into the book (Wolff, 1980).
These personal events and reflections are to be considered in the context of 
the changes in British society at the time, the Sixties, with the rise of second wave 
feminism, the founding, in 1963, of the Minorities Research Group, which was the 
first lesbian organization in the country, and the campaign for decriminalizing male 
homosexuality, a move that had been recommended by the government- 
commissioned Wolfenden report in 1957, but it was not until July 1967 that the law 
was passed (in England and Wales, for adults over the age of 21). A few months 
later, as noted, Wolff became a friend of gay activist Antony Grey, who subsequently 
-  with the Albany Trust - helped Wolff find participants for research on lesbianism 
and bisexuality. W olffs Love Between Women, a book-length study with 108 
participants who identified as lesbian, was published in 1971 and a second edition in 
1973. Some participants were or had been married, thus, although they identified as 
lesbian, they had engaged in bisexual behaviour. This led Wolff to undertake a new 
research project exploring bisexuality. The resulting book-length study. Bisexuality, 
was published in 1977, and a second, expanded edition in 1979.
In 1978 Wolff travelled back to Berlin for the first time after forty-five years 
at the invitation of feminist lesbian and human rights activist Use Kokula and gave 
lectures and readings from her books.
In 1980 Wolff published her second autobiography. Hindsight. In the same 
year, she began research for what would absorb much of her time and energy for the 
next six years, her biography of Magnus Hirschfeld - eventually published in the 
spring of 1986. In a radio interview with BBC Germany^ to mark the publication of
 ^A  company under the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) umbrella.
The interview was conducted in German. There is a cassette tape copy o f the recording in the W olff 
Archive, BPS, London. A transcription can be found in a collection o f documents relating to the
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her Hirschfeld biography - which turned out to be W olffs last interview, as it was 
recorded just a few days before her death, she was looking forward to her next 
creative endeavour, a novel she was planning to write.
Wolff died on 12 September, after suffering a massive stroke, less than three 
weeks before her 89^ *^  birthday, survived by her partner of thirty years, Audrey 
Wood.‘® In the interview (which was eventually broadcast on 23 September) W olffs 
voice rang out firmly: ‘Right now Pm recovering, resting, but already I loiow the 
eight chapters I shall write, I know exactly... but if I were to tell you, I probably 
wouldn’t do it.’ She laughed, joined in laughter by the interviewer, bringing her last 
interview -  and, in a way, her life - to a close with thoughts of a future of creativity. 
In the light of this, her publisher’s comment in The New Statesmans obituary - 
namely that Wolff was ‘forever looking forward to the future’ (Pulsifer, 1986, p. 35), 
as reported above, seems particularly apt to describe her character.
1. 3. The afterlife of Charlotte Wolff.
After the obituaries published in the aftermath of W olffs death, there was a relatively 
long silence until 1997, her centenary year, when in Charlottenburg, an elegant 
district of Berlin, an Adult Education Centre which also offered courses to gain the 
Abitur Diploma (German High School Diploma, essential for university admission) 
was named ‘Charlotte Wolff Kolleg’ (Charlotte Wolff College) in her honour. The 
writer Christa Wolf, who had corresponded with Charlotte Wolff from the end of 
April 1983 until less than one month before W olffs death, gave the keynote speech
inauguration of the Charlotte W olff Kolleg in Berlin: J. Minz (Ed.) (1998) Liebe und ein starker Geist 
kennen kein Alter -  Phantasie hat keiner Zeit. Materialen zur Erinnerung an Charlotte Wolff. [Love 
and a strong spirit know no age -  Imagination is timeless. Materials in remembrance o f  Charlotte 
Wolff]. Berlin: Charlotte W olff Kolleg. Available online: 
http://www.charlotte-wolff-biografie.de/media/pdf/Endfassung web .pdf
The translation of extracts from the interview and from all original German materials cited in the thesis 
and not available in English translation is mine.
Audrey Wood, O.B.E. was a midwife all her working life; from 1952 to 1970 she was the General 
Secretary o f the Royal College o f Midwifery.
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at the inauguration ceremony on 5 March 1997/^ Wolf talked about Charlotte 
W olffs life and work and about their correspondence, which began when Wolf, on 
reading the German translation of Charlotte W olffs second autobiography,^^ was 
astounded to see her own name cited, as Charlotte Wolff was describing how similar 
one line of poetry that she had written (but not published) in her youth was to a line in 
a poem of Christa W olfs. Intrigued, Christa Wolf wrote the first letter to Charlotte 
Wolff on 30 April 1983, thus initiating the correspondence. In her address, Wolf 
highlighted how important it had been for Wolff to go back to Berlin, and how the 
naming of the college would ensure that W olffs name would remain present there. 
Also, it had been important to reconnect with the German language, and Christa Wolf 
said that Charlotte Wolff had made her a great gift by crediting her with ‘having 
brought back to life the German language’ for her after the Nazi regime had so 
‘besmirched if  that she regarded it with horror and thought it impossible to 
‘resurrect’ it (Wolf, 1998, p. 87; Wolf & Wolff, 2004, p. 135).
In celebration of the Wolff centenary, the German lesbian publication Unsere 
kleine Zeitung (laiown as UkZ) published the German translation of a tribute by 
W olffs partner Audrey Wood, who gave not only a brief account of W olffs life and 
work, but also some personal memories. She reminisced about meeting Wolff in 
the Fifties, when an acquaintance who worked as a probation officer for West London 
Magistrates Court had asked Wolff, who then practised in Chelsea as a psychiatrist, 
to see some clients, some young women who were to appear in court. Wood also
The speech, entitled ‘Internationale Jüdin mit britischem Pass’ [International Jew with British 
passport] would be later included in the collection o f documents relating to the inauguration o f the 
Charlotte W olff Kolleg: J. Minz (Ed.) (1998) Liebe und ein starker Geist kennen kein Alter ~ 
Phantasie hat keiner Zeit. Materialen zur Erinnerung an Charlotte Wolff. [Love and a strong spirit 
know no age -  Imagination is timeless. Materials in remembrance of Charlotte Wolff], (pp. 82 -  92), 
op. cit., as well as in a book consisting o f the W olf and W olff correspondence published in 2004:
Wolf, C. & Wolff, C. (2004) Ja, unsere Kreise beriihren sich. Briefe. [Yes, our circles do touch. 
Letters] (129 -  142). Munich, Germany: Luchterhand.
The German version o f Hindsight (1980) was published in 1983 Augenbliclce verandern uns mehr 
als die Zeit. [Moments change us more than time does]. The title is from a line by Natalie Barney -  
‘Les moments nous changent plus que le temps’ cited at the very beginning o f Hindsight.
A. Wood (1997) Meine Freundin Charlotte Wolff. [‘My fiiend Charlotte W olff —translated from 
English into German by Eva Bornemann]. Unsere kleine Zeitung, Issue 10/11. Reprinted in: J. Minz 
(Ed.) (1998) Liebe und ein starker Geist kennen kein Alter — Phantasie hat keiner Zeit. Materialen zur 
Erinnerung an Charlotte Wolff. [Love and a strong spirit know no age -  Imagination is timeless. 
Materials in remembrance o f Charlotte Wolff], (pp. 22 -  25), op. cit.
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talked about this first meeting in an interview given in June of the same year to two 
teachers who worked for the newly named Charlotte Wolff Kolleg and visited her in 
her flat (reported in Rüter, 1998).*"^
Interestingly, Wolff (1969, 1980) mentioned this event in both her 
autobiographies, stating that, on a professional level, it led to her seeing more clients 
who were protégées of the probation officer, and on a personal level, to new 
friendships in the Quaker community through the probation officer, who was a 
Quaker. However, there is no explicit indication in the text that one of these 
friendships would be with her long-term partner. Still, Audrey Wood was thanked 
for typing the manuscripts of many of her books and for ‘taking care of much of the 
burden of daily life’, as Wolff stated in the aclcnowledgements for Bisexuality (1977, 
p. x). In addition, Wolff dedicated her novel An Older Love to Audrey Wood, ‘in 
gratitude for her constant help’, and Wood was also mentioned in Hindsight (1980) as 
W olffs travel companion when she returned to Berlin at the end of the Seventies.
During the inteiwiew with the Charlotte Wolff Kolleg teachers. Wood, then 
well into her eighties and undergoing chemotherapy for cancer, pointed at a manual 
typewriter on a table by the window, and said that she had typed all of W olff s 
manuscripts during their association and that after the Hirschfeld biography she was 
so exhausted that she said she would type no more for her, although, in retrospect, she 
saw herself, if needed, retracting that decision dictated by fatigue. She added, ‘...but 
Charlotte did not want to stop writing’ (reported in Rüter, 1998, p. 26).
After the centenary celebrations, a few years passed before the next important 
event for the Wolff legacy -  the publication, in 2004, of her exchange of 
correspondence with Christa Wolf. In 2005 Wolff, in particular her work on the hand 
and psychological diagnosis, was the subject of an MA dissertation by Claudia 
Rappold at Hagen U niversity ,and in the same year Rappold also released a booklet
Rüter, C. (1998) Begegnung mit Audrey Wood. [Encounter with Audrey Wood]. In: J. Minz (Ed.) 
(1998) Liebe und ein starker Geist lœnnen kein Alter -  Phantasie hat keiner Zeit. Materialen zur 
Erinnerung an Charlotte Wolff. [Love and a strong spirit laiow no age -  Imagination is timeless. 
Materials in remembrance o f Charlotte Wolff], (pp. 26 -  28), op. cit.
Rappold, C. (2005) Die Handdiagnose -  ein zu Unrecht vergessenes Gebiet der Psychodiagnostik? 
Zu Leben, Werk und Wirkung von Charlotte Wolff. Unpublished MA dissertation. [Diagnosis based
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on W olffs life and work, using published sources, for a series of booklets 
(‘miniatures’) on prominent Jewish people published in associations with the Jewish 
Centre of Berlin’s New Synagogue.
W olffs life has been recently revisited in an artistic endeavour, the 
installation Everything I  Need (Buckingham, 2007), which premiered in London in 
April 2007. In this 21-minute installation, one screen shows details of the interior of 
an airplane as would have been used in the Seventies for international travel and in a 
second screen are juxtaposed the thoughts / interior monologue of Charlotte Wolff as 
would have gone through her mind on her return to Germany in the late Seventies 
after 45 years of exile. Her thoughts go to the happy times in the Weimar Republic 
and to ‘those who stayed and waited when the times got less happy, and they 
perished’ (Buckingham, 2007).
This account of Wolff-related events and publications after her death shows 
that, if Wolff has not been forgotten, she has not been the subject of extensive 
scholarship either. It is clear that, although Wolff was active as a writer and as a 
researcher primarily in the United Kingdom, where she lived for fifty years, until her 
death, and where she was a Fellow of the British Psychological Society, secured 
contracts with relatively mainstream publishers and had her book reviewed in the 
general press and in academic journals, she seems to be rather ‘forgotten’ in the 
English-speaking world or in the academic world with English as lingua franca, 
which is the world of high impact journals.
While writing this introduction to the thesis, written post hoc, as it were, 
although placed at the beginning, I performed searches of standard academic 
databases such as Psychlnfo to make sure that I am not omitting pre-existing work on 
Wolff or even work that may cite Wolff, and on one occasion, an article from the 
Journal o f  Lesbian Studies based on Chapter 4 of this thesis headed the one-page list 
of results, which then contained references and links to articles authored by Wolff on 
psychological assessment based on the hands, as well as some reviews that followed
on the hand -  an unfairly forgotten branch o f psychodiagnostics? On the life, work and influence o f  
Charlotte Wolff]. Hagen, Germany: Hagen University.
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the publication of her books. This is not intended as a ‘boast’, but rather as a report 
on a ‘litmus test’ performed to confirm the paucity of scholarship on Wolff prior to 
this thesis. As can be seen even fi'om this brief biographical sketch, the scope of 
W olff s work spanned literature -  from poetry to a novel -  and academia, from her 
attempts to develop a honafide psychological assessment based on the hands to her 
work in sexology, with her theoretical and empirical investigations of lesbianism and 
bisexuality, and also with her biography of Magnus Hirschfeld, which put on the map 
for the English-speaking world a pioneer in sexology and the founder of the first 
organization for the emancipation of sexual minorities.
In particular, as someone working in the field of critical psychology and 
sexualities and the history of sexuality, I found myself in agreement with Antony 
Grey’s comment in W olffs obituary that ‘her contributions to psychology and 
sexology are of considerable stature’ or that, at the very least, in less partisan and 
celebratory terms, it would benefit the history of psychology and the history of 
sexuality to consider Wolff s work more closely that it has been done so far within 
these disciplines, and to engage Wolff in contemporary debates on gender and 
sexuality, which is the aim of this thesis. However, before this project took shape, 
even before it was just an idea, serendipity had to intervene for me to cross paths with 
Charlotte Wolff, as will be described in the next section.
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1. 4. Encounter with the W olff Archive: A  tale o f serendipity.
...Not ‘Es muss sein!’ [It must be so], but rather 
‘Es konnte auch anders sein!’ [It couldjust as well be otherwise]...
Kundera (1984, p. 35)
When I think about how this project began, I think about a passage in Part One of 
Milan Kundera’s (1984) The Unbearable Lightness o f  Being, which states that, if 
seven years earlier the chief surgeon of the Prague hospital where the protagonist of 
the novel, Tamas, worked, had not suffered a bout of sciatica, which necessitated that 
he ask Tamas to substitute him when he was called for a consultation in another part 
of the country, Tamas would not have met Tereza, the woman that would become his 
wife. Their lives would have taken different paths and many of the events described 
in the novel would not have unfolded.
Looking back, perhaps through the lens of retrospective bias, I can see the 
same sense of serendipity conveyed in the novel permeating the series of events that 
led to the writing of this thesis on Charlotte Wolff. Furthermore, a meeting of 
members of a professional body was also a key event in this case - not a gathering of 
surgeons for a consultation, but the 20^ Annual Conference of the History and 
Philosophy of Psychology Section of the British Psychological Society (BPS), which 
then, in April 2006, was held in York. Following in the footsteps of the omniscient 
narrator of The Unbearable Lightness o f  Being, I could say, ‘if I had not moved 
heaven and earth to send a late entry to that conference, as convenor of a mini­
symposium called Like People in History: Making Queer Waves in the Field,
(thereby managing in one single stroke to steal part of the title from the writer Felice
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Picano^^ and to “gatecrash” the event), and if Professor Graham Richards, the 
historian of psychology, author of Putting Psychology in Its Place (1996/2002) and 
then director of the History of Psychology Centre (HoPC) of the BPS had not been 
present, or if he had not had the generosity to see past the bravado of my move to 
appreciate my commitment to “doing history”, this thesis would not have been 
written’.
My individual presentation within the mini-symposium was a reappraisal of 
the life and work of the German sexologist Magnus Hirschfeld (1868 -  1935), the 
founder of the first organization to advocate for the decriminalization of (male) 
homosexuality and for the emancipation of sexual minorities. The only major 
biography of Hirschfeld in English -  one of the sources I used for my paper -  was 
written by Charlotte Wolff (1986), who, like Hirschfeld, had been a Jewish doctor in 
Weimar Republic Berlin before she emigrated - first to France and then to Britain - 
when the Nazi regime came to power. I had become aware that, in addition to writing 
Hirschfeld’s biography, Wolff had made a contribution to the history of sexuality 
with book-length empirical studies -  Love Between Women (1971) and Bisexuality 
(1977/1979) -  as well as with two autobiographies -  On the Way to Myself {\969) 
and Hindsight (1980) in which she described her attraction to women and some of her 
relationships -  and a novel. An Older Love (1976), about a romantic relationship 
involving three women. At that stage, to me Wolff was mainly Hirschfeld’s 
biographer, but I did wonder why, with all these published -  albeit out of print -  
books, still available in libraries or from internet sellers, she was hardly mentioned in 
the literature on the history of sexuality.
At the conference I found out from Professor Richards that Wolff, a Fellow of 
the BPS who died in 1986 not long after the publication of her Hirschfeld biography, 
had bequeathed her papers (as well as copyright of all her works) to the Society, and 
her collection had only recently been catalogued by the Society’s archivist, Mike
Like People in History is a novel by Felice Picano in which the lives o f the two protagonists, Alistair 
Dodge and Roger Sansarc intertwine from when they meet, both aged nine in 1954, to 1991. It is as 
much a saga about contemporary American history in general, and American gay history and culture in 
particular, as it is a novel describing the individual lives o f  the characters.
Picano, F. (1995) Like People in History. New York: Viking Penguin.
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MaskilL At the time, the HoPC was in the process of changing premises, from one 
part of Central London to another - from John Street in Bloomsbury to its present 
location in Tabernacle Street in the City, which also houses the London office of the 
BPS. I did joke that I could offer temporary shelter to ‘Charlotte’ in my home during 
the transition, but my enthusiasm for the possibilities of historical research was not a 
joke. To my surprise, delight and ever-lasting gratitude, at the end of the conference 
Graham Richards kindly promised that the Wolff Archive would be taken out of 
storage and made available to me for research as soon as the new premises were 
ready. One fine day at the beginning of October 2006, my journey into the Wolff 
Archive began at the BPS London office with the invaluable assistance of Mike 
Maskill and, being incapable of resisting cheap humour, I am tempted to add, ‘.. .and 
the rest is...er... history’.
This is my personal story of serendipity, the story of how I came to engage 
with the Wolff Archive -  mindful that, in Milan Kundera’s words, ‘it could have been 
otherwise’, which is always the other side of the coin of serendipity. It could be 
argued that some form of serendipity was also involved in the way the BPS acquired 
the Charlotte Wolff Archive. A few months after W olffs death, Dr Sandy Lovie, a 
lecturer at the University of Liverpool and then the Honorary Archivist of the BPS,’  ^
was approached by Audrey Wood, W olffs life partner and executor, with the 
donation of W olffs papers. In his ‘Report on the Society’s Archive’, within the BPS 
Annual Report for 1987 -  1988, Dr Lovie described this as a
major donation... [which] consists of some correspondence, including several 
prominent 1930s surrealists, the manuscript copies of several of her books on 
the hand in psychology and, most importantly, material from her work on
Until the current archivist o f  the BPS, Mike Maskill, was appointed in 2003, after the formal 
creation o f the HoPC in London in September 2002 under the directorship o f  Professor Graham 
Richards, the BPS did not have a salaried, full-time ai chivist, but honorary archivists who worked pro  
bono. Indeed, Dr Lovie, in 1979, had succeeded John C. Kenna, the first BPS Honorary Archivist, 
who had held the post since 1956, and who had been the first to suggest such post be created (HoPC, 
2010). For information on the origins and development o f the HoPC, please refer to: 
http://www.bps.org.uLhopc/origins.cfi-n See also Richards (1999). Mike MaskilFs first task as 
archivist o f the BPS was to catalogue the Charlotte W olff Archive (Mike Maskill, personal 
communication, October 2006).
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human sexuality... The Archive is particularly lucky having obtained the 
material (p. 17).^^
Looking back on the acquisition twenty years later, Dr Lovie (personal 
communication, 29 August 2007) admitted that he could not remember much about it, 
and he modestly described his contribution as merely arranging for the material to be 
sent to the University of Liverpool. He recalled a meeting in London to discuss the 
transfer with Audrey Wood, of whom he had a scant recollection, except that he 
remembered her stating that she was a Quaker. Somewhat in contrast with the 
enthusiastic tone of his Annual Report entry at the time of the acquisition, he 
reminisced, ‘my feeling was that the material was a bit limited’, although he 
reiterated that ‘the surrealist notes were something of a bonus’. He also ascribed the 
lack of detail in his recollection to the fact that the contents of the donation were not 
relevant to his research interests and thus not particularly memorable personally. 
Furthermore, he reported that at the time of the acquisition he was feeling the strain 
of serving as Honorary Archivist for many years, with an expanding archive and 
shrinking storage space, as well as some misunderstandings with the University of 
Liverpool about the granting of more storage space. The BPS Archives would move 
to Staffordshire University in 1998 and eventually to London when, following the 
BPS Centenary celebrations in 2001, the Society invested more resources in its 
Archives (HoPC, 2010). With all these institutional vicissitudes, it is hardly 
surprising that the Charlotte Wolff collection was not catalogued until 2003, and one 
cannot help but think that ‘it might have been otherwise’, that the chain of events 
might have taken a different turn and to this day the Charlotte Wolff Archive might 
not have reached me and subsequent researchers.
Audrey Wood, in the already mentioned June 1997 interview with two 
teachers of the recently-named ‘Charlotte Wolff College’, commented on the transfer 
of Wolff s papers to the BPS through Dr Lovie (Rüter, 1998). Apparently unaware
Lovie, A. D. (1988) Report on the Society’s Archive. In: British Psychological Society (1988) 
Annual Report fo r  1987/1988 (p. 17). Leicester: British Psychological Society.
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that, due to said vicissitudes, at the time the material had yet to be catalogued and 
made available by the BPS, Audrey Wood gave a list of the contents to her visitors, 
saying, ‘if you want to work in the archive, I give you permission to do so’ (quoted in 
Rüter, 1997, p. 28). Before the visit was over, on reading the list, her interviewers 
saw that, with correspondence from, inter alia, Aldous Huxley and Christa Wolf, the 
archive truly contained ‘treasures that wait[ed] to be discovered’ and concluded that 
‘it would be really exciting to get further on Charlotte W olffs trail with the help of 
the archived material’ (p. 28). To my Imowledge, Rüter and her colleague did not act 
on this thought by contacting Dr Lovie or his successor, Professor Richards, and 
anyway, as noted, the Wolff Archive would not be available for a few years following 
that interview. Furthermore, as reported above, were it not for the'BPS’s allocation 
of more resources to historical projects around the time of its Centenary celebrations, 
cataloguing and availability of the Charlotte Wolff Archive might have been 
postponed further.
At present, the Charlotte Wolff Archive in the HoPC is the only major collection of 
‘working papers from individual psychologists’ (HoPC, 2010) that preseiwes the 
papers of a woman psychologist.^^ Yet, even after more than twenty-five years that 
the feminist-historical project of reclaiming ‘missing voices’ of women in psychology 
pioneered by scholars such as Rossiter (1982) and Scarborough and Furumoto (1987) 
began to take shape, Wolff has yet to be the subject of extensive reclaiming. As 
noted above, Wolff contributed to the history of psychology and to the history of 
sexuality not just with her Hirschfeld biography, but also with empirical, book-length 
studies on female homosexuality and on bisexuality, yet, this thesis argues, the 
history of sexuality has been equally remiss in considering her contribution. Just to 
quote an example, there is no mention of W olffs work in A History o f  Bisexuality
Mike Maskill, who, as noted, is the BPS archivist, confirmed that ‘the Centre also holds Grace 
Rawlings’ (1909 - 1988) papers (just a few BPS administrative papers -  she was a President o f the 
Society between 1966 and 1967. Furthermore, the Visual Archive o f the HoPC, set up in the 1990s, is 
named after Rawlings to commemorate a bequest she made). There are also May Davidson’s (d 1982) 
papers (some folders o f BPS administrative material), but W olffs is the most comprehensive and 
important collection o f  a woman psychologist’s papers’ (personal communication, 23 November 
2009). HoPC website: http://www.bps.org.uk/hopc/honc home.cfm
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(Angelides, 2001) and Storr (1999a), in her critical reader of writings on bisexuality 
from Freud (1905) to Kaloski (1997), mentions Wolff only in passing. This thesis 
aims to fill this gap in scholarship by exploring W olffs contribution to psychology 
and to the history of sexuality. The aim is not merely ‘to put her (work) on the map’ 
(although this is a necessary first step) but, in line with aNietzschean / Foucauldian 
conceptualization of history as serving present history (cf. Nietzsche, 1873; Foucault, 
1971, 1977), to consider W olffs relevance to contemporary issues and debates in 
psychology and the study of sexuality.
In order to do this, it is necessary, in the next chapter, to contextualize 
Charlotte Wolff as a woman psychologist with reference to the invisibility of women 
in the history of psychology and to the difficulties faced by early women scientists 
and psychologists in obtaining education and careers. This also entails considering 
ways of ‘doing history’ -  including the danger of substituting old celebratory tales of 
‘great men’ with tales of ‘great women’ and perhaps even the possibility that the 
‘celebratory element’ in ‘doing history’ may be particularly stubborn, especially for a 
thesis focused on the life and work of a single individual. Although the thesis is not -  
strictly speaking -  a biography of Charlotte Wolff, it enshrines some biographical 
endeavour, which makes it incumbent to discuss the role of biography in the history 
of the human sciences, not least in the light of claims as to the ‘death of the author’. 
Finally, as regards ‘doing history’, crucial for a thesis that springs from a 
serendipitous encounter with an archive, the next chapter will close on a discussion of 
the concept of the archive.
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CHAPTER 2
CONTEXTUALIZING CHARLOTTE WOLFF AS A WOMAN
PSYCHOLOGIST IN (‘DOING’) THE HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY
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2 .1 . The most comprehensive and important collection of a woman 
psychologist’s papers.
As noted, the Charlotte Wolff Archive in the HoPC is the only major collection of 
‘working papers from individual psychologists’ (HoPC, 2010) that preserves the 
papers of a woman psychologist. This fact is quite interesting, considering that the 
Society, founded in 1901, with one woman amongst its ten founding members - the 
psychologist, mathematician and educator Sophie Bryant -  had its first woman 
president, Beatrice Edgell, between 1930 and 1932  ^ (Valentine, 2001, 2006).
Ideally, writing at the end of 2010, when equality seems to be taken for granted, the 
notion o f ‘woman psychologist’ should be, like, say, ‘lady writer’ or ‘faculty wife’, 
consigned to the past, and not worth highlighting. If this emphasis is used here, it is 
by no means to accuse the HoPC or the BPS of sexist policies, but to reflect on the 
circumstances that have excluded women from science and the professions and, even 
when their ‘contribution’ (a word that can have ‘supporting role’ connotations) has 
been aclmowledged, an enduring patriarchal bias has construed such contributions as 
lighter matters than those with enough gravitas / gravity ‘to go down in history’ -  
indeed this very expression a metaphor of gravity that would be the joy of Sir Isaac 
Newton - a ‘top-down’, linear view of history that has favoured males and literally 
and figuratively denied women archive space.
' Edgell was also the first woman president o f  three more learned societies: the Mind Association 
(1927), the Aristotelian Society (1930 -  1931) and the Psychology Section o f the British Association 
for the Advancement o f  Science (1932) (Valentine, 2001, 2006).
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Nothing illustrates better the ramifications of the exclusion of early women 
scientists from the archive as symbolic as well as physical space than the anecdote 
reported by Scarborough and Furumoto (1987) about a woman psychologist’s 
reflections during a 1984 meeting of the American Psychological Association (APA); 
she remembered her assumption during her student days that the Ladd-Franklin 
theory of colour vision that she encountered in a course on perception was named 
after two men, a ‘Mr Ladd’ and a ‘Mr Franklin’.
The next sections of this chapter will examine how inequality in education 
provision for women -  for Charlotte W olffs immediate predecessors and 
contemporaries - produced exclusion from science and the professions -  and thus 
from ‘documented visibility’ in academic appointments and learned societies and, 
consequently, in archives.
2.2. Women and education in Germany, England and the United States from 
1870 to the turn of the century.
By the time Wolff was born, in 1897, for middle and upper class families in Western 
countries such as Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States, education for 
women was a widely accepted idea, although there were fears that intellectual 
pursuits, being focused on the brain, could detract energy from the womb and fr om a 
woman’s ‘true calling’, namely being a mother - and could even cause sterility 
(Delamont, 1990). In fact, one of the reasons cited in favour of education for (middle 
and upper class) women was still connected to the ‘mother role’: women would be, 
as mothers, the first teachers of their male offspring and thus potential providers of an 
educationally stimulating environment for the best start in life in a competitive world 
(Solomon, 1985).
A number of schools with the specific purpose of providing secondary 
education for girls were established in England and Wales in the 1870s (Delamont, 
1990, 1996). In the United States, especially in Northern States, many secondary 
schools for girls were founded already at the end of the 1830s -  although some had
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such a restricted curriculum that would virtually preclude admission to those few 
colleges that would accept women students, like Oberlin in Ohio, which was the first 
to do so since its foundation in 1833 (Solomon, 1985).
In Germany, the years surrounding the unification of the country in 1871 -  
roughly from 1865 to 1875 -  saw a rapid growth in secondary schools for girls, at 
least in part as a response to a change in society that now contemplated the possibility 
of unmarried middle class women (such as the daughters of civil servants or 
Protestant ministers) needing education that would lead to ‘respectable’ employment, 
notably as primary school teachers, to earn an independent living (Albisetti, 1988). 
However most schools for girls followed a stereotypical vocational curriculum meant 
to prepare women to their role as wives and mothers, and included few academic 
subjects.
2. 3. Women’s access to higher education (including doctoral level) in Germany, 
England and the United States from 1870 to the turn of the century.
Women’s access to higher education presented a series of obstacles. Until the 1908 
school reform, no school for girls in Germany followed the only secondary school 
pathway that would lead to the Abitur, the qualification that was a prerequisite for 
university admission. Girls who had received private tuition in subjects such as 
Latin, science and mathematics at Abitur level could generally only take the Abitur 
examinations as external candidates. This option was open only to those whose 
parents not only believed in educating their daughters beyond the standard schools for 
girls but also had the funds to invest in private tuition. Even overcoming these 
considerable hurdles to obtain the Abitur qualification did not guarantee entrance to 
university (Albisetti, 1988). Gottingen was the first university to admit women in 
1885, and other institutions soon followed its example, but women were not admitted 
with the same rights as men. They were usually Horerinnen (‘hearers’) who were 
allowed to audit lectures but not to matriculate or to obtain degrees, let alone higher 
degrees. Even to audit lectures, permission had to be sought from several quarters -
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in some cases even from the ministry of education in the relevant region, as well as 
from the university rector and from the professors whose lectures one intended to 
audit; in addition, fees were quite high.
The situation was in many ways similar in England and Wales. Perhaps there 
it was relatively easier to be admitted to courses and enter examinations, but, if 
matriculation, that is to say ‘official enrolment’ was not open to women, the 
corresponding degree could not be awarded, even if it had been earned by passing all 
the examinations. In the 1890s, of the six universities in England and Wales, three -  
London, Victoria (Manchester) and Wales -  admitted women on the same terms as 
men (Valentine, 2006).
Isabel Maddison, who in 1892 had passed the Cambridge mathematical tripos 
first class but was not awarded a degree (which eventually she received from 
London), published a handbook of British, continental and Canadian universities with 
special emphasis on the rules of admission for women. It became so popular that 
there was a supplement the following year and a second edition in 1899 (Rossiter, 
1982; Valentine, 2006). The question of higher education for women pervaded the 
Zeitgeist of the last decade of the century. In the United States, where women were 
mostly confined to segregated ‘women’s colleges’ specializing in subjects such as 
‘domestic science’, the American journal The Nation had special features during most 
of the 1890s on the higher education opportunities, including at doctoral level, 
available to women; in Germany, in 1889 the feminist and pedagogist Helene Lange 
had published Frauenbildung/ in which she surveyed the acceptance of women in 
higher education in several countries (Rossiter, 1982; Valentine, 2006).
 ^The book was known in English as The Higher Education o f  Women in Europe (Rossiter, 1982; 
Valentine, 2006).
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2.4. Women’s access to higher degrees and academic appointments in the 
sciences with special reference to psychology and medicine.
Although American Universities had begun to award doctorates to women -  the first 
was Boston University, where Helen Magill, the daughter of an academic, had earned 
a PhD in Greek - the situation before the turn of the century was particularly difficult 
for women seeking higher degrees in science subjects, and some American women 
who could afford to do so, relocated to Germany to pursue graduate work, especially 
in psychology. Rossiter (1982) argues that foreign women were more welcome than 
German women in German universities because it was assumed that they would 
return to their country on completion of their studies and not seek employment in 
Germany.
In any case, for anyone -  male or female - aspiring to train in psychology at 
the highest level -  a period of study in Germany was de rigueur: in the 1880s and 
1890s, German psychology laboratories were considered the ‘gold standard’ in the 
field. Wilhelm Wundt led the Institute for Experimental Psychology in Leipzig, 
where Titchener obtained his doctorate.^ Ironically enough, given that Titchener 
vigorously opposed the presence of women in psychology laboratories and would 
eventually pointedly exclude Christine Ladd-Franklin from the informal society of 
experimentalists he founded in 1904 (Rossiter, 1982; Scarborough & Furumoto, 
1987), his first doctoral student on his arrival at Cornell in 1892 was Margaret Floy 
Washburn, the first woman in the United States to be awarded, in 1894, a PhD in 
psychology. Her work impressed Titchener so much that he sent her thesis to Wundt, 
who published it in his journal (Benjamin, 2007).
 ^Titchener was called to Cornell on the recommendation o f  former Wundt student Frank Angell, the 
founder (in 1891) o f the department, who was then leaving for the West Coast to found the psychology 
laboratory at Stanford (in 1893). James McKeen Cattell, who in 1889 founded the psychology 
laboratory o f the University o f  Pennsylvania, had been a student o f Wundt, and G. Stanley Hall, the 
founder, in 1883, of the first ever psychology laboratory in the United States (at Johns Hopkins 
University), had visited Wundt’s laboratory during a year o f  study in Europe (Benjamin, 2007).
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Apart from Leipzig with Wundt, other schools of psychology in Germany 
were in Wurzburg, Gottingen and Berlin/ In Würzburg, Beatrice Edgell would be 
not only the first woman to gain a doctorate there, in 1901, but also the first British 
woman to obtain a doctorate in psychology. A few years before, the multi-talented 
Christine Ladd-Franklin, who was a mathematician with an interest in physics and in 
logic, and would become known internationally in psychology for her theory on 
colour vision, had studied in Gottingen between 1891 and 1892 in the hope of gaining 
the doctorate that she was denied in 1882 by Johns Hopkins University (Furumoto, 
1992; Rossiter, 1982). In spite of the support of vision expert G. E. Müller and of the 
mathematician Felix Klein, with both of whom she conducted research at Gottingen, 
the courts did not grant her the status of full enrolment, the prerequisite to be awarded 
a degree. Only three years later, in 1895, Gottingen became the first German 
university to award a doctorate to a woman, the American physicist Margaret Malby, 
opening doors for more foreign-educated and, eventually, German women. The 
American physiologist of German Jewish origin Ida Hyde, who gained her doctorate 
at Heidelberg in 1896, would describe in a 1938 account eloquently titled ‘Before 
women were human beings...’ her struggle to have her work formally recognized 
with a PhD. In Rossiter’s (1982) succinct and memorable summary of the situation, 
the first women to obtain doctorates in the United States and abroad succeeded 
through a process o f ‘infiltration, guerrilla tactics and a slow war of attrition’ (p. 31).
As regards German women or, rather, more broadly, German-speaking 
Central European women, as Freienreich (2002) has documented, ‘Jews made up a 
disproportionately large percentage of the earlier generations of women who received 
doctorates in philosophy, medicine and law from Central European institutions of 
higher learning’ (p. xv). They were often the daughters of middle-class merchants 
and their ‘bookish-ness’ as well as their Jewishness set them apart from their 
Christian classmates; also, given that the Jewish population was often concentrated in 
major urban areas that often had a university, it was possible for the families to
For a thorough discussion o f the development o f  schools o f psychology in Germany see Ash (1998), 
Geuter (1992) and Kusch (1999).
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provide a higher education for their daughters with no need for them to leave home, 
with the attendant financial burden as well as departure from gendered societal 
expectations that this would entail. With the reform in education in Germany, from 
1908 women could attend university on the same terms as men, and for many female 
Jewish students medicine proved a particularly popular option (Freienreich, 1996). In 
Germany, women were allowed to register as physicians only in 1899, just under 
thirty years before Wolff obtained her MD degree in 1928.
Many women who had trained in Switzerland (Zurich was the first university 
in Europe to grant the same rights of admission to men and women in 1867) had 
practised medicine in Germany with restrictions: they could not sign official 
documents such as death certificates, and in practice had to rely on sympathetic male 
colleagues to sign for the work and the care that they provided but could not officially 
‘own’. This also presents a problem for historians seeking to trace the history of 
women doctors through official documents (Meyer, 1999). Thus, it can be argued 
that the odds that women faced in carving a professional space for themselves, 
especially in the sciences, were not just limited to the then present and their lifetime, 
but, in a way, carried forward into the future to preclude any possibility of their 
efforts and strategies ‘going down in history’ to inspire future generations, as they 
were excluded as much as possible from official records, not least for fear of creating 
a precedent. The elaborate measures that bureaucracy and conservative departments 
and universities took to avoid setting a precedent are an indication of the power of 
the ‘document’ and of the ‘archive’, an acknowledgement that the document can 
produce (professional) identities like the woman faculty member / psychologist / 
scientist that would be ‘best’ to stop in pre-production, so-to-speak, at the level of the 
document. As Rossiter (1982) reports for the American context, in 1898, three years 
after Mary Calkins, who would go on to become the first woman to be president of 
the American Psychological Association in 1905 (Furumoto, 1979), was denied a 
PhD at Harvard in spite of obtaining excellent results in all her examinations, Ethel 
Puffer (later Howes) suffered the same discrimination but she was hired as an 
‘assistant’ in the department of psychology. However, ‘because the authorities did
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not include Puffer’s appointment in the official catalogue, the only record of it is an 
unidentified clipping in her papers at Smith College’ (Rossiter, 1982, p. 44), so, for a 
historian considering official documents (not individual collections), this appointment 
would remain hidden from history.
In the United States, those few women who managed to obtain official 
appointments (usually in subordinate positions for which they were overqualified) 
were expected to give up their careers after marriage. If they continued to work, 
‘nepotism laws’ in force at academic institutions -  which prevented married couples 
from holding appointments at the same institution -  always managed to disadvantage 
the wife even in the case when, in spite of the obstacles, she was the more eminent 
partner (Rossiter, 1982). Later, as Grossmann (1993) reports, when Jewish 
academics and doctors affected by the rise of the Nazi regime relocated to the United 
States with the help of organizations such as the Rockefeller Foundation and the 
National Committee for Resettlement of Foreign Physicians, the wives and husbands 
in physician or scientist married couples experienced differential treatment in the host 
country and academic institutions. Wives were rarely considered as refugee 
professionals in their own right, but they were expected to be, at best, ‘faculty wives’, 
or to work as housekeepers, nursemaids and cooks.
2.5. Scientific discourse and gender - ‘unloading’ the dice or:
Not ‘it must be so’, but ‘it might just as well be otherwise’.
In an often cited passage, Rossiter (1982), referring to the American context, states 
that
according to the 19‘*’ century stereotypes, even towards the end of that 
century, the idea of a woman scientist was a contradiction in terms -  such a 
person was unlikely to exist, and if she did (and more and more of them were 
coming into existence), she had to be ‘unnatural’ in some way. Women 
scientists were thus caught between two almost mutually exclusive
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stereotypes: as scientists they were atypical women; as women they were 
unusual scientists. Coming to grips with such ‘exceptions’ long proved a 
problem to American society, including its historians of science (p. xv).
Women and science have been constructed as mutually exclusive by an allegedly 
value-free (by virtue of being ‘scientific’) discourse that constructs Icnowledge and 
scientific endeavour as inherently masculine, in metaphors o f ‘masculine’ conquest 
and of ‘feminine’ yielding of the ‘object’ of study. Jordanova (1989) references the 
statue Nature Unveiling before Science made by Louis Ernest in 1899 and placed in 
the Paris medical faculty as, quite literally, embodying this discourse: nature is 
represented as a beautiful ‘young woman covered except for her breasts, and she 
raises both her hands to the veil on her head in order to remove it’ (p. 87). In a 
similar vein, Keller (1985) and Riger (1992) consider the gendered exhortation 
promulgated by Francis Bacon, the founder of empiricism, who saw nature as female, 
with the purpose of (implicitly ‘masculine’) science being ‘to bind her to your service 
and make her your slave’ (quoted in Keller, 1985, p. 36).^ Riger (1992) also 
references Harding’s (1986) list of gendered binaries that have ensured that in science 
‘female’ and ‘feminine’ are constructed as the ‘Other’ to be scrutinized and 
explained:
Mind vs. nature and the body, reason vs. emotion and social commitment, 
subject vs. object and objectivity vs. subjectivity, the abstract and general vs. 
the concrete and particular - in each case we are told that the former must 
dominate the latter lest human life be overwhelmed by irrational and alien 
forces, forces symbolized in science as the feminine (Harding, 1986, p. 125).
Given these premises, the women who dared aspire to be the ‘narrating subject’ of 
science, including psychology, instead of its object to be explained, were playing a
 ^ See also Merchant’s (1980) take on Bacon’s enslavement o f nature as ‘female’ by ‘masculine’ 
science: she argues that the destructive exploitation o f  nature / the environment by reductionist 
science parallels the oppression o f women by patriarchy.
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game in which the dice (scientific discourse) were loaded - even if they had not had 
to overcome all the bureaucratic obstacles, some of which have been reported here, 
not to mention societal expectations. Gendered metaphors continue to permeate 
scientific discourse even in present times, as shown by Haraway (1989) in, for 
example, primatology and fossil interpretation, or by Martin (1991) and Spanier 
(1995) as regards molecular biology.
Those early pioneers -  the women scientists and psychologists who were 
W olffs immediate predecessors -  with their very presence began that process to 
which these present-day feminist critiques of scientific discourse belong, the process 
that shows that scientific discourse is one amongst many possible narratives, and that, 
to say it with Kundera, ‘it could just as well be otherwise’. Thanks to historians such 
as Rossiter (1982), Russo and O’Connell (1980), Scarborough and Furumoto (1987) 
and Valentine (2006), the lives of these ‘foremothers’ are no longer ‘untold’^  - and 
this chapter owes a debt to the work of these historians.
Haraway (1989) borrows a hypothetical story from the feminist literary critics 
Gubar and Gilbert (1979) to show that ‘it could be otherwise’, as well as, at the same 
time, the power of the dominant narrative to reproduce and reinforce the status quo. 
It’s as if Milton’s daughters - on whom the poet depended in his years of blindness to 
read him the Bible, only for him to write ‘the corresponding epic of female incapacity 
in his portrait of Eve’ (Haraway, 1989, p. 281) -  had rebelled and imagined different 
biblical stories, and had rewritten something different from ‘the law of the father’. 
Haraway acloiowledges that, in many ways, these ‘rebellious daughters of Milton’ - 
that in Gubar and Gilbert’s (1979) original argument are, not just literally, the poet’s 
daughters, but English-speaking women writers producing literature after Milton -  
found themselves in a bind not unlike the purported oxymoron of the woman 
scientist:
 ^To reference, respectively, Russo and O’Connell (1980) who used the phrase ‘psychology’s 
foremothers’ and Scarborough and Furumoto’s (1987) Untold Lives on the history o f the first 
generation o f women psychologists in America.
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They could attempt to ignore the father’s story, starting completely anew; or 
they could pretend to misunderstand, to remain faithful, but still to say 
something more freeing for themselves in the structure of narrative. Either 
way, they risked looking foolish, as if they didn’t know the rudiments about 
human potential and had forgotten that their role was to read the story, not 
write it (Haraway, 1989, p. 281).
Although the power of the law of the father is ‘hard to deconstruct’, these ‘it could 
just as well be otherwise’ disruptions to the top-down t/r-story of the father enshrine 
resistance; ‘perhaps it is more important to remember that the father was blind than 
that he bestowed the first names, or even the capacity to name’ (p. 281). Here 
Haraway’s conceptualization of the interplay of power and resistance is reminiscent 
of Foucault’s (1978) view of discourse -  which she cites a few pages later -  as ‘both 
an instrument and an effect of power, but also a hindrance, a stumbling block, a point 
of resistance and a starting point for an opposing strategy’ (cited in Haraway, 1989, p. 
287)/
In order to disrupt the f/r-story of the father, different ‘stories’ of 
remembrance are called for, different ways of ‘doing history’. In the case of the 
history of psychology, historians of women psychologists such as Scarborough and 
Furumoto (1987) have contributed to challenge the view of history of psychology as a 
celebratory history of (often bearded) ‘founding fathers’ and/or ‘great men’.
2.6. From a celebratory history of ‘great men’ to a ‘new history of 
psychology’, revisiting ‘celebration’.
In a lecture on the history of psychology, Furumoto (1989) called for a ‘more 
contextual, more critical, more archival, more inclusive, and more past-minded’ (p. 
30) practice of ‘doing history’ that would challenge the established celebration of a 
few ‘great men’ and ‘grand theories’ in ‘ceremonial’ justification and maintenance of 
the present status quo. ‘Celebratory’ history of psychology has been widely critiqued
’ Original quote: Foucault’s (1978, p. 101).
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(e.g. Danziger, 1990; Harris, 1980; Richards, 1996/2002; Rose, 1996) and its function 
analysed. As Richards (1996/2002) has reported, long before the first well-laiown 
textbook of history of (experimental) psychology was published in 1929 (with a 
revised edition in 1950) by Boring, ‘histories’ of psychology were already circulating 
by the 1880s and 1890s, when the discipline was establishing itself as independent 
from philosophy.^ These narratives of “‘Great Men” and their theories and 
methodological innovations’ (p. 4) had the purpose to establish the credentials of 
psychology as a bona fide science distinct from philosophy but simultaneously 
benefiting from the distinguished lineage of philosophy, as exemplified in the often 
quoted statement (attributed to Ebbinghaus) that ‘psychology has a short history but a 
long past’ (p. 5).
Without denying the achievements of ‘people we might legitimately call 
“great”’, Richards (1996/2002) argues that ‘their sheer impact renders it all the more 
important to scrutinize how such figures achieved their successes’ (p. 6) by 
considering the complex canvas of historical, economical, ideological and societal 
contexts that enabled their work to unfold and ‘to go down in history’.
An idea related to the ‘(great) individual’ / ‘context’ debate -  at the level of 
the discipline - is the concept o f ‘internalist’ versus ‘externalist’ history, a concept 
that Richards traces back to the sociologist Robert Merton in the late Thirties, and 
denoting, respectively, the history of a discipline as seen from inside, taking into 
account its development in its own terms, and the history of a discipline as shaped by 
the socio-economic and cultural context in which it develops. Richards (1996/2002) 
further notes that ‘internalist’ and ‘externalist’ are sometimes not readily separable, 
and that the term ‘internalist’ is somewhat pejorative, synonymous with narrow view. 
Richards (1996/2002) and Lovett (2006), in their summaries of the criticisms levelled 
by ‘new historians’ at traditional forms o f ‘doing history’, understood as celebratory
® For the sake o f simplicity and consistency, although to the detriment o f accuracy and perhaps at the 
risk o f oversimplifying and not doing justice to Richards’ work, I am using the word ‘psychology’ 
with lower-case ‘p’ to name both the discipline and its subject matter, while being aware that Richards 
(1996/2002) advocates the distinction between ‘Psychology’ / ‘Psychological’ (the discipline / 
pertaining to the discipline) and ‘psychology’ / ‘psychological’ (its subject matter / pertaining to its 
subject matter).
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grand narratives of ‘great men’ whose genius, seemingly in a socio-economic and 
ideological vacuum, transformed the discipline, cite ‘Whiggish’ (or ‘progressivist’) 
and ‘presentist’ as further derogatory terms applied to these grand narratives. A 
‘Whiggish’ view of history posits that history is a narrative of progress, culminating 
in the present -  what Rorty (1980) has called an ‘up-the-mountain saga’, and, 
similarly, ‘presentism’ considers history through the lens of the present, as a path that 
has pre-dated and/or led to today’s ‘truth’. However, as Richards (1996/2002) notes, 
all history cannot help but be, to a certain extent, ‘presentist’. The research 
endeavour turned towards the past springs from present interests and preoccupations, 
already from the choice of topic. Inevitably, from the wealth of material examined 
for research -  both published and unpublished, one will attend in particular to what 
resonates with one’s own personal interests and with contemporary issues and 
debates. This is in part intentional, for a historian who wants to highlight the 
dynamic relationship between the past and the present, rather than view history as 
something distant, frozen in the past. One way of considering Charlotte Wolffs 
contribution to psychology and to the history of sexuality can be framed as a 
question: ‘what has Charlotte Wolff “to say” to present-day psychology and to 
contemporary conceptualizations of sexuality?’ So, while on the one hand I cringe in 
advance at the thought of writing, say, that Wolff ‘pre-dated’ queer 
conceptualizations of sexuality, and to a certain extent I censor myself for what may 
seem, in addition, an uncomfortable celebration, whenever I think, let alone write -  
the word ‘pioneer’, I try to exercise reflexivity and acloiowledge that I have 
approached W olffs work as a researcher writing at the end of the 2000s, after the 
explosion o f ‘queer theory’ (De Lauretis, 1991) and through the lens of my reading, 
my interests and preoccupations. These interests and preoccupations -  like the 
cultural climate in which they originate - may be subject to change, and the 
arguments I may wish to construct and develop in relation to W olffs work may also 
change accordingly. Furthermore, I am aware that another researcher (present and/or 
future) might take a different approach reflecting their position and interests and may
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present different accounts on W olffs work based on the same materials. Again, 1 
align myself with Richards (1996/2002), who considers
the ‘presentist error’ [to be] in imagining today’s perspective on the past to be 
the final one, enabling us to see the past ‘objectively’ and adjudicate with 
certainty on the merits and demerits of all past science. If we believe our 
presently favoured theory has arrived at the truth, history becomes the heroic 
saga of how that truth was realised (p. 5)
Another guise of this ‘presentist error’ is what I would propose to call a ‘patronizing 
contextualization’ of ideas or historical figures, to which, the new, critical, more past- 
minded history of psychology envisioned by Furumoto (1989) has not been immune: 
‘they were children of their times!’ cries the new historian, not fully aware that 
‘parentage’ of this very remark must be ascribed to our times. Lovett (2006) uses the 
example of ‘new historians’ Piclaen and Dewsbury (2002), who consider the case of 
Robert Yerkes as part of their argument that histories of psychology must take into 
account the failures as well as the successes of the discipline, to illustrate how 
difficult it is to eschew ‘presentism’. Pickren and Dewsbury (2002) wrote:
Yerkes was a person of his times, as his interpretation of the psychological 
test data gathered from the mammoth testing of military personnel during 
World War I demonstrates... Overall, his interpretations reflected his belief in 
the heredity of intelligence and the superiority of some racial and ethnic 
groups over others. (To his credit, Yerkes did later recant some of these 
views.) (p. 4, cited in Lovett (2006), p. 30).
Lovett (2006) notes that calling Yerkes ‘a product of his times’ does not so much 
acloiowledge the influence of the societal and ideological context, but rather ‘reduces 
Yerkes’ s views to a crude social determinism’ (p. 30). In addition, Lovett (2006) 
points to the glaring ‘presentism’ of the judgment that ‘to his credit Yerkes did later 
recant some of these views’ (p. 30). I would extend this by pointing to the danger for 
historians to set themselves as arbiters, from their present(ist) position, to allocate
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‘credit’ and ‘liability’, especially when not interrogating their own position. Perhaps 
they are facilitated in this oversight by the silent appeal to a shared view with their 
readership, for, in Yerkes’s case, who ‘in this day and age’ (itself a ‘whiggish’ and 
‘presentist’ expression, chosen on purpose) would dare to question that it was to ‘his 
credit’ that he later revised some of his racist views?
Thus, to return to the present thesis, while the question remains, ‘what has 
Charlotte Wolff “to say” to present-day psychology and to contemporary 
conceptualizations of sexuality?’ as the focus of this project located in the history of 
psychology, it would be erroneous to assess W olffs work in terms of how many 
boxes she ticks or even sets up ante litteram as regards, say, the tenets of queer theory 
or any theoretical position du jour. Indeed, this thesis argues, as will be seen, that 
one possible reason for the ‘forgetting’ of Charlotte Wolff in the history of 
psychology and the history of sexuality is the vexing, contradictory character of her 
work. Even the most cursory reading of Love Between Women (1971) or Bisexuality 
(1977) shows that her work cannot be appropriated and deployed without peril even 
by the most dedicated ‘presentist’ contemporary scholar armed with chutzpah and 
sleight of hand in selective editing.
In addition, given the thesis’ focus on a single individual, there is a danger of 
compounding the ‘heroic saga’ with a narrative of personal triumph over adversity, 
resulting in an account located somewhere between hagiographie celebration of a 
woman psychologist’s contribution to the history of sexuality and ‘glossy’
Hollywood ‘biopic’ script. At the very least, with more attention to the contribution 
of non-elite groups to psychology -  such as women (e.g. Rossiter, 1982; Scarborough 
& Furumoto, 1987), ethnic minorities (e.g. Guthrie, 1976/1998) and sexual minorities 
(e.g. Minton, 2002), there would be a risk of substituting the celebration of ‘great 
(presumably heterosexual) white men’ with the celebration of someone like Wolff 
qua Jewish lesbian psychologist. In particular, there is scope for attending to 
Lovett’s (2006) warning that
if historians defend scholarship on otherwise unexceptional individuals by
claiming that the presence of members of unrepresented groups changed the
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very nature of psychology (a reasonable claim) mere summaries of the life 
and works of these individuals will not be sufficient (p. 31).
While the notion of ‘celebration’, especially when shading into hagiography (whether 
of mainstream or non-mainstream figures), needs to be constantly interrogated, it may 
be argued that it is not possible to eliminate it: the very fact of keeping an archive 
(whether mainstream or ‘grassroots’ / non-institutional) points to the importance of 
the materials kept therein in order to construct a history, to (re)trace the sanctioned / 
approved milestones of an individual’s life, of an institution, of governance practices, 
of a movement, and so on.
As seen, the very cataloguing and subsequent availability of the Wolff 
Archive was the result of a ‘celebration’, that of the centenary of the BPS, which 
entailed an allocation of additional financial resources to historical projects. Richards 
(2004), with just a few brushstrokes of reflexivity, captured so well the ‘double bind’ 
of historians - including him -  ‘who have long viewed “celebratory” approaches with 
disdain’ (p. 523) when he considered that he was writing that very piece as an invited 
paper, on the occasion of the centenary of the British Journal o f  Psychology. Along 
similar lines, what is one to make of the essays collected and edited by Brock, Louw 
and van Hoorn (2004) and inspired by Kurt Danziger, one of the foremost critics of 
celebratory history? Surely, this kind of extended Festschrift can be considered a 
celebratory endeavour, thereby (perhaps unwittingly) rendering Danziger a 
‘celebrated anti-celebration academic’. Cheap humour apart, this highlights the 
difficulty of avoiding celebration. Perhaps there is reason to consider that ‘eschew’ 
and ‘avoid’ -  in relation to both ‘presentism’ and ‘celebration’ -  do not constitute the 
ideal (let alone viable) course of action. ‘Presentism’ and ‘celebration’ can be seen as 
expressions of position, and it is not possible to have a neutral, ‘objective’ position 
(no more than it is possible for the scientist ‘to disappear’ behind a white lab coat) but 
it is possible to reflexively acknowledge one’s position (e.g. Foucault, 1972; Gergen, 
1992; Henriquez, Hollway, Urwin, Venn & Walkerdine, 1984; Woolgar, 1988). As 
noted, my position is that of a researcher with an interest in critical sexualities writing 
at the end of the 2000s, after the explosion of ‘queer theory’ (De Lauretis, 1991). As
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the first researcher ever allowed to interact^ with the Wolff papers, it is perhaps 
inevitable that a sense of ‘ceremony’ and celebration -  with more than a soupçon of 
‘uncharted waters’ rhetoric - may colour my work on Charlotte Wolff, in addition to 
the fact that personally I found much to admire in the figure that emerged from her 
published and unpublished writings alike.
2. 7. The problematics of biography in the history of the human sciences.
In addition to the issues around ‘celebration’ discussed above, for a thesis / work that 
focuses on the work of a single individual, due consideration must be given to an 
examination of biography and its role in the history of the human sciences. Although 
the thesis is not meant to be -  strictly speaking - a biography of Wolff, the concept of 
biography, and in particular ‘biography as a genre’ hovers on the project, and not just 
because it is inevitable to give some detailed biographical information on Wolff to 
contextualize her work and, given that she is not a widely known figure, ‘to put her 
on the map’. Wolff wrote two autobiographies (1969, 1980) and was the author of a 
biography of Magnus Hirschfeld. Also, as the first researcher to have access to the 
Wolff Archive, I feel part of a ‘chain of biography’: writing biographical information 
about Wolff, who in her turn wrote the biography of Magnus Hirschfeld, and so on.
Yet, before any discussion of (auto)biography, it behoves us to attend to 
claims as regards the ‘death of the author’ (Barthes, 1967; Foucault, 1969), connected 
to and compounded by challenges to the idea of the self as unitary, independent entity 
-  challenges that problematize the common definition of (auto)biogiaphy as writing / 
producing an account about ‘oneself or ‘another “self” . Geertz (1979) examines the 
conceptualization of the self as
 ^Perhaps the reader will find the word ‘interact’ somewhat jarring in this context. I could have said 
‘examine’ or ‘consult’ or ‘research’ the W olff papers, but in my view the unilaterality enshrined in 
these words does not do justice to the dynamic relationship between researchers and their research 
material, especially archive material.
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a bounded, unique, more or less integrated motivational and cognitive 
universe, a dynamic centre of awareness, emotion, judgment, and action 
organized into a distinctive whole and set contrastively both against other 
such wholes and against a social and natural background (p. 229).
This view, so embedded (or ‘incorrigible’, as Geertz writes) in individualistic 
Western societies, becomes ‘a rather peculiar idea’ when considered ‘within the 
context of the world’s cultures’ (p. 229). This conceptualization of the self has come 
under scrutiny in the light of cross-cultural work in anthropology and psychology, in 
particular research that highlights the role of language in shaping the concept of the 
self in different cultures (Geertz, 1979; Hamaguchi, 1985; Harré & Gillett, 1994; 
Kondo, 1990) and its historical specificity has been documented -  namely as arising 
from socio-economic circumstances during the late Middle Ages with feudalism, 
when serfs became individually accountable to their feudal masters. The societal 
order required ‘subjects’; later, the new discoveries, inventions and seafaring 
expeditions of the Renaissance provided the premises for the idea of the individual as 
free agent in the world to develop (Logan, 1987; Morris, 1972). Thus was produced, 
as Hall (2001) has noted,
‘the subject’ as... an autonomous and stable entity, the ‘core’ of the self, and 
the independent, authentic source of action and meaning. According to this 
conception, when we hear ourselves speak, we feel we are identical with what 
has been said. And this identity of the subject with what is said gives him or 
her a privileged position in relation to meaning. It suggests that, although 
other people may misunderstand us, we always understand ourselves because 
we were the source o f meaning in the first place (p. 79, emphasis in the 
original).
This traditional view of the subject as having ‘a privileged position in relation to 
meaning’ is akin to the traditional view of the ‘author’, the emergence of which both 
Foucault (1969) and Barthes (1967) saw as concomitant with the emergence of the
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‘individuated self (Kitzinger, 1992) as a product of the same discourse of 
accountability and responsibility that arose with modernity. Foucault (1982) 
challenges the notion of agency and authorship as residing in the individual. He 
argues, as Hall (2001) has suggested, that ‘when we hear ourselves speak’, it is not a 
reflection of a ‘self independent of and preceding discourse, but rather ‘the “subject” 
is produced within discourse'' (p. 79, emphasis in the original), thus. Hall (2001) 
notes, upending the traditional view of the subject as producer / owner / author of 
discourse.
This reversal is especially highlighted when the putative ‘author of discourse’ 
is the ‘author’ (as author of text) as commonly understood in modern Western 
society. Barthes (1967) famously proclaimed the ‘death of the author’ arguing that a 
‘text’ is akin to a ‘textile’, a crucible of interwoven strands and quotations that pre­
exist the putative author, which then is shown to be a ‘fiction’ imposed to sustain the 
author -  authority link and to give an illusory unity to the text, thereby limiting its 
possibilities.
In a similar vein, Foucault (1969) argued that ‘the author’ is a notion that has 
erroneously been granted ontological validity in order to restrict the array of points of 
view and meanings: it is ‘the principle of thrift in the proliferation of meaning’ (p.
114). He aclcnowledged that this view reversed the traditional conceptualization of 
the author as the maverick genius who would originate a work and generously confer 
upon it a plethora of significations, and he proposed that these characteristics 
attributed to the author as a person be considered
only a projection, in more or less psychologizing terms, of the operations that 
we force texts to undergo, the connections that we make, the traits that we 
establish as pertinent, the continuities that we recognize, or the exclusions that 
we practice (p. 110).
10 Freeman (1993) suggests that the issues around the creativity o f the author and the individuality o f  
the self are ‘two sides o f  the same coin’. Furthermore, he notes that the questioning o f  the self as a 
constant, indivisible unit underlying human experience is not a new idea in Western thought and traces 
it back to Hume’s (1740) A Treatise on Human Nature and Nietzsche’s (1888) The Will to Power.
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He called these operations, collectively, the ‘author function’. Thus, the ‘author’ 
does not precede the works, but it is an organizing principle by which the flow of 
discourse is regulated. As Lamarque (1990) has noted, in this (re)formulation ‘the 
author function becomes a property of a text or discourse not a relation between a text 
and a person’ and allows the possibility of ‘an authored-text without reference to the 
author-as-person’ (p. 326). Foucault (1969) argues that this conceptualization of the 
author (and, more generally, the ‘subject’) as a function of discourse, not as a creative 
agent, renders obsolete the traditional questions, ‘Who really spoke? Is it really he 
[sic] and not someone else? With what authenticity and originality?’ which should be 
substituted by questions like, ‘What are the modes of existence for this discourse? 
Where has it been used, how can it circulate, and who can appropriate it for himself?’ 
[sic] (pp. 137- 138).
Even if Barthes’s (1967) and Foucault’s (1969) positions as regards the 
‘author’ and the ‘subject’ - and in general the ‘turn to language’ in psychology and 
the social sciences (Harré, 1986; Harré & Gillett, 1994; Parker, 1992; Potter & 
Wether ell, 1987) - may seem radical, and more than forty years after the ‘death of the 
author’ was proclaimed, one could, not unlike the sceptic Icnocking on the nearest 
piece of furniture to perform a bottom line argument against relativism (Edwards, 
Ashmore & Potter, 1995), safely Icnock on piles of texts that seem to construct the 
‘author’ (and / or the ‘subject’) as enjoying a period of unprecedented good health, 
these insights have seeped into the cultural climate. Thus, without necessarily 
subscribing to a post-structuralist or social constructionist view, scholarship is 
increasingly attending to the function of a particular discourse, and what positions it 
enables (or dis-ables) rather than whether it ‘represents’ a truth or an author / subject 
or, in the case of biography in the (social) sciences, whether it ‘represents’ the ‘truth’ 
about the ‘object’ of the biography. For example. Cantor (1996) examines the
It is only recently that biography has been recognized as a genre in historical scholarship in the 
(social) sciences. Writing specifically about science and technology, Soderqvist (2007) argues that 
scientific biogi aphy has a singular, paradoxical presence /  absence in the history o f  science: in spite o f  
the many scientific biographies published every year, (scientific) biography is nearly invisible as a
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public image of Michael Faraday as it emerged h orn obituaries, biographical sketches 
and works in the ‘heroes of science’ genre aimed at the general public, including 
children. As Cantor (1996) explains, these sources
show how ‘Faraday’ was constructed in the public arena... ‘Faraday’ in 
quotation marks since I am not concerned with the historical Faraday who was 
born on 22 September 1791 but rather with a number of different ‘Faradays’ 
who were the purported subjects of these biographical narratives, nearly all of 
which were written after his death on 25 August 1867. Closer inspection of 
this literature shows that these ‘Faradays’ fulfilled many different and even 
contradictory functions...[and] embody complex cultural values and 
meanings (p. 172).
These narratives about Faraday praise him as a scientist (providing along the way 
assumptions and criteria as regards science while explaining how he so excelled in it) 
or see him as a Christian thinker with high moral and personal values, and someone 
who chose the calling of science -  all hard work and little material remuneration -  
when he could have exploited the commercial opportunities that his research opened. 
Cantor (1996) divides these accounts into two broadly defined types that promulgate 
not only a different view of Faraday as an individual, but different discourses on ‘the 
nature of science’ — thereby ‘conveying a different message to the reader’ (p. 173). 
These are ‘Romantic’ accounts (Faraday as sometimes mystical prophet -  genius, 
whereby science is seen as a quasi-religious calling) and ‘Realistic’ narratives 
(pervaded by an ‘ideology of self-help’ (p. 186) -  ‘industrious poor boy transcends
genre, with biographers perfunctorily adding a preface and/or introduction to the biography, but 
without incorporating any ‘metabiographical’ considerations on the process o f writing that particular 
biography or, more widely, on the genre. Furthermore, he notes that an inspection o f  biography 
reviews appeared in the last decade in history o f  science jdurnals reveals a tendency to judge the 
biogiaphy reviewed as ‘hagiographical’ (with negative connotations) versus ‘contextual’ (the 
benchmark for praise), and he laments that ‘such is the power o f these two signal words that they often 
have replaced a closer analysis o f the composition or style or other textual qualities o f  the biography 
under review’ (p. 7).
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poor origins and through honest hard work uses resources available to everyone to 
become a celebrated scientist’ accounts). As regards a major Faraday biography, 
Tyndall’s (1868) Faraday as a Discoverer, representative of the ‘Romantic’ account. 
Cantor (1996) considers at length the ‘story-teller’s tale’, examining the role of 
Tyndall, mentored by Thomas Carlyle and ‘widely read in both German and English 
Romantic literature’ (p. 173) in shaping the Faraday that emerges from that 
biography. In line with a Romantic Weltanschauung, Tyndall did not see science as 
mechanistic, but as the inspired work of genius, almost akin to the art of divining, and 
‘his’ Faraday had a child-like innocence that allowed him to be in tune with the 
magic of nature.
A similar endeavour to discuss the societal discourses and preoccupations that 
underlie biographical accounts of public figures is Vicinus’ (1996) analysis of 
popular biographies of Florence Nightingale (mainly but not exclusively aimed at 
young girls) from Victorian times to the present day. Accounts published in the latter 
part of the 19* century are particularly interesting, as they are located at a time when 
educational opportunities for women start to open up, as seen at the beginning of this 
chapter. Vicinus (1996) shows how in these narratives that introduced the 
progressive possibility that women may work outside the home, traditional values 
that may seem threatened were immediately reinstated: Florence was praised for the 
very ‘feminine’ virtue o f ‘caring’, rather than for her medical training or expertise.
While it could be argued that historicizing biographies written in the past is a 
relatively uncontentious undertaking, and, as it is argued here, one that to a certain 
extent is influenced by post-structuralists like Barthes (1967) and Foucault (1969), 
there is still widespread resistance to follow the more radical implications of the 
‘death of the author’ / ‘there is nothing outside the text’ claims. Soderqvist (1996) can 
hardly contain his impatience with this hardline position which, according to him, is 
based on taking to the extreme ‘only one aspect of the modernist account of our 
relation to the social context, namely, that our lives are shaped by social institutions 
and practices... while neglecting the other side of its grand lesson’ (p. 57) -  that 
individuals strive for self-expression -  and he cites Giddens (1991) and Unger (1984)
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as scholars of modernity who have attended to this. Soderqvist’s (1996) impatience 
almost shades into attack when he notes that, supposedly,
the reason why even post-structuralists remain in academia is the inherent 
potentiality that scholarly work gives for self-expression... To take the 
position of post-structuralists seriously, one would expect that the 
deconstruction of the subject applies symmetrically to themselves. Whenever 
they talk about their own work, however, even when they do so reflexively, 
they talk autob iographical ly about themselves and their intentions, so that 
willingly or unwillingly... they refer to their own authorial identity (p. 57).
It can be argued that with these words -  impatience with the death of the author apart, 
Soderqvist (1996) foregrounds a dilemma that haunts contemporary scholarship: 
academics shouting about the death of the author from the rooftops of authorial and 
authoritative prestige, to say nothing of the hardline relativist social constructionist 
discourse analysis more than occasionally slipping into realist language (granted, 
because language is ‘geared’ towards realism), and, as seen in the previous section of 
this chapter, there is also the conundrum of the ‘celebrated anti-celebratory history 
academic’. This thesis is — at best - not immune to similar contradictions, and, in less 
lenient terms, perhaps in danger of presenting an ‘epistemological fruit salad’ -  
selectively deploying post-structuralist and, more generally, post-modern insights (for 
example, Foucault (1971, 1977) on the ‘genealogy of discourses’, Derrida (1996) on 
the archive, and Deleuze and Guattari (1980/1987) on the ‘plurality’ of stories), co­
existing with great reluctance to subscribe to the ‘death of the author’ (not least 
because this stance, if taken to the extreme, would make redundant an endeavour like 
a thesis, in particular a thesis about one individual’s work).
As seen, Soderqvist (1996, 2003) recognizes this impasse and, to overcome it, 
he proposes that
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the hermeneutics of suspicion^^ must at some point be suspended, that every 
individual can occasion a number of narratives, each of which refers to a 
different social role or persona, but that the individual nevertheless remains a 
coherent biographical subject (Soderqvist, 2003, p. xx).
Affirming that the individual / author is still living, pace Barthes et al, for Soderqvist 
(1996) does not preclude innovation of the genre o f ‘biography’ in ‘doing history’, 
even by means of ‘postmodern playfulness’ (p. 79). Thus, he advocates 
experimenting with stylistic devices such as ‘multigenre narratives,... poetic 
reconstructions, and polyvocal texts’ (p. 78), not least some derived from other media 
like film, (he cites film directors like Wim Wenders that could provide inspiration). 
He also considers that ‘impressionistic tales’ / reconstructions à la Simon Schama 
(1991) could yield interesting possibilities even though they ‘challenge traditional 
notions of historical accuracy and reliability’ (p. 79).
It could be argued that this thesis is taking a similarly eclectic approach, both 
as a ‘biographical endeavour’ as regards Charlotte Wolff (though, strictly speaking, it 
is not a ‘biography’ in the traditional sense) and in considering biography as 
theorized and practised by Wolff (in her biography of Magnus Hirschfeld) and by 
others (including Manfred Herzer, the writer of the other major Hirschfeld biography, 
who at one time corresponded with Wolff about ‘doing biography’), and not 
excluding ‘biographical endeavours’ in other media, like the Hirschfeld ‘biopic’ The 
Einstein o f  Sex). W olffs ‘portrait’ of Hirschfeld (as she called it in the subtitle of the 
biography), as well as her correspondence with Herzer, his own biography of 
Hirschfeld, and the film The Einstein o f  Sex (von Praunheim, 1999) are discussed in 
Chapter 7.
The phrase ‘hermeneutics o f  suspicion’ can be traced to Ricoeur (1970) and refers to the challenge 
enshrined in the interpretation o f  a text. As Stewart (1989) suggests, according to Ricoeur, ‘all 
hermeneutics involves suspicion; that is, the text presents us with a challenge to believe that the true 
meaning o f  the text emerges only through interpretation. Interpretation is occasioned by a gap between 
the real meaning o f  the text and its apparent meaning, and in the act o f interpretation suspicion plays a 
pivotal role’ (p. 296).
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1. 8. The problematics of biography in the case of researchers on sexuality.
Having considered the problematics of biography in the social sciences in general, 
there is scope for examining whether the biography of researchers on sexuality -  and, 
of course, W olffs portrait of Magnus Hirschfeld falls in this category, as does the 
‘biographical endeavour’ enshrined in this thesis (as ‘biography’ of Charlotte Wolff 
as researcher on sexuality) -  may entail further, specific issues seemingly not 
affecting biographies of individuals working in other fields. As regards researchers 
in the field of sexuality, it seems that some biographers consider the biographical 
details about the researcher’s own sexuality and their personal investment in the 
research to have a bearing -  generally in a negative way - on their research on 
sexuality. As Capshew, Adamson, Buchanan, Murray and Wake (2003) have 
remarked a propos Kinsey, no biographer of the Nobel Prize winning physicist 
Richard Feynman has tried to discredit his contribution to physics on account of his 
well-documented very active (heterosexual) sex life.
Capshew et al (2003) examined the four existing biographies of Alfred 
Kinsey and divided them into two ‘waves’, with two biographies (Christenson, 1971, 
Pomeroy, 1972) belonging to an early, hagiographie, ‘official’ wave, while the two 
most recent biographies (Jones, 1997 and Gathorne-Hardy, 1998) took on the expose 
and scrutiny of Kinsey’s personal life. Both second wave biographies revealed that 
Kinsey and the research team he led at the Institute of Sex Research at Indiana 
University in Bloomington filmed their own sexual practices, and they constituted a 
sexual and social circle with various permutations, which also included their spouses 
and some students and ‘trusted outsiders’ (Capshew et al, 2003, p. 475).
The ‘second wave’ biographies were published merely months apart and were 
based on similar archival sources and witness accounts, yet they were worlds apart in 
their interpretation of this material.
According to Jones (1997), Kinsey’s sexual life and personal interest in sex 
brought his research into disrepute. However, as a reviewer of this biography
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remarked at the time of publication, this is tantamount to clinging ‘to the quaint 
notion that good science is disinterested science, that a scientist must somehow 
contrive to avoid emotional interest in his [sic] work’^^  (Rhodes, 1997, p. 10). 
Furthermore, as Capshew et al (2003) add, if Albert Einstein and Niels Bohr’s 
avowed deep personal interest in physics does not seem ‘to contaminate’ or taint their 
research in physics, there is reason to wonder why Kinsey’s personal interest in his 
field -  sex -  should be assessed using a different standard. Gathorne-Hardy (1998), 
the other ‘second wave’ biographer, saw that the Kinsey that emerged from Jones’ 
account published in 1997 was ‘a man appallingly warped and distorted, driven by 
vicious personal “demons’” (p. 464). For Gathorne-Hardy, the overlap of private and 
research life yielded interesting possibilities, rather than being something to be 
condemned or even dichotomized.^"^ Capshew et al (2003) contextualized this 
disparity of accounts by ‘examining the connections between Kinsey’s biographers 
and the histories they have produced’, thereby calling for the ‘storyteller’s tale’ or the 
storyteller’s stake to be considered one of the foci in the investigation of ‘the 
processes that underlie the construction of history’ (p. 486). In any case, as seen in 
the previous section, close attention must be paid to ‘the storyteller’s tale’ - and to the 
cultural climate in which it originates and is told - for all ‘biography’ as part of ‘doing 
history’, not just as regards the history of sexuality.
This focus on the context in which the ‘storyteller’s tale’ originates and 
unfolds is very much in evidence in Hegarty’s (2005) analysis of biographical 
writings (papers and books) on the psychiatrist Harry Stack Sullivan. Although 
Sullivan is not remembered primarily as a researcher on sexuality, his (psycho- 
sexual) developmental theory departed from the heteropatriarchal, Oedipal psycho­
analytical model to such a degree that biographers have taken a course one would not
As regards present-day mainstream psychology, Parker (2007) points to the ‘perversity’ o f  a 
discipline that prescribes as an axiom of legitimacy that one should have no interest in the subject 
matter one is investigating. It can be argued that this criterion is even more stringent when the topic is 
(non-normative) sexuality.
Capshew et al (2003) also note that similarly, the most recent ‘wave’ o f biographies o f the 
sexologist Havelock Ellis, by Brome (1979) and by Grosskuith (1980) consider in great detail Ellis’s 
personal life and its interplay with his public work. Capshew et al (2003) observe that both 
biographers ‘did not believe Ellis’s great personal interest in sex or his wish to destigmatize 
homosexuality cast a doubt on his work’ (p. 477).
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envisage in the case of, say, a physicist whose theories diverge from the dominant 
model in physics -  namely, they have seen fit to scrutinize his personal life and 
belittle his contribution to psychology by ascribing his developmental theory to his 
‘debated’ homosexuality. Sullivan (1947) assigned a crucial role in affective 
development to ‘chumships’ with same-sex peers just before the onset of 
adolescence, (still more likely to lead to heterosexuality than homosexuality in 
adulthood). Hegarty (2005) notes that this ‘located the development of affective life 
outside the heterosexual nuclear family’, and prompted biographers to ‘forcefully 
rewrite his theory as autobiography’ (p. 48),^^ complete with the hunt for that Ur- 
chumship in Sullivan’s own pre-adolescence that, so this forceful rewriting posits, 
must have served as the prototype for his theory. Hegarty’s (2005) analysis of how 
biographers have engaged with Sullivan’s personal life as the wellspring of his theory 
reads like a timeline of the construction of ‘homosexuality’ in the Western world in 
the late 20* century, starting with the (unwarranted, as Foucault (1978) has shown) 
assumption as to its ontological currency as a natural identity, with the concurrent 
heteronormative assumption (to which purportedly ‘progressive’ accounts are not 
immune) that ‘homosexuality’ must be ‘unearthed’ from secrecy and ‘proved’ (cf. 
Stewart, 2003) while ‘the question of what sort of evidence would be needed to prove 
[his] heterosexuality is not broached’ (Hegarty, 2005, p. 44). So, Harry Stack 
Sullivan’s ‘homosexuality’ is granted visibility but only as an explanation of his 
personal problems and alleged sense of failure (Chapman, 1976, Perry, 1982), is not 
‘conclusively proven’ or is ‘kept under control’ (Chatelaine, 1981). In the Nineties, 
with the emergence of queer theory (Butler, 1990, De Lauretis, 1991, Sedgwick,
The forceful rewriting o f  an intellectuaTs oeuvre i  authorship {pace Barthes) / theory or (in more 
general and only marginally less debated ternis) ‘intellectual contribution’ as autobiography (and a 
particular, normative version o f (auto)biography / o f the personal) is not unique to non-heterosexual 
researchers on sexuality. Feminist scholarship has highlighted the androcentric bias in the reception o f  
work by women: from literary criticism that, in Ellmann’s (1968) memorable phrase, inevitably 
descends to ‘an intellectual measuring o f  busts and hips’ (p. 29) to the insistence on considering de 
Beauvoir’s work as shaped by her personal (heterosexual) relationship with Sartre - a view critiqued 
by Dietz (1992) and even more strongly by Fraser (1999).
The ‘biographical fact’ that Sullivan had a close pre-adolescent chumship with Clarence Bellinger, 
who was also to train as a psychiatrist, is independent o f / does not justify this ‘autobiographical 
imposition’ on Sullivan’s developmental theory.
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1990) Sullivan was enthusiastically constructed as a gay man whose ‘homosexuality’ 
was an open secret (Harnod, 1998) and finally as an openly gay man (Allen, 1995), 
complete with ‘coming out’ narrative, and due importance was granted to Sullivan’s 
relationship with his partner / foster son Jimmy. Referencing Derrida (1996),
Hegarty (2005) argues that these shifts and the different lives they give rise to 
‘animate Sullivan’s ghost to make it assent with their own narrative’ (p. 46).
To return to the present thesis, this leads to the importance of reflexive 
consideration (once again) of how this thesis (as biographical endeavour) may 
‘animate W olffs ghost’ to make it assent with a pre-existing or convenient narrative, 
for example one characterized by the (over)use of ‘foreshadowing’ and ‘pre-dating’ 
tropes. Also, Wolffs engagement with the biography of Magnus Hirschfeld 
(including her theorizing of biography during the process of writing it), which is 
discussed in Chapter 7, raises the question of how Wolff might have ‘animated 
Hirschhfeld’s ghost’ in her ‘portrait’ of Magnus Hirschfeld, and how this ‘portrait’ 
may differ from other ‘biographical endeavours’ focused on Hirschfeld.
2.9. A note on the concept of the archive.
The (unpublished) correspondence between Wolff and Herzer, like many other 
materials collected and analysed in the process of working on this thesis, was part of 
the Charlotte Wolff Archive, that, as noted, I was the first researcher to access. The 
archive -  and not just the specific Wolff Archive, but the archive as ‘memory space’, 
as a concept (and a ‘slippery concept’ at that, as Bradley (1999, p. 108) observes) is 
important to this project, and, more widely, to ‘doing history’, and warrants 
discussion here.
The ‘new history’ envisaged by Furumoto (1989) in her G. Stanley Hall 
lecture quoted above listed as one of the main desiderata that it should be more 
archival ‘rather than relying on secondary sources, which can lead to the passing 
down of anecdotes and myths from one generation of textbook writers to the next’ (p. 
18). This closer scrutiny made possible by primary sources has enabled historians
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such as Harris (1979) to trace how a particular version of the Watson and Rayner’s 
(1920) ‘Little Albert’ studies ‘has gone down in history’ in psychology textbooks, 
and Cherry (1995) to challenge the linear, ‘official’ stories surrounding ‘classic’ 
experiments in social psychology. Along similar lines, Danziger vividly reports in an 
interview (Brock, 1994)^  ^that on finally reading the original, primary German 
version of works by Wundt, Fechner and other early psychologists, having previously 
known only the English translations and secondary sources such as Boring 
(1929/1950), he felt ‘like a subject [sic] in an Asch conformity experiment’.
These examples lend support to the importance of primary sources and the 
archive. However, ‘archive sources in hand’, so-to-speak, one may simply engage in 
a revisionist project of ‘correction’ and make claims to ‘absolute’ or to ‘less relative 
than other’ truths (!) because, in short, ‘it does not get more primary than this’. As 
Derrida (1996) reminds us, arkhe is the place where everything originates, the root, 
and therefore it possesses the authority conferred by primacy. An authoritative 
‘history’ or ‘biography’ then would spring from that root, keeping as close as possible 
to the arkhe I archive, promulgating a purportedly ‘truthful’ representation. Derrida 
(1996) calls this conflation o f ‘archive’ with ‘authority’ and with ‘hierarchical 
organization’ (enshrined in the etymological definition o f ‘place where everything 
originates’) mal dTarchive. The antidote to this malaise is to disrupt the hierarchy by 
abdicating claims to ‘truth’, so that the question is no longer, say, ‘what did Watson 
really do with Little Albert?’ (Harris, 1979) or ‘what really happened in the Kitty 
Genovese case?’ (Cherry, 1995; Manning, Levine & Collins, 2007) or ‘was Sullivan 
really “homosexual”?’ (Hegarty, 2005) - but ^how, and with what effects widely 
known myths about the history of psychology entrench themselves in popular 
accounts? What function do they perform? And cui bonoT In Foucault’s (1971,
1977) terms, the endeavour is directed towards tracing the genealogy of how 
(hegemonic) discourses gained currency. In lieu of having historians co-opt ‘primary 
sources’ into adjudicating ‘truth’, all discourses that construct individuals or events or
Brock, A. (1994) An interview with Kurt Danziger. 
http://psvchologv.dur.ac.uk/eshhs/newsletter/interview.htm
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a chain of events can be and should be examined in the light of their function, 
whereby ‘primacy’ is no longer a focal criterion and therefore all discourses are 
placed on the same level (rather than being organized hierarchically according to 
distance from the arkhe) -  they become ‘plateaus’, or ‘rhizomatic formations’ 
without a ‘central’, primary root, as Deleuze and Guattari (1980/1987) might say.
Although, as will be seen, there are different forms of archive and 
remembrance (one needs only to think of the possibility of ‘archiving’ in the internet / 
google age), some undertaken specifically to disrupt power and authority, the concept 
of the archive remains bound up with its historical origins as ‘the site where official 
records were guarded and kept in secrecy’ (Featherstone, 206, p. 591; Bradley, 1999; 
Derrida, 1996; Gonzales Echevarria, 1990; Lynch, 1999; Steedman, 1998).
Appearance or non-appearance in official books could make the difference 
between ‘going down in history’ and not leaving any trace. The first part of this 
chapter has described the systematic exclusion of women from working in science 
and the role that official documents played therein. Official documents create a 
precedent, that is to say an ‘archive’ in the etymological sense of the word, and 
therefore they have the power to produce and legitimize (professional) identities by 
means of records of matriculation in colleges, records of appointments to academic 
posts, or other records such as death certificates signed by doctors with unrestricted 
registration. Some of the elaborate measures devised by institutions to stop the 
production of the ‘woman scientist’ / the ‘woman psychologist’ / the ‘woman doctor’ 
have been described. With this in mind, returning to Furumoto’s (1989) call for more 
archival research, it must be noted that archival research considering official 
documents (not individual collections and personal papers), if not accompanied by 
extensive detective work in non-official documents, may still fail to recover the 
history of individuals belonging to non-elite groups. For example, as regards lesbian 
and gay history, Duggan (1986) has eloquently stated that, if ‘historians have often 
neglected or distorted the experiences of minority groups and deprived classes, only 
lesbians and gay men have had their existence systematically denied and rendered 
invisible’ (p. 281). However, the rise of second-wave feminism, and the creation of
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women’s studies depaitments in universities, the rise of the black civil rights 
movement, even before the emergence of the lesbian and gay movement, as Maynard 
(1991) has noted, paved the way
for the rise of social history in the 1960s and 1970s and its emphasis on 
ordinary people in everyday life. Within social history, the development of 
women’s history was particularly important in sensitizing historians to issues 
of gender and sexuality, and the impact of the feminist movement made it 
clear that the ‘personal’ and ‘private’ were also political and historical (p. 
196).
This rethinking of history also brought about a change in the concept of the archive 
and in practices of remembrance, thereby disrupting the C/r-story (as per etymology 
of the word ‘archive’) of ‘official books’ that have excluded the ‘Other’ -  for 
example women in science and sexual minorities. It can be argued that in present 
times, in the history of the human sciences, the notion o f ‘archival research’ refers to 
a much broader spectrum than ‘official books’, although it is useful to remember the 
origin of the concept of archive, not least because of the danger that the idea of 
‘primacy’ and ‘orthodoxy’ (as noted, an ‘it does not get more primary than that!’ 
stance) may be transferred to different spaces of remembrance (alternative to 
‘officialdom’) like grassroots and community archives. These different stories and 
spaces of remembrance, as will be seen, include (auto)biography and ephemera 
(implicitly constructed, in library science and ‘archive’-speak as quirky, light 
footnotes to the serious business of ‘real’ history with gravity) and artistic 
endeavours.
As regards what is understood by ‘archive’ in contemporary scholarship, 
Bradley (1999) states, ‘the archive can take many forms but all are marked by a 
connective sequence: archive, memory, the past, narrative’ (p. 107), whereby our 
narrative of the past, originated in the present, will inevitably involve not merely a 
‘writing’ of the past (as if it was a static entity awaiting ‘discovery’, seen as an
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‘objective’ p ro cess)b u t a re-writing of history, through this dynamic interaction 
between the past and our position in the present. Bradley (1999) also provides 
examples of the diversity of repositories that can fall under the umbrella term 
‘archive’ by reporting on her engagement with four different types of archive: a 
written collection of parliamentary papers of the 19th century concerning a report on 
the working conditions of textile workers; documents deposited in a local record 
office (in Leicester); a set of transcripts of nearly two hundred interviews she 
conducted ‘with working people in the north-east of England; finally, a chaotic 
collection of letters, clippings, photographs, diaries and other bits and pieces left by 
[her] mother in her workroom after her death in 1997’ (p. 109). The first two types 
arguably belong to the notion of archive as ‘official space’ within the framework of 
government and regulation, close to the etymology of the word ‘archive’, while the 
other two types are ‘elective’, so-to-speak, with the researcher having much agency in 
creating the corpus of interviews, and in declaring ‘an archive’ the papers and other 
materials left behind by her mother. It could be argued that both official archives and 
‘elective’ archives are ‘named into being’, but in the case of the former, this process 
of construction / reification / legitimization is obscured by virtue of being the 
invisible norm, the ‘archivepar excellence'.
In this thesis, I propose to call any official archive (establishing and operating 
as a privileged space, both is the literal sense and in the sense of memory space) a 
‘Newtonian archive’, with apologies to Sir Isaac, and with absolutely no connection 
with Newton’s papers at Cambridge University -  the rationale for the name being that 
these privileged spaces (pertaining to what is worthy of ‘going down in history’) 
promulgate a hierarchical, top-down view of history, through metaphors and imagery 
of gravity and gravitas, that, as (perhaps cheekily) suggested at the beginning of this 
chapter, would be the joy of Sir Isaac Newton. In opposition to the ‘gravitas’ of the 
‘Newtonian archive’, the thesis proposes the notion of a ‘queer archive’. The first 
(but not sole) meaning of ‘queer archive’, for someone writing after the explosion of
See Woolgar (1988) on the construction o f ‘discovery’ in science as objective, the unveiling o f  
something that purportedly pre-exists and is independent o f  the scientist’s intervention.
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‘queer theory’ (De Lauretis, 1991), and, in particular, writing a thesis about an 
individual who lived openly as a lesbian, conducted research on sexual minorities and 
collected materials to write a biography of the gay activist avant la lettre Magnus 
Hirschfeld, is bound with the notion of collecting or (re)contextualizing materials that 
counteract the systematic denial and invisibility of lesbian and gay lives (Duggan 
1986) in history / official sources. A notable example of such a ‘queer archive’ are 
the Lesbian Herstory Archives (LHA), started by activist and writer Joan Nestle in 
her New York apartment in 1974 when she and her then partner Deborah Edel began 
to collect and file articles, leaflets, diaries, anything to do with lesbian lives, and 
generally ‘ephemera’, materials that traditional, institutional, hierarchical 
(Newtonian?) archives would consider of limited importance. As the statement of 
purpose on the LHA website reads today, ‘the process of gathering this material will 
uncover and collect our herstory denied to us previously by patriarchal historians in 
the interests of the culture which they serve
In the British context, the Hall-Carpenter Archives (HCA), formally 
established in 1982 and named after the writers Radclyffe Hall and Edward 
Carpenter, document the lesbian and gay struggle for equality, with special emphasis 
on the campaigns that led to the decriminalization of homosexual acts between adult 
males in England and Wales in 1967. Although a precursor to the archives proper 
was a series of press cuttings collected at the beginning of the Eighties by members 
of the Campaign for Homosexual Equality (CHE) to document discrimination against 
gay individuals, the collection grew and saw activists Antony Grey (who, as noted, 
was a friend of Wolffs) and Peter Tatchell donate their papers, and since 1988 its 
core material has been housed in the London School of Economics (LSE), arguably 
its ‘spiritual’ home, given that a basement room of the LSE was the venue of the first 
ever London Gay Liberation Front meeting in October 1970.^^ This move, in many 
ways, bridged the ‘grassroots’ and ‘institutional’ divide, in a context whereby, as 
academic and activist Jeffery Weeks (2000) - himself a participant in early meetings
www.lesbianherstorvarchives.org/historvJitrnl
http://www2.lse.ac.uk/librarv/archive/holdings/lesbian and gav archives.aspx
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of the London Gay Liberation Front - has noted, ‘many of the pioneering explorers 
[of he Sixties and Seventies] are today themselves senior members of the academy’ 
and many ‘thrive on an international conference circuit’ (pp. 1 -2 ) .
This cross-fertilization between the ‘institutional’ and the ‘grassroots’ archive 
is interesting on many levels. While the distinction between the ‘Newtonian archive’ 
and the ‘queer archive’ is a useful starting point, and one located in redressing the 
balance of the systematic exclusion of sexual minorities from history, it also 
enshrines the danger of reifying the dichotomy and the power differential between the 
two. As noted, it is a starting point - en route to arguing, as will be seen, that all 
archives are in some way, potentially ‘queer’. The two examples o f ‘queer archives’ 
described here -  the New York-based Lesbian Herstory Archives and the London- 
based Hall-Carpenter Archives -  are ‘queer’ because they document the struggles and 
the social history of lesbian and gay people, but the word ‘queer’ has a wider 
meaning than the relatively recent reclamation of a pejorative, homophobic term. 
Sedgwick (1993) traces the etymology of the word queer: ‘...it means across -  it 
comes from the Indo-European root -  twerkw, which also yields the German quer 
(traverse), Latin torquere (to twist), English athwart... Keenly, it is relational and 
strange’ (p. xii). Also, the common use of ‘queer’ as a verb is synonymous with ‘to 
disrupt’. Bearing this in mind, it can be argued that the HCA ‘queer’ the dichotomy 
between the ‘institutional’ and the ‘grassroots’. Equally, it can be argued that the 
Charlotte Wolff Archive in the BPS constitutes a ‘queer archive’ on more than one 
level -  because it documents the life and work of an openly lesbian psychologist, 
researcher and writer, but even more because it is not specifically a lesbian archive, 
‘queering’ the historical (in every sense of the word!) segregation of ‘mainstream’ / 
‘institutional’ and ‘lesbian’.
Incidentally -  ‘queering the archive’ seems to be a major topic (or, more 
cynically, the ‘trend du jour') pervading the Zeitgeist of contemporary scholarship in 
the human sciences in general -  not just in the field of (critical) history of sexuality, 
but also in the arts and in museum / collecting studies. For example, relatively 
recently, the journal Museums & Social Issues devoted a special issue (Spring 2008)
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to the ‘queer museum’ / public memory space, addressing a wide range of facets -  
from ‘theorizing the queer museum’ (Mills, 2008) to ‘secret histories of sex and 
sexualities’ in the museum (Frost, 2008) to ‘gay and lesbian visitors and cultural 
institutions’ (Heimlich & Koke, 2008).
On 20 February 2010, to mark LGBTQ History Month, the LSE hosted a half­
day archives workshop (which I attended), in which participants, with the facilitation 
of the cultural historian Matt Cook and LSE archivist Sue Donnelly, could ‘interact’ 
with leaflets, newspapers, letters, lapel buttons and other ephemera from the HCA 
pertaining to lesbian and gay social and political history from the 1950s to the 
present.
The interdisciplinary research network queer@king’s, based in King’s 
College, London, organized an international colloquium on 18 February 2011, 
‘Sexuality and the Archive: a colloquium on method’, to explore, inter alia, 
questions such as, what would it mean to ‘queer’ the archive, or to imagine a queer 
archive? One of the speakers. Matt Smith, is an artist who curated the exhibition 
‘Queering the Museum’ at Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery, which ran from the 
first week of November 2010 to the end of January 2011. Starting with the 
assumption that museums ‘make active choices about what is kept for posterity and 
how it is described and displayed’ and that a process of omission, reflecting 
mainstream heteronormative culture has excluded the ‘queer’ from museums and 
collective memory, for this project ‘objects have been rearranged and brought out of 
store and new artworks have been specifically commissioned to uncover, draw out -  
and on occasion wilfully invent - the hidden stories in the Museum’s collections’. '^ 
For example, a canopy of green carnations (flowers made famous by Oscar Wilde 
who would often wear one on his lapel, and became one of the ‘signs’ by which men 
would signal their preference for other men in the 19* and early 20* century) was 
laid over ‘Jakob Epstein’s statue of Lucifer, sculpted with the body of a man and the 
face of a w om anJuxtapositions like this provoke the viewer into finding a
http://www.bmag.org.ulc/events?id= 1013
Horn, A., Winchester, O. & Smith, M. (2010) Queering the Museum Brochure. 
http://www.bmag.org.ulc/uploads/fck/file/Queeringbrochure-web.pdf
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meaning. The objects involved in this particuair example may be ‘queer’ because of 
the association with Oscar Wilde (in the case of the carnations) and because of the 
subverting of gender norms in the depiction of Lucifer (in the case of the statue) but 
even more because of their juxtapositon; it can be argued that their ‘queerness’ is 
more than the sum of the parts; they are queer relationally, as per the etymology of 
the word ‘queer’, as noted above: ‘.. .Keenly, it [queer] is relational and strange’ 
(Sedgwick, p. xii). As Mills (2008) has stated, this ‘relational’ quality ‘would be 
precisely the challenge that queer poses to the normative structures of the museum 
and that constitutes its subversive potential’ (p. 46). Queer as ‘relational’, ‘across’, 
‘always at an angle’ challenges the fixity of meaning(-making) as well as the fixity of 
objects: meaning(-making) is not imparted from the institution / the curator(s) to the 
visitor(s); it does not flow linearly like a unidirectional arrow (as it would in the case 
of a top-down, official ‘Newtonian’ museum that may parallel the ‘Newtonian’ 
archive) but it is constituted and reconstituted by the visitor(s) as a provisional, 
unstable and volatile process that can change with every visitor and with every view 
(Winchester, 2010).^^ Thus, the ‘queer museum’, like the ‘queer archive’, enables a 
‘multiplicity of narratives’ (Winchester, 2010, p. 11) like ‘rhizomatic formations’ 
(Deleuze and Guattari, 1980/1987), rather than a hierarchical ‘official line’ 
promulgated from ‘above’ / from the arkhe.
This chapter began by considering the Charlotte Wolff Archive in the HoPC, BPS, as 
the only major collection o f ‘working papers from individual psychologists’ (HoPC, 
2010) that preserves the papers of a woman psychologist. Thus, the chapter began by 
considering a ‘public memory space’, so-to-speak, and ends with the reflections 
above on the archive and other public memory spaces (such as museums) and on the 
possibilities enabled by ‘queering’ public memory spaces.
Winchester, O, (2010) O f chaotic desire and the subversive potential o f things. In: A. Horn, O. 
Winchester, O. & Smith, M. (2010) Queering the Museum Brochure (pp. 6 - 1 1 ) .  
http://www.bmag.org.uk/uDloads/fcIt/file/Oueeringbrochure-web.pdf
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To emphasize that W olffs papers constitute the only major collection of a 
woman psychologist in the archives of the BPS is tantamount to consider as a given 
that there is a scant presence of women’s collections in the archives of academic and 
scientific organizations. This state of affairs is due to the exclusion of early women 
scientists from the archive as symbolic as well as physical space (a process that 
arguably does not belong solely to the past). The chapter has described how 
inequality in education provision for women for Charlotte W olffs immediate 
predecessors and contemporaries (in the British, American and German contexts) 
produced this exclusion from the professions and from ‘documented visibility’ and, 
consequently, from history. This led to a discussion of ways of ‘doing history’ (of 
psychology) beyond the celebratory grand narratives o f ‘great white (presumed 
heterosexual) men’ and ‘grand theories’, with due consideration given to debating to 
what extent it is really possible to eschew ‘celebration’ in a thesis focused on the life 
and work of a single individual, Wolff, for whom one professes some admiration.
The emphasis on a single individual also brought about issues surrounding the role of 
biography in the history of the human sciences following the debates on the ‘death of 
the author’ (Barthes, 1967; Foucault, 1969), not just in terms of the thesis qua 
‘biographical endeavour’ with respect to Wolff, but also because Wolff was the 
biographer of Magnus Hirschfeld, thus herself engaged in ‘doing (and theorizing, as 
will be seen) biography’ in the history of the human sciences, and furthermore she . 
was the author of two autobiographies. Following from this, this chapter has also 
addressed whether and to what extent there are additional issues unique to 
biography/ies of researchers on sexuality, using as notable examples the existing four 
major biographies of Alfred Kinsey and the biographical writings about Harry Stack 
Sullivan.
Finally, in keeping with a project like this thesis, so steeped in archival 
research (although a thesis on W olffs contribution to psychology and to the history 
of sexuality would have been possible, in principle, using her published work and 
without access to her papers), this chapter has offered some reflections on archival 
research in the human sciences and on the concept of the archive. These reflections
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start from the etymology and historical origins of ‘archive’ as ‘the site where official 
records were guarded and kept in secrecy’ (Featherstone, 206, p. 591) -  namely the 
type of official repository that, as reported, has seen women scientists and individuals 
belonging to non-elite groups excluded from history and literal and figurative 
memory space -  and go on to propose the ‘queer’ archive as a challenge to the 
official, ‘Newtonian’ (as in ‘invested in “gravity” / gravitas’) archive. The chapter 
has described ‘queer’ archives and practices of remembrances -  ‘queer’ for giving 
visibility (denied by the traditional, official type of archive) to sexual minorities, but 
also and arguably more importantly, for being ‘at an angle’ and ‘relational’ (also 
meanings of the word ‘queer’ according to its etymology), thus disrupting the 
linearity of the top-down ‘Newtonian’ archive.
In the present chapter and in the previous, introductory chapter words such as 
‘homosexuality’, ‘lesbian’, ‘gay’ and ‘queer’ -  all concepts relating to (the history oQ 
sexuality -  have been used in the course of setting the scene / contextualizing 
Charlotte Wolff as a woman psychologist in doing history (of psychology), including 
biographical endeavours and archival research -  as well as in the history of 
psychology. At this stage, and for a thesis that aims to consider W olffs contribution 
to the history of sexuality, a closer examination of these concepts is long overdue.
The next chapter is going to continue the contextualization of Charlotte Wolff by 
considering the history of sexuality, starting with the rise of sexology in the last three 
decades of the 19* century and at the beginning of the 20* century, with the attendant 
‘crystallization’, as Foucault (1978) has traced, of sexual behaviour into sexual 
identities. The chapter will also consider the beginning of the movement for 
homosexual emancipation and decriminalization of homosexual acts between males, 
with the first gay rights {avant la lettré) organization founded in Berlin, in the year of 
W olffs birth, 1897, by Magnus Hirschfeld, whose biography Wolff would write 
almost eighty years later. The implications of the fact that sexual behaviour between 
women was never criminalized (although the possibility of changing the law to this 
effect arose both in Germany and in Britain at the beginning of the 20* century) are 
discussed. Further contextualization is provided with a description of the ‘golden
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age’ of Berlin lesbian and gay clubs during the Weimar Republic, a subculture in 
which the young Wolff, first as a student and then as a doctor, was fully immersed 
until the Nazi regime came to power. The chapter also considers the lives of two 
notable contemporaries of Wolff, Radclyffe Hall and Gertrude Stein.
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CHAPTERS
CONTEXTUALIZING CHARLOTTE WOLFF
IN THE HISTORY OF SEXUALITY
'The sodomite had been a temporary aberration; 
the homosexual was now a species ' 
(Michel Foucault, 1978, p. 43)
3.1. THE RISE OF SEXOLOGY AND THE SEDIMENTATION OF SEXUAL IDENTITIES
3 .1 .1 .  From behaviour / sexual practices to a ‘specification of individuals’.
As seen in Chapter 2, Foucault (1971, 1977) drew on Nietzsche’s (1873) 
conceptualisation of history as alive in the present, and stressed the importance of 
tracing the genealogy of the (hegemonic) discourses of today. The tectonic mass, the 
maelstrom of discourses (cf. Curt, 1994) that can be called ‘the present’ is, rather than 
a fixed ‘product’, an emergent property in fieri, still ‘becoming’ -  of constant 
readjustments through history. Institutionalised practices (Dreyfus & Rabinow,
1982) prescribe the prominence of some discourses over others and silence 
competing alternatives. The task of the historian becomes then ‘to establish a 
historical Icnowledge of struggles and to make use of this Icnowledge tactically today’ 
(Foucault, 1977, p. 42). In the case of homosexuality, as Terry (1999) notes, it 
behoves the historian to trace how pathologizing discourses and ‘scientific facts’ on 
homosexuality were ‘produced via certain accepted presuppositions and gained truth- 
value because, like all scientific facts, they made sense to their authors and audiences 
and were intelligible within the cultural and historical framework of their origin’ (p. 
8).
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Foucault (1978) has described how the concept of ‘homosexuality as identity’ 
became reified. From the seventeenth century, sex was on the one hand declared a 
secret and simultaneously constructed ad infinitum through confessional practices 
moulded on the Christian confessional. Eventually, in the nineteenth century, 
matrimonial relations (already subject to canonical-juridical regulation as to what was 
allowed and not allowed) became the invisible norm at the centre of the new 
discourse o f ‘sexuality’, with the exclusion and médicalisation of any behaviour 
departing from sexual intercourse aimed at procreation within the married couple. 
Many ‘perversions’ were thus named into being by medical science, with an attendant 
^specification o f individuals"' (emphasis in the original, p. 42) -  ‘identities’ based on 
sexual preference that appear in treatises written by psychiatrists such as Krafft-Ebing 
(1886) and Rohleder (1901). Most notably, through discourse, sexual practices (i.e. 
behaviour) between men sedimented into an ‘identity’, a label based on sexual 
preference: ‘the sodomite had been a temporary aberration; the homosexual was now 
a species’ (p. 43). The characteristic of this ‘species’ was the inversion of masculine 
and feminine, ‘a kind of interior androgyny, a hermaphrodism of the soul’ (p.43). 
Foucault names Karl von Westphal’s (1870)^ article on ‘contrary sexual feeling’ as 
the precise date of birth of the new gendered species that had to be controlled by 
psychiatry and by the emergent discipline -  in both senses of the word -  of sexology.
The word ‘homosexuality’ (Homosexualitat) was coined by the writer Karl- 
Maria Kertbeny and appeared in print for the first time in 1869 (Lauritsen &
Thorstad, 1974).
In 1886 Krafft-Ebing published Psychopathia Sexualis, containing long 
passages in Latin, as a psychiatric manual for the courts and the doctors who 
provided expert testimony. Initially, Krafft-Ebing conceptualised homosexuality as a 
pathological anomaly, but later, in subsequent editions, he revised his position and he
' Although Foucault gives the date o f  the article as 1870 in the text and references it in a footnote 
(p.43) as: ‘Carl Westphal, Archiv fUr Neurologie, 1870’, Kennedy (1997) indicates that the article was 
published for the first time in 1869, as Von Westphal, K. F. O. (1869) Die kontrare Sexualempfindung. 
Symptom eines neuropathischen (psychopathischen) Zustandes [The contrary sexual feeling.
Symptom o f a neuropathic (psychopathic) state]. Archiv fü r Psychiatrie und Nervenkrankheiten, 2(1), 
73 -108  , cited in Kennedy, H. (1997) Karl Heinrich Ulrichs -  First theorist o f homosexuality. In: 
V.A. Rosario (Ed) Science and Homosexualities, (pp. 26 -  45). New York / London: Routledge.
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spoke of ‘variation’ in the last edition published in his lifetime (1901a), as well as in 
an article (1901b)^, which appeared in the Jahrbuch für sexuelle Zwischenstufen 
[Annual fo r  Sexual Intermediaries] founded and edited by Magnus Hirschfeld,^ who 
was by then a prominent physician, sexologist and campaigner for homosexual 
emancipation.
3.1.  2, Havelock Ellis,
In the (albeit not immediate) aftermath of Oscar Wilde’s trials (May 1895), Havelock 
Ellis, using material from the papers of John Addington Symonds, who had died in 
1893, published in 1896 Sexuallnversion, at first in Germany and in a German 
translation. Das kontrare Geschlechtsgefühl, and one year later in Britain.'^ This 
book, which argued that homosexuality is inborn and not an illness, like Symonds’ A 
Problem in Modern Ethics (1891) critiqued Krafft-Ebing’s (earlier) pathologizing 
views and highlighted the role of science in the décriminalisation of something 
innate, in that science would show that the law had no basis to punish homosexuality 
for being ‘against nature’. It also showed Ellis’ strategy as a reformist with his 
attempts to win over public opinion by stressing that homosexuality often 
accompanies great talent and intellectual achievement, from Sappho to Michelangelo 
to Oscar Wilde. Another such strategy, steeped in the quintessential reformist 
principle -  educate the public -  was Ellis’ challenge to the stereotype that all 
homosexual men were ‘effeminate’ or that their relations sought to replicate the 
normative heterosexual pattern. He also advanced the argument he would reiterate 
later in Studies in the Psychology o f Sex (1915/1923) that some disturbances in the
 ^For the evolution o f Ki'afft-Ebing’s position on homosexuality and sexual minorities during his long 
career, see Oosterhuis (2000).
 ^The Annuals fo r  Sexual Intermediaries were published from 1899 to 1923 (Steakley, 1975).
It is noteworthy, but not surprising, that Ellis had to arrange the first publication in Germany, where a 
fledgling ‘sexual science’ was developing. When Sexual Inversion was published in Britain in 1897, it 
was promptly deemed obscene and first its distributor and then its publisher were prosecuted, although 
Ellis himself was not charged (Grosskurth, 1980; Weeks, 2000).
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temperament of homosexual people were not due to their sexual orientation, but to 
society’s attitude towards them and, in the case of males, to the possibility of being 
sentenced to prison for something that, he argued, was private and, if between 
consenting adults, should be outside the remit of the law, and it would not serve 
public interest to criminalize. This separation of the private sphere from the law 
would also be the basis, some sixty years later, of the liberal arguments that 
eventually led to the change in the law in 1967 (Weeks, 2000). Ellis reiterated his 
confidence that science would show that homosexual individuals were essentially (in 
all senses of the word) ‘normal’ and respectable. As Weeks (2000) has noted, 
referencing George Bernard Shaw, Ellis, born in 1859, the year of publication of 
Darwin’s Origin o f  Species, was part of a generation that ‘began by hoping more 
from science than perhaps any generation ever hoped before’ (p. 18). He trained in 
science, as a doctor (although it took him nine years to qualify, in 1889, and 
thereafter he would rarely practise) to draw together all his wide-ranging interests, 
from literary criticism to socialism, to promoting sex education and birth control and, 
in general, a progressive attitude to sex. His reformist interests were in the Zeitgeist 
at the time -  for example, the Fellowship of the New Life was an association active in 
Britain towards the end of the 19‘^  ^century (and precursor of the more politically 
oriented Fabian Society) in which co-existed a progressive attitude to sex, an interest 
for the improvement of living conditions of the working class, support of suffrage for 
women and of the ‘woman question’, vegetarianism and animal rights activism. Ellis 
made many friends in the Fellowship of the New Life, notably the poet, socialist 
philosopher and campaigner for homosexual emancipation Edward Carpenter. In this 
circle, at the time of his medical training, he also met and became involved with 
Olive Schreiner, the campaigner for women’s suffrage. By then, still in her mid­
twenties, Schreiner had already published (under the pseudonym Ralph Iron) the 
novel The Story o f  an African Farm (1883) - based on her early life in South Africa -  
in which she exposed the effects of inequality between men and women. Eventually 
Ellis married the feminist writer Edith Lees, also part of the Fellowship circle. They 
had an open marriage, sometimes living apart, and with Lees often involved in
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relationships with women (Brome, 1979; Grosskurth, 1980). Ellis had a rather 
contradictory stance towards the women’s movement: he supported women’s 
emancipation, lived in an unconventional marriage in which his wife was an equal 
partner, and also financially independent from him, but, as Grosskurth (1980) notes,
in the Introduction to The New Spirit, he seems rather uneasy about what part 
woman should play in the social organization of the future. Olive Schreiner he 
always described as the only woman of genius he had ever known. He was 
somewhat patronizing about Edith’s mind, although he loyally supported her 
rather effusive lectures and he genuinely seemed to admire her mediocre 
fiction, which he was always pressing on friends; and after her death he made 
strenuous efforts to get some of her books reissued (p. 153).
Furthermore, judging by today’s standards, his argument in Man and Woman (1894), 
to the effect that ‘Nature has made women more like children in order that they may 
better understand and care for children’ (p. 395) may cause offence or consternation, 
although this well-loiown quote must be contextualised in the light of what 
immediately followed: ‘and in the gift of children Nature has given to women a 
massive joy which there is nothing in men’s lives to correspond’ (p. 395). As to 
another statement about women, namely that ‘in a certain sense their brains are in 
their wombs’^  (Ellis, 1915/1923, Vol 1, p. 253) -  which he anticipated to be 
controversial, as he preceded it with ‘in no offensive sense’ (p. 253) -  it is hardly 
defensible without recourse to the ‘he was a child of his times’ deterministic view 
that in Chapter 2 I have proposed to call ‘patronizing contextualization’. Perhaps this 
points to the necessity to embrace the ‘messiness’ and contradictions of history (and, 
as researchers, of ‘doing history’), especially when thinking that this statement was 
part of an essay (The Sexual Impulse in Women) in which he challenged what he saw
 ^This may be a rather stark phrasing o f the widespread Victorian argument discussed in Chapter 2 
which was used to oppose the extending o f  full educational opportunities to women -  namely that 
intellectual activity in a woman could detract energy fi'om the womb and from a woman’s ‘tme 
calling’ o f being a mother - and could even cause sterility (Delamont, 1990).
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as the prevailing view that women are sexually passive.^ He argued that this 
apparent passivity was the product of the complexity of women’s sexual impulse 
compared to men’s, and often the result of the poor skills of men as lovers not 
attending to this complexity.
The same ‘patchwork’ of what in ‘presentist’, up-the-mountain (Rorty, 1980) 
terms could be called ‘progressive’ and ‘conservative’ views is also very much in 
evidence in Ellis’ writings on female homosexuality. He was one of the first 
sexologists to consider it in some depth and detail, although the case studies of 
female homosexuality in both Sexual Inversion and Studies in the Psychology o f  Sex 
are disproportionately few compared to the cases of male homosexuality. Still, it 
must be considered that it was more cogent and contingent to direct his reformist 
endeavour first and foremost to collect evidence in the argument against 
criminalization of male homosexuality, while female homosexuality was outside the 
remit of the law.
Although Ellis rejected the stereotype that homosexual men were 
‘effeminate’, he maintained that lesbian women were ‘mannish’ in physical 
appearance and in character. In Sexual Inversion, he wrote that lesbian women
usually show some traits of masculine simplicity... nearly always a disdain 
for the petty feminine artifices of the to ilet. . .  The brusque energetic 
movements, the attitude of the arms, the direct speech, the inflexions of the 
voice, the masculine straightforwardness ... will often suggest the underlying 
psychic abnormality to a keen observer ... There is also a dislike and 
sometimes incapacity for needlework and other domestic occupations, while 
there is some capacity for athletics (Ellis & Symonds, 1897/1994, p. 250).
® Such was the view put forward in the then authoritative Functions and Disorders o f  the Reproductive 
Organs (1857), in which the author, Dr. William Acton, argued that women’s sexual response was 
negligible or non-existent, and that it would be ‘insulting’ to a woman’s natural modesty to suggest 
otherwise. The Victorian sexual ideology had the bourgeois woman as the unspoken norm; as Newton 
(1989) has argued, ‘only males and déclassé women were [seen as] sexual... The low status of 
working women and women o f colour deprived them o f the feminine purity that protected bourgeois 
women from males and from deriving sexual pleasure’ (p. 284).
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Quite apart from the fact that, as the late Sally Ledger (1996) has noted, this 
description seems very close to the caricature of the feminist ‘New Woman’ to 
feature in Punch in the 1890s (cf. Jeffreys, 1985) and it undermines Ellis’ espoused 
commitment to the New Woman cause, it is possibly due to Ellis’ reluctance to 
ascribe to women full sexual autonomy beyond ‘response’ to a male, thus not 
departing too dramatically from Victorian sexology and mores, which saw women as 
sexually ‘passionless’ (Cott, 1978). As seen, he might have urged men to attend to 
the complexity of women’s ‘sexual impulse’ (Ellis, 1915/1923, Vol 1, p. 239), and he 
also discussed the practice of masturbation by women, but, as many present-day 
commentators (Chauncey, 1989; Miller, 2006; Robinson, 1976; Weeks, 2000) have 
argued, for a woman to have full sexual agency and initiative, in Ellis’ view, she must 
have some congenital, deep-seated masculine characteristic that causes her to behave 
in a way considered at odds with her biological sex, and, just like a man, be sexually 
interested in a ‘normal’ woman.
In addition, perhaps the fact that Ellis’ wife Edith did not conform to the 
‘mannish’ stereotype - although, as Grosskurth (1980) has reported, some sources do 
describe her as ‘boyish’ -  led him to argue that there are some women engaged in 
lesbian relationships who are ‘pseudo-lesbian’: they would be ‘normal’, but, perhaps 
due to the aggressiveness of the men they have encountered, or other reasons, they 
have renounced relations with them and have been seduced by a ‘mannish’ lesbian 
(Ellis, 1915/1923, Vol 1). Thus, the normative sex roles of Victorian ideology have 
been re-established: the pursuer is always ‘masculine’, the pursued feminine.
Yet, this reasoning opened up the possibility that sexual orientation could be 
subject to environmental influences, something that was against Ellis’ essentialist 
position and that would bring him into conflict with Freud’s view of homosexuality 
as acquired, namely due to arrested psycho-sexual development (Freud, 1905/1977)^.
’ Freud and Ellis were contemporaries born three years apart (Freud in 1856 and Ellis, as noted, in 
1859) and both died in 1939. Both wrote on sexuality and cited each other, corresponded (fi’om the 
late 1890s) and had professional but still amicable disagreements (Brome, 1979). For an account 
(from the perspective o f  the sociology o f scientific Icnowledge) o f their respective endeavours to 
develop a theory o f homosexuality and ‘to (re)negotiate each other’s theories’, see Crozier (2000),
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The greatest challenge to Ellis’ essentialist view of sexual orientation was 
bisexuality;^ as Weeks (2000) has noted
Ellis, in fact, flirted with certain ideas which restated an original bisexual 
constitution in every individual. As an idea, it dated back to ancient Greece, 
and perhaps earlier, but it was just at this period, in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, that the notion became the subject of scientific 
investigation (p. 34).
In Ellis’ work, the use of the word ‘bisexuality’ evolved from denoting - in line with 
the Greek notion and with early sexology’s usage - the co-existence of male and 
female anatomical characteristics in the same individual (as he uses the term in 
Sexual Inversion, 1897) to describing people who were attracted to both males and 
females (in the Studies in the Psychology o f  Sex, 1915/1923) and who had been 
described in early sexology (e.g. Krafft-Ebing, 1886) as ‘psycho-sexual 
hermaphroditism’.^  Ellis (1915/1923) found bisexuality puzzling because it called 
into question the boundary between heterosexual and homosexual and in particular 
that people were born either heterosexual (like the statistical majority) or 
homosexual. He recognized that a great number of people ‘who may fairly be 
considered heterosexual have at some point in their lives experienced a feeling which 
may be termed sexual toward individuals of their own sex’ (p. 88) and conversely.
® This is the case not just for Ellis’ view, but to this day, for any essentialist conceptualization o f  
sexual orientation. For example, before Wilson & Rahman (2005) start their compendium o f  
essentialist research in the eloquently titled Born Gay, they must constmct an argument in the 
introduction to ‘dismiss’ bisexuality, which, as seen with Ellis, has a long history o f upsetting 
essentialist apple-carts. Indeed, as will be seen in Chapter 6, recent bisexual scholarship has brought 
into question the validity o f the concept o f ‘orientation’, given that bisexuality undercuts the idea o f  
directionality that it entails (Waites, 2007/2009).
 ^Bowie (1992) and Storr (1999a) have traced the genealogy o f the concept o f bisexuality, and 
precisely ‘what the two parts o f the “bi” in bisexuality actually are’ (Storr, 1999a, p. 3), with the 
proviso that some contemporary theorists find problematic the insistence on binary division enshrined 
in the word ‘bisexuality’ and would advocate alternative terms such as ‘pansexual’ (Rust, 1992). 
Three responses have been identified: the first denoting the co-existence o f male and female 
anatomical or biological characteristics in the same individual (in early medical and sexological 
debates), the second (espoused by Freud) denoting the co-existence o f psychological masculinity and 
femininity and, finally, bisexuality as co-existence o f  heterosexuality and homosexuality, which is the 
only sense of the word as it is used today.
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homosexual people, with the added incentive of social pressure, might have moved 
towards heterosexuality. In the light of this conundrum, any attempt at classification, 
he wrote, would be devoid of practical use and scientific value. It has been argued 
(Brome, 1979; Grosskurth, 1980; Weeks, 2000) that one of the chief limitations of 
Ellis’ work was this insistence on classification, or, more precisely, that he was a 
recorder o f ‘facts’ (or, rather, narratives) as they were presented to him, without the 
considerable leap of interpretation and imagination that for example characterized 
Freud.
3 .1 . 3. Sigmund Freud and heterosexuality.
Unlike Ellis and early sexologists who gave a biological explanation of 
homosexuality -  whether seen as pathology (Westphal, 1969; Krafft-Ebing, 1886) or 
as a congenital variation that simply occurred statistically less often than 
heterosexuality, with the latter also being, as seen, Ellis’ view (Ellis & Symonds, 
1897; Ellis, 1915/1923) -  Freud (1905/1977) argued that it was due to the individual 
becoming fixated on one phase of their psycho-sexual development that started at 
birth with a basic, bisexual sexual drive and continued through adolescence on the 
way to ‘normal’ -  that is to say heterosexual -  expression. As Gay (1986) succinctly 
puts it, ‘for Freud, heterosexual, genital love-making was not a matter of course, but 
an achievement, the culmination of a long, never painless, and never quite complete 
evolution’ (p. 251). It was an achievement that ‘the homosexual’ clearly did not 
make, as Miller (2006) dryly observes. Although Freud was never pathologizing of 
homosexuality (by his times’ standards, one could venture to say, braving the risk of 
‘patronising contextualization’) and was against criminalization -  he wrote clearly 
that it was ‘no advantage’. Like for his predecessors in sexology, heterosexuality was 
normative, but unlike his predecessors and his contemporary Havelock Ellis, he did 
not think that the sexual instinct was linked to a procreation imperative, but to the 
goal of obtaining pleasure / satisfaction. In what Katz (1995) calls ‘perhaps Freud’s
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most subversive innovation, the pleasure wish is detached from any innate link to 
procreation or to any particular object or specific sex... For Freud’s hungering libido, 
the whole body becomes a potential field of pleasures’ (p. 61). Why then does Freud 
privilege the achievement of heterosexual psycho-sexual development that evolves 
out of trauma (the Oedipal journey) and considers homosexuality arrested 
development, as ‘fixation’ (although other ‘fixations’ may also be experienced by 
heterosexual individuals)? Furthermore, having departed from the procreation 
imperative of previous sexology, throughout his writings, he still considered ‘the 
“penetration” of a “passive” vagina by an “active” penis the normative sex act’ (Katz, 
1995, p. 77). According to Katz (1995), Freud is the pivotal figure to understand how 
‘heterosexuality’ as the concept that we understand today was ‘invented’. Freud’s 
work consolidated the idea of heterosexual as normative, but at the same time he 
opened up avenues for questioning it, just by theorizing that 'heterosexuals are made, 
not born' {p. 74). For example, in line with his rejection of the procreative 
imperative, he reflected that out of the initial bisexual ‘freedom to range equally over 
male and female objects’ in very early childhood, ‘the exclusive sexual interest felt 
by men for women is also a problem that needs elucidating and is not a self-evident 
fact’ (Freud, 1905/1977, p. 146) and, later, as Katz (1995) reports, in commenting on 
a case of homosexuality in a young woman, Freud ponders that ‘one must remember 
that normal sexuality too depends upon a restriction in the choice of object’ (Freud, 
1920, cited in Katz, 1995, p. 73).
Heterosexuality is thrown into relief by homosexuality -  they are intertwined 
in a complex dance, but the history of sexuality has a long history of seeking the 
‘causes’ of homosexuality,^® not the ‘causes’ of heterosexual ity, seen as the unspoken 
norm, ‘the ruling ghost, the absent presence’ (Katz, 1995, p. 66) that in the 
Concordance to Freud’s twenty-four volume complete works features (including its 
derivatives) twenty-nine times, while, by contrast, ‘homosexuality’ (with its 
derivatives) is mentioned some 316 times. Thus, homosexuality seemed of great
Even this section has started with reporting the differences between Ellis and Freud as regards their 
explanations o f homosexuality! It is worth noting, though, that it is describing a time in the history of 
sexuality when it was appropriate to frame the question o f ‘sexual orientation’ along these lines.
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interest, but also problematic, to Freud compared to the unmarked, unproblematized 
norm of heterosexuality. Also, Freud (1905) stated clearly that he found the concept 
of ‘bisexual disposition’ in adulthood quite problematic; on the whole, he considered 
it a form of ‘immature’ sexuality that eventually is channelled into either 
heterosexuality or homosexuality. It was a conundrum that tested his imagination, 
and, as Storr (1999a) notes, in his discussion of bisexuality in Three Essays,, the 
footnotes are longer than the main text dealing with the topic.
Stekel (1920), a pupil of Freud who eventually fell out with the master, 
maintained that bisexuality is innate but around puberty either the homosexual or 
heterosexual side is repressed, and this repression can lead to neurosis because the 
‘natural’ state of humans is not monosexuality. According to Storr (1999a), this 
formulation did not really solve the conundrum, but Angelides (2001) on the contrary 
maintains that Stekel’s ideas were an innovative take on Freud, but their potential has 
been all but lost due to outside circumstances -  namely that Sandor Rado became the 
‘custodian’ of psychoanalysis after Freud’s death, and he completely repudiated 
bisexuality and, furthermore, according to Angelides (2001), he was responsible for 
the homophobic direction that the psychoanalytic movement took after Freud’s death.
3 .1 . 4. Magnus Hirschfeld I: Contribution to sexology.
In 1896, one year before Charlotte Wolff was born, Magnus Hirschfeld, then a young 
doctor, left Magdeburg and his practice of three years (he had obtained his MD 
degree in 1893) and moved to Berlin, where he set up a new practice in the leafy 
quarter of Charlottenburg. That year, under the pseudonym Theodore Rami en, he 
published a pamphlet, Sappho and Socrates, in which (like Ellis and Symonds in the 
same year, in the German version of Sexual Inversion, published, as noted, one year 
before the English version) he put forward the idea that homosexuality was natural, 
and therefore cannot be punished. In Germany, Paragraph 175 was the law that 
paralleled the law that in Britain penalised homosexual acts between males. In
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Sappho and Socrates, Hirschfeld / Ramien (1896) credited Nietzsche with the 
inspiration for the idea that ‘what is natural cannot be immoral’ (p. 35). The 
pamphlet’s subtitle declared the intention to explain the love of men and women for 
people of their own sex. Human beings, Hirschfeld / Ramien argued, develop with 
traces of the anatomical characteristics of the ‘other’ sex, and therefore the traces of 
the psychological disposition are also present; thus, individuals are potentially 
bisexual. While most people eventually become predominantly male or female and 
hence heterosexual, it is possible to have different degrees of masculinity and 
femininity and hence desire / attraction for one sex or the other or both. Furthermore, 
as well as different orientation, desire could have various degrees of strength, which 
Hirschfeld conceptualised as located on a 10-point scale. While his claims on 
anatomy were unsubstantiated, Hirschfeld’s theory^ ^  of sexual intermediaries / 
intermediate stages {Zwischenstufen), further expanded in Geschlechtsübergànge 
[Sexual Transitions] (1905) and in The Homosexuality o f Men and Women (1914), 
predates Kinsey by decades as an attempt to systematically measure sexual 
orientation by means of a scale. LeVay (1996) argues that Hirschfeld’s model goes 
beyond Kinsey’s scale in that the latter is unidimensional, accounting for orientation 
only.*^ While Hirschfeld’s view of sexuality and sexual orientation can be seen as 
essentialist (he argued that it was determined by nature) and thus, not surprisingly, he 
is considered an important pioneer by present-day researchers on sexuality that seek 
biological explanations of sexual orientation, like LeVay (1996), his 
conceptualisation accommodates bisexuality (which, as noted, perplexed Ellis and is 
still problematic for the present-day essentialist ‘camp’) and implicitly challenges 
‘absolute’ definitions of masculinity and femininity and exposes them as 
‘abstractions’ (Herzer, 1999). This is because a scale -  especially a multidimensional
” There is some debate as to whether ‘doctrine’ would be a more appropriate translation of 
(Zwischenstufen)/e/?re than ‘theory’ (Bauer, personal communication, 9 October 2006); there is a 
stronger debate surrounding the conflation, in German, o f Zwischenstufen/e/zre and 
Zwischenstufen^/îeone (Bauer, 2004). [Bauer, J. E. (2004) Magnus Hirschfelds ,Zwischenstufenlehre’ 
und die ,Zwischenstufentheorie’ seiner Interpreten. Notizen über eine rezeptionsgeschichtliche 
Konfusion. In: Capri, No. 35, April 2004, 36 -  44].
It is worth noting, however, that Kinsey strongly opposed the gender inversion model o f  
homosexuality, the ‘interior androgyny’ highlighted by Foucault (1978, p. 43). Kinsey, Pomeroy & 
Martin (1948/1998).
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scale -  troubles the notion of the homosexual as a distinct and discrete ‘species’, 
rather than simply carving and mapping out a space for the ‘third sex’.
Although the expression ‘third sex’ occasionally appeared in Hirschfeld’s 
work -  most notably and prominently in his book Berlins drittes Geschlecht [Berlin's 
Third Sex] (1904a/1991), Hirschfeld always recognised what in present times could 
be called its ‘discursive limitations’, the fact that it instantiated a particular version of 
‘reality’ that excluded possible alternative accounts. As Bauer (2003) notes, 
Hirschfeld hardly ever used the expression ‘the third sex’ unqualified. In Berlin's 
Third Sex (1904a) Hirschfeld stated, ‘I find this expression [the third sex], which was 
already in use in ancient Rome, not exactly appropriate [glücklich^^], but still better 
than the now commonly used “homosexual” . ..’ (p. 14) and called this term a 
‘Notbehelf (makeshift), an expedient to get his message across. With the motto 
(borrowed from Leibniz) 'tout va par degrés dans la nature et rien par sauts ’ [in 
nature everything happens by degrees, not by leaps] chosen to epitomise 
Geschlechtsübergànge, Hirschfeld distanced himself further from the 
conceptualisation of a discrete ‘third sex’. According to Bauer (2003), Hirschfeld’s 
multidimensional model of sexuality shows that ‘no final sexual category can do 
justice to the inexhaustible variability of human sexuality’ (p.2) and he considers 
Hirschfeld’s theory of sexual intermediaries a precursor of postmodern accounts of 
sexuality, notably ‘queer/ing’ as the problematisation of the hierarchized binaries that 
are the keystone of normativity: male and female, heterosexual and homosexual. In 
fact, he goes on to speculate if Califia (1994) had Hirschfeld’s theory in mind when 
writing:
In fact, human beings come in more models than xx or xy. There is variation 
in gender, even at the most basic, genetic level. And once you start 
considering anatomical anomalies, hormonal balances and imbalances, self 
images, and desire, you get a host of possibilities (p. 178).
‘Glücklich’ -  literally ‘lucky’, ‘fortunate’.
The German ‘Not’ (Emergency) reinforces the idea o f  ‘temporary / emergency expedient’.
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Thus, interestingly, and in line with a view of history as a dynamic and illuminating 
relationship between the past and the present, Hirschfeld is ‘interpellated’ and 
deployed in contemporary debates on sexuality by social constructionist and queer 
scholars as well as by researchers seeking biological explanations of sexual 
orientation.
3. 2. BETWEEN STRUGGLE FOR HOMOSEXUAL EMANCIPATION AND 
HEDONISM IN LATE WILHELMINE AND WEIMAR REPUBLIC GERMANY
3.2.1. Magnus Hirschfeld II -  The homosexual rights advocate.
The campaign against Paragraph 175.
Per scientiam ad justitiam^^ -  literally ‘through science / knowledge to justice’ -  was 
the motto of the ‘ Scientific-Humanitarian Committee’ (SHC) [Wissenschaftlich- 
humanitare Komitee] founded in 1897 in Berlin by Magnus Hirschfeld with three 
friends: the publisher Max Spohr, Eduard Olberg, a civil servant, and the writer 
Franz Josef von Bülow (Hirschfeld, 1922/1986). The aim of the committee was to 
campaign against Paragraph 175, which, as noted, was the German law that penalised 
homosexual acts between males, and, as in the British version of this law, women 
were ignored.
Since 1864 jurist and scholar Karl Heinrich Ulrichs had published several 
books in defence of homosexuality and against this law.^ ® In 1898 the Committee’s
Arguably an antecedent o f Miller’s (1969) exhortation to “give psychology away” to the public for 
their betterment, the bedrock o f  the liberal “humaneering mission” o f science (Stainton Rogers, 
Stenner, Gleeson and Stainton Rogers, 1995). The Latin form underscores Hirschfeld’s reformist 
endeavour: per  is a preposition that indicates ‘to go through (with difficulty)’ and ad  is the preposition 
for ‘towards’ / indicates movement.
Ulrichs, K. H. (1864-79 / 1994) Forschungen über das Ratsel der mann-mannlichen Liebe. Edited 
by Hubert Kennedy, 4 volumes. Berlin: Verlag Rosa Winkel.
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first petition for the repeal of Paragraph 175 was rejected by the German Reichstag. 
However, Hirschfeld was granted an audience with Secretary Nieberding, head of the 
Reich Office of Justice, who advised him to educate the public on the matter before 
the government could be called upon to repeal the paragraph (Hirschfeld, 1914/2000). 
With confirmed confidence in the legal system and in the petition, Hirschfeld and his 
group produced and distributed the brochure Was soil das Volk vom dritten 
Geschlecht wissen [What Should the People Know About the Third Sex] — which, 
reprinted and expanded several times from 1901 to 1914, reached 50,000 copies 
(Steakley, 1975) -  remarkable evidence of Hirschfeld’s continued commitment to his 
cause. Between 1903 and 1904 the SHC conducted a survey of homosexuality in 
Berlin, distributing over 6600 questionnaires to (male) students and factory workers, 
and the findings, indicating that 1.5% of the population was homosexual and 4.5 % 
bisexual, were published in the 1904 Annual / Jahrbuch für Sexuelle Zwischenstufe 
(Hirschfeld, 1904b).
Like Ellis, Hirschfeld was a reformer rather than a revolutionary. Following 
the short-lived enthusiasm of the first years of the German state, constituted in 1871, 
‘reform’, as Steakley (1975) notes, was the strategy of the now insecure middle class
-  caught between the landowners or capitalist magnates and the labourers / proletariat
-  to address the social problems of the time within the framework of the existing (and 
unquestioned) status quo. In many ways, the SHC can be contextualised within this 
trend towards reform -  and Hirschfeld was always very careful to emphasise the 
(social) acceptability of the work carried out by himself and his associates, hence the 
emphasis on its scientific value and on science as the site of unassailable truth. On 
the whole, it can be argued that the reform movement in the late 19**^ century in 
Germany paralleled its late Victorian counterpart in Britain in which Ellis operated.
In the same year that the SHC conducted the survey of homosexuality in 
Berlin, Hirschfeld published Berlins drittes Geschlecht (1904a/1991) [Berlin's Third
See also: Kennedy, H. (1988) Ulrichs: The life and works o f  Karl Heinrich Ulrich, pioneer o f  the 
modern gay movement. Boston: Alyson.
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Sex], written in the style of a ‘tour book’, with the purpose to make homosexuality 
acceptable to the intended bourgeois heterosexual audience.
Berlin's Third Sex bore the motto, ‘the great conqueror of all prejudice is not 
humanity, but science’ on the title page. It presented a gallery of homosexual people 
(predominantly male but some female) mainly from the higher echelons of society, 
and the many anecdotes bolstered Hirschfeld’s argument that homosexuals could be 
pillars of society. Like Ellis, he argued that homosexuality is a natural, inborn 
variation that simply occurs statistically less often than heterosexuality, and that it 
can equally form the basis of the noblest love. At the beginning of the book, with 
strikingly ‘contemporary’ sociological insight that would not be out of place in much 
later accounts -  both in fiction and in ethnography -  of (mainly North-American) 
‘gay-friendly cities’ and ‘gay ghettos’ (cf. Holleran, 1978; Kramer, 1978; Levine & 
Kimmel, 1998; Rechy, 1979; Turner, 2003), he described the advantages of the 
‘anonymous’ metropolis for homosexual individuals. He listed swimming pools, 
gymnasia, sports halls or various clubs and leagues as sites not only of possible 
encounters, but also of (not always conscious) fascination. He highlighted the 
separation between Berufsmensch (the person in their professional or ‘open’ life) and 
Geschlechtsmensch (the person in their sexual life / sphere).
Sometimes the split in the personality can go so far that the ‘day person’ is 
morally outraged by the lifestyle of their ‘night-T and strongly inveighs 
against it. It is not always simple hypocrisy when someone who expressed the 
strongest outbursts against homosexuality, one day finds himself in conflict 
with Paragraph 175 (p. 24).
He drew the reader’s attention to the strain involved in having to hide one’s ‘true 
nature’ from society -  constantly having to act ‘this comedy, that often is rather a 
tragedy, of life’ (p. 15). This is in keeping with the ideas he articulated more 
explicitly later (Hirschfeld, 1914/2000) and also, as noted, congruent with the 
argument advanced by Ellis (1915/1923), that the abnormal psychological state often
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found in homosexual individuals is due not to their homosexuality per se, but to the 
circumstances in which they are forced to live. Furthermore, the emphasis on the 
widespread, strain-inducing preoccupation ‘that one should not notice anything about 
them’ (p. 15), in other (contemporary) words, the stress ‘to pass’ -  constitutes perhaps 
one of the first conceptualisations {avant la lettre) of ‘minority stress’ endured by 
non-heterosexual individuals (cf. much later accounts by, inter alia, Brooks, 1981; 
Larson and Chastain, 1990; Meyer, 1995, 2003; on the health implications of self­
concealment, or on the negotiation of stigma, Goffman, 1963).
Hirschfeld continued to fight for the repeal of Paragraph 175. In 1919, when 
he was already recognised as an expert on homosexuality and often called to give 
expert evidence {Gutachten) in court, he established in Berlin the Institute for Sexual 
Science [Institut fur Sexualwissenschaft] in the liberal climate of the Weimar 
Republic, the first institution of its kind in the world. In the same year, he co-wrote 
an educational film protesting against Paragraph 175, Anders als die Andern 
[Differentfrom the Others], in which he also appeared as ‘the doctor’. The film was 
well received on the left, but condemned by the clergy and the majority of Germans; 
it caused so much controversy that it was banned after a few weeks (Steakley, 1975; 
Theis, 1984).
After the first petition to the Reichstag for the repeal of Paragraph 175 in 
1898, Hirschfeld, with the SHC that had grown in membership and won the support 
of many prominent intellectuals and politicians, organised two subsequent petitions: 
one was rejected in 1905 and a much later attempt was accepted in the first stage in 
1929, less than two weeks before the stock market crash, which brought about other 
priorities and the law reform was put on hold (Steakley, 1975). Eventually, in January 
1933 Hitler became Chancellor. Disruption and hecklers shouting anti-Semitic abuse 
had been already for a long time ft equent features of Hirschfeld’s lectures and finally, 
in May 1933, the Institute of Sexual Science was one of the first targets of the series 
of attacks on what the Nazi regime deemed ‘degenerate culture’ and was destroyed 
by Nazi storm troopers. Hirschfeld was abroad at the time and in an a r t i c l ehe
In Anthropos 1/2 (1934) 1 {Medical Review o f Reviews #460) Cited in Steakley, 1975.
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likened seeing the destruction of the Institute in a newsreel in a Parisian cinema to the 
witnessing of one’s own funeral. He never returned to Germany; he died in Nice on 
his 67th birthday in 1935,
3. 2. 2. Lesbian and gay venues in Weimar Republic Berlin.
In Berlin's Third Sex (1904a/1991) Hirschfeld, as noted, described the homosexual 
subculture of the time. In spite of many police raids and the fear of blackmail for 
men seen in homosexual bars and venues, some enjoyed great longevity, like the 
Mikado, which was opened in 1905 and closed in 1932 or 1933 after the Nazi regime 
came to power. The writer and painter Emil Szittya, in a 1923 account of his visits 
there remembered that the piano-player in the Mikado was a baron (who preferred to 
be known as a ‘baroness’) and that he would often see there journalists and writers 
(cited in Bollé, 1984). The most famous homosexual meeting point in Berlin during 
the Weimar Republic was the Eldorado. Its regular patrons belonged to a wide gamut 
of sexual minorities, but it was also visited by many prominent artists and literati of 
the time, ‘like Otto Dix and Ernst Frisch, who immortalized the venue in paintings 
and watercolours. Klaus Mann mentioned it in his memoirs; no other venue of the 
time has so many sources and images surviving to the present day’ (Bollé, 1984, p. 
71).
This is the hedonistic Berlin engaged in a last dance in the shadow of the 
approaching Nazi cloud immortalized by Christopher Isherwood in fiction with Mr 
Norris Changes Train (1935) and Goodbye to Berlin (1939) and later with his 
memoir Christopher and His Kind (1976). Less is Icnown about the specifically 
lesbian bar subculture of the time that Wolff would (briefly) describe in her 
autobiography Hindsight (1980).
As Kokula (1983) notes, ‘the bar’ has always held a rather ‘magical 
attraction’ (p. 15) for lesbian women, perhaps because, historically, it was the first 
place where lesbian life had visibility outside of doctors’ and analysts’ offices and
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clinics -  in other words, positive visibility. After World War I the lesbian bar 
became the place where leaflets and publications about (lesbian) women’s 
emancipation could be found, exchanged and discussed. The women’s club 
‘Violetta’ was connected with the Bund fur Menschenrecht (BfM) [League for 
Human Rights (LfHR)], an organization for the emancipation of sexual minorities 
and its then president, Friedrich Radszuweit was the publisher of the lesbian weekly 
Die Freundin, which often carried notices of events and parties in the club. Die 
Freundin also published a regular special issue for male cross-dressers and advertised 
cross-dressers’ parties.
In a small study of lesbian bars published during the Weimar Republic,^^ 
Roellig (cited in Kokula, 1983) divides the bars into four types: “‘pick-up spots”, 
dance halls, international bars and exclusive clubs’. Some were also visited by men, 
who were often valued paying patrons. Roellig names ‘Café Domino’ as a place 
where the regulars were always elegantly attired, while, by contrast, a place like ‘Die 
Taverne’ was frequented by women who had little money and ‘therein reigned an 
atmosphere of earthiness and toughness’ (Roellig, cited in Kokula, 1983, p. 16). 
Especially in the less elegant venues, as Wolff (1980) would describe later, there was 
a danger of police raids that, given that female homosexuality was not illegal, would 
be carried out with the pretext that prostitution would be condoned and abetted on the 
premises. ‘Lesbian’ or ‘prostitute’ (even in the rather liberal Weimar Republic) were 
conflated by the law -  it was anyway ‘deviant’ female sexuality; this conflation, that 
would be even more marked with the rise of the Nazi regime (Scherer, 1990), as will 
be seen in the next section, sometimes contained ‘a grain of truth’ -  Wolff (1980) 
reports that some places she frequented were used for shelter by prostitutes between 
clients, and some of these women were themselves attracted to women in spite the 
activities they engaged in for money.
Kokula (1983) reports that it was published in 1928 or 1929.
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3. 2 .3 . Female homosexuality and German law.
The emphasis on ‘lewd acts’ or ‘unnatural indecency’ between men both in Paragraph 
175 in German law - criminalization of male homosexuality continued after the fall of 
the Nazi regime and in both East- and West-Germany until, respectively 1968 and 
1969 (Stümke, 1989, Stern we Her, 2004) and in Britain until the 1967 Sexual 
Offences Act - raises the question of the law’s apparent neglect of sexual contact 
between women. This apparent advantage or ‘privilege’ must be located in the 
patriarchal denial of the personal and sexual agency of women. Kokula (1987 ) 
reports than when in 1909 a proposal for a change in law that would criminalize 
homosexual acts between women as well as between men was brought before the 
German Reich on the grounds that ‘however less common or less visible it may be, 
the danger for family life and for the young is the same’ (cited at p. 200), ‘the 
amendment was averted due to the engagement of organizations for women’s rights, 
like the League for the Protection of Maternity and Sexual Reform and for 
homosexual rights’ (Faderman & Eriksson, 1990, p. xv; Steakley, 1975). Two years 
after the Nazi regime came to power, in 1935, Paragraph 175 became more stringent 
and it was enough for a man’s gaze to linger on another man or for gossip to be 
reported to the authorities for the man in question to be arrested. Kokula (1987 ) 
argues that women ‘have to thank the not so flattering fact that they were not taken 
seriously by the Nazi legislation, given that, as it was commented at the time, they did 
not have a public role’ (p. 201). However, this does not mean that lesbians were not 
persecuted under the Nazi regime. There is considerable debate and speculation on 
the number of women whose arrest for being ‘asocial’ / ‘unfit for the community’ 
(gemeinschaftunfahig) was due to their sexuality (e.g. Faderman & Eriksson, 1990; 
Plant, 1986; Schoppmann, 1991). ‘Asocial’ was a general category that in 
concentration camps was marked with a black triangle and also comprised the 
homeless, people labelled ‘work-shy’, alcoholics and prostitutes (Scherer, 1990). 
There is also scope to speculate that some lesbian women might have been arrested 
with some excuse and marked as ‘criminal’ with a ‘green triangle’ (Kokula, 1987).
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Lesbians who led a conspicuously ‘unconventional’ life for Nazi standards -  for 
example by not marrying and not ‘producing’ children for the Reich -  the ‘natural’ 
role of women in the Nazi machinery - posed a threat to the social order, and could be 
deemed ‘unfit for the community’ just for this. Wolff herself, who fortuitously 
escaped arrest by the Gestapo, had had the time to read in the arrest warrant that she 
was charged with being ‘a woman dressed as a man’ (Wolff, 1980). Lesbian 
sexuality per se remained invisible and mostly unnamed; even the penal code (as a 
form of ‘archive’, the ‘origin’ of a particular (deviant) identity) refused to ‘produce it 
into being’.
When, as noted, after World War II, Paragraph 175 remained in force both in 
East- and West-Germany on the grounds that in itself was not the product of Nazi 
legislation, but pre-existed it -  which shows Hirschfeld’s and Ulrich’s vision as 
reformers and activists ahead of their time - the Federal Constitutional Court of the 
Federal Republic of Germany, in a 1957 ruling, established that it was lawful to treat 
men and women differently before the law in this matter (only sexual contact 
between men continued to be criminalized). The ruling invoked as grounds the 
allegedly scant occurrence in the population of female homosexual behaviour 
compared to male homosexuality, and, above all, anatomical and biological 
differences:
Already at the level of anatomy, the sex organs of men indicate a function of 
demand and urgency, while the sex organs of women indicate a receptive and 
yielding function... Unlike man, woman is instinctively reminded already 
through her body that sex life involves costs (cited in Kokula, 1987, p. 202).
The very obvious reference to Biblical language (in a supposedly secular 
Constitutional Law Court towards the end of the 1950s) to ‘in sorrow thou shalt bring 
forth children’ (Gen. 3.16) did not escape Kokula (1987), who observed that biology 
was deployed by the law to assign an aggressive role to men and a passive, yielding 
role to women. One could add that this court judgement also implicitly enshrines the
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final part of the same biblical quote: ‘...and he [thy husband] shall rule over thee’ 
(Gen. 3 .16)- the triumph of patriarchy legitimised by a court of law.
3. 2. 4. Female homosexuality and the law II: Britain.
The patriarchal denial of the personal and sexual agency of women underlying the 
‘neglect’ of female homosexuality by Paragraph 175 in the German context, as 
discussed by Kokula (1987) was not unique to Germany, but was the basis for a 
similar situation in Britain, where female homosexuality was never criminalized. The 
arguments put forward in the debate that followed the only instance in which the 
possibility of criminalization of female homosexuality arose are very telling and 
warrant discussion.
As Miller (2006) reports, ‘by the 1920s -  and to some extent even earlier -  the 
subject of lesbianism was beginning to gain some attention in England’ (p. 166). In 
1918, playing up to British nationalism towards the end of World War I, Noel 
Pemberton Billing, a Member of Parliament, published a series of newspaper articles 
in which he alleged that German forces were weakening the moral fibre of the British 
by spreading homosexual corruption. He cited the purported existence of a black 
book compiled by the Secret Service with a list of the ‘first 47, 000’ so corrupted -  
many soldiers, but in particular individuals belonging to the ruling classes, like wives 
of politicians and prominent people who would reveal state secrets to the enemy 
while engaged in such debauchery (Cohler, 2007) In another article putting forward 
the same argument of anti-British forces corrupting through deviant (homo)sexuality 
and eloquently titled ‘The Cult of the Clitoris’ he implied that the dancer Maud Allan 
who had given a private performance of the Oscar Wilde play Salomé was lesbian. 
Allan and the producer of the show. Jack Grein, sued for libel, and there followed a 
very sensational trial (Bland, 1998; Cohler, 2007; Miller, 2006). The ‘dandified’ 
appearance of the partly Jewish and Dutch-born Grein (in the climate of nationalist 
paranoia that gave rise to the newspaper articles) and the ‘unfeminine’ appearance of
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Allan, who had danced in a play by the convicted ‘degenerate’ Oscar Wilde, as well 
as ‘sexology’ as a ‘German’ import were on trial even more than the nominal 
defendant, Billing, who was eventually acquitted (Bland, 1998; Cohler, 2007). The 
trial and the debate it generated ‘put on the map’ in Britain female homosexuality.
Not long after the trial, in 1920, the writer Radclyffe Hall (eight years before the 
furore and the trial that would greet The Well o f Loneliness)}'^ caused a scandal when 
she was accused of breaking up Una Troubridge’s marriage (Baker, 1985; Miller, 
2006). In such a climate (which was also the time when the Bloomsbury circle 
flourished with its bohemian sexual experimentation outside the confines of marriage 
and of the hetero- /homosexual binary) a motion was considered by the British 
Parliament in 1921 to extend criminalization of homosexuality to women. The 
amendment was approved by the House of Commons, but rejected by the House of 
Lords.
In a much quoted explanation of the rejection that summed up the upper-class’ 
view of propriety, during the parliamentary debate, Lord Desart stated: ‘You are 
going to tell the whole world that there is such an offence, to bring it to the notice of 
women who have never heard of it, never thought of it, never dreamed of it. I think 
that is a very great mischief (cited in Hallett, 1999, p. 104; Miller, 2006, p. 167; 
Weeks, 1981/1997, p. 105). This view was echoed by the Lord Chancellor, Lord 
Birkenhead, who speculated that ‘of every thousand women, taken as a whole, 999 
have never heard a whisper of these practices. Among all these, in the homes of this
When Radclyffe Hall published The Well o f  Loneliness, in 1928, she was a well-known writer and 
the recipient o f important literary prizes. In the novel, which had a preface by Havelock Ellis -  the 
heroine, Stephen Gordon, an upper class young woman who, since early childhood thought that she 
should have been male, is awakened to lesbian sexuality by the embrace o f her maid Collins (the 
reader will never know the woman’s first name -  as a servant, according to the class ideology that the 
book does not challenge, she was in many ways invisible and, literally, unnamed, as a person) and, 
after an affair with a married woman, eventually she meets the love o f her life, Mary, while they drove 
ambulances during the war. However, Stephen will nobly stand aside (and pretend she is having an 
affair) so that the very feminine Mary can find solace and a future in the arms o f  a ‘real’ man. The 
book was seized as obscene and at the trial Hall was not allowed to take the stand; the judge ordered 
the book to be destroyed (it would be banned until 1949) and fined Hall and her publisher Jonathan 
Cape (Baker, 1985; Hallett, 1999; Miller, 2006). For a present-day reappraisal o f  the book (by general 
consensus, the lesbian book o f the 20'*’ century) as well as commentaries at the time o f  publication, 
(including the judgement at the trial), see Doan & Prosser (Eds) (2001).
country... the taint of this noxious and horrible suspicion is to be imparted (cited in 
Hallett, 1999, p. 104; Weeks, 1981/1997, p. 105). These explanations posit, at the 
level of the particular, for the case in hand, that lesbianism is -  literally -  
unspeakable, and on a more general level, they aclcnowledge that discourse can speak 
people and actions / practices into being. Thus, it was deemed best to keep ignorant 
of these ‘noxious practices’ pure and modest women ‘in the homes of this country’
(an image that conjures up not just a gendered image -  women and the domestic 
sphere -  but also an image bound up with class, suggesting a comfortable bourgeois 
or upper-class life, for if ‘a woman’s place is in the home’, it is so for those who have 
a place to call their home, not a given for many working class women in overcrowded 
conditions, and who, as seen, were considered outside the remit of purity and 
propriety).
3. 3. CONTEMPORARIES OF CHARLOTTE WOLFF IN LESBIAN HISTORY
3. 3 .1 . Radclyffe Hall and Gertrude Stein.
As noted at the end of the previous section, sexuality -  although this may sometimes 
be left unspoken - intersects with class, as many historians of sexuality, social 
historians, sociologists and other scholars have highlighted (e.g. D’Emilio, 1983; 
Foucault, 1978; Katz, 1976/1992; Weeks, 1981/1997). Class also shapes the 
‘documents’ of history and, thus, historians’ ways of ‘doing history’ -  for example, 
without bourgeois, educated men in Victorian times, writing (love) letters and diaries 
(cf. Gay, 1998) some important sources^® would not be available to scholars 
(Duberman, 1986; Freedman & D’Emilio, 1990).
Having said that, caution should be exercised in not instantiating a ‘hierarchy o f sources’ that 
privileges the equivalence o f ‘document’ with the written word and its staying power (although much 
o f  this is changing in the present-day ‘digital’ age /cyber-age) and relegating other sources to the 
(lower) status o f ‘ephemera’ (as discussed in Chapter 2 as regards the concept of the archive).
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When considering W olffs life and work, the thesis is considering an 
individual that was in many ways privileged -  from a ‘solid’, if not particularly 
wealthy, bourgeois Jewish background, someone who had the (not least financial, as 
well as intellectual) opportunity to study to MD level at a time when, as seen in 
Chapter 2, there were not many educational opportunities for women, and who was 
well-connected with the intellectual intelligentsia in Berlin (for example, she was, as 
noted in Chapter 1, a good friend of the philosopher Walter Benjamin) and then in 
exile in France and finally in Britain.
While it can be argued that every individual’s experience / life is... well, 
individual and can only be compared, tautologically, to itself, it is also useful to 
consider an individual in context, perhaps through the lens o f ‘comparable’ (in a very 
loose sense) contemporaries. There are various strategies, depending also on the 
individual whose life and work is considered; so, for example, Valentine (2006) 
considers the achievements of the pioneer woman psychologist Beatrice Edgell in the 
context of other early British and American women psychologists and their struggles 
for professional recognition. As Valentine (2006) notes, many had (roughly) similar 
backgrounds, with bourgeois parents that would support (in every sense) educational 
achievement.
To contextualize Wolff (as a psychologist and writer in lesbian history) by 
examining the life experiences of some contemporaries, this thesis will briefly 
consider Radclyffe Hall (1880 -  1943) and Gertrude Stein (1874 -  1946). The choice 
may seem arbitrary, but the three women share some interesting connections and 
coincidences. Phenomenologically, for me they are connected in two ‘mental 
snapshots’, so-to-speak: there is the participant in W olffs Love Between Women 
who tells her that when she read The Well o f  Loneliness, she understood everything 
about herself, and then a journalist who met an already very elderly Wolff on the 
occasion of the publication of her last book, the biography of Magnus Hirschfeld, 
commented that Wolff was a tiny lady, looking very much like Alice B. Toklas -  who 
was Gertrude Stein’s life companion.
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Wolff is arguably the ‘junior partner’ in the triad, and not just in terms of age 
(she was seventeen years younger than Hall and twenty-three years younger than 
Stein -  and, dying three weeks before her 89* birthday, she lived the longest of the 
three) -  but also in terms of fame and recognition; Hall and especially Stein are 
immediately recognizable ‘names’ and cultural ‘figures’ in the English-speaking 
world and beyond.
All three were privileged in terms of social class -  whereby Wolff can be 
considered again the ‘junior partner’, with Hall born in England into a wealthy family 
(her father could afford not to do anything but ‘dabble’ in various interests like music 
and painting and hunting) (Baker, 2005) and by the time Stein was born (she had four 
older siblings) -  in a Pittsburgh suburb - her family was extremely rich, thanks to her 
father Daniel’s investments in real estate and transport (he was part-owner of San 
Francisco city railway lines) (Malcolm, 2007). Stein’s parents were of German 
Jewish origin, so she shared with Wolff a Jewish background. Towards the end of 
her life. Hall, planning to live permanently in Florence, in the summer of 1939, and 
fascinated by Mussolini’s propaganda, made some anti-Semitic statements, but as 
Baker (1985) notes, it was more a case of ‘swallowing whole fascist anti-Semitic 
propaganda’ (p. 329) than deep conviction.
Wolff, who, as noted, had originally studied medicine (and taken additional 
courses in philosophy) eventually became a psychologist; Stein had started her higher 
education as a student of William James at Radcliffe College in the 1890s (she had 
followed her favourite brother Leo, who went to Harvard) where with fellow students 
she performed experiments to investigate ‘automatic writing’ and then went to 
medical school at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore for two years, but left in 
1901 without a degree. Two years later, she followed Leo, who had become an art 
critic, to Paris, and together they became the centre of a circle of intellectuals and 
artists and began what would soon become an impressive art collection that included 
several works by Picasso who was a personal friend (Malcolm, 2007). Stein lived 
most of her life in Paris. In 1934 Hall, while visiting with her companion Una 
Troubridge, had met and become infatuated with a Russian nurse who worked at the
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American Hospital in Paris, and in the years before the war, she would often stay in 
the French capital. Thus, there was a time - when Wolff had fled Germany and 
before she emigrated to Britain -  namely in the period between the end of May 1933 
and October 1936 — when the three women were in Paris at the same time, but to my 
knowledge, they did not cross paths.
In the next Chapter, in which important themes are W olffs life in exile and 
her contribution to lesbian history through her autobiographies, references will be 
made to the similarities and differences between Wolff and these two important 
figures of lesbian history, who also made creative use of their autobiography in their 
work (with a heavy price to pay, as seen, in Hall’s case, and with the inimitable, 
innovative style that made her a ‘modernist’ icon, in Stein’s case).
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CHAPTER 4
CHARLOTTE WOLFF AND (LESBIAN) HISTORY: 
RECONFIGURING LIMINALITY IN EXILE
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/  have always loved border-lands, be they geographical, national or scientific. 
They represent the small field  where the unknown hits the familiar with an 
equal impact on the mind and on the emotions. The regions o f  discovery in 
everything have always been the goal o f  my aspirations and desires,
(Wolff; 1969, p. 63).
4.1. Always an outsider: Resisting elision as a Jewish person and as a lesbian.
Hermann Broch, who narrowly escaped Nazi persecution after Austria was ‘annexed’ 
to Germany in 1938 and he was briefly interned in a camp, described in the novel The 
Guiltless (1950) a series of tableaux o f ennui and indifference (as opposed to easily 
condemnable active ‘guilt’) that like somnolent rivulets of still water fed -  from 
World War I to Hitler’s ascent to power in 1933 - into what was to become the 
Holocaust. The everyday (the banality of apathy) coalesced into (or contributed to) 
the momentous, and the momentous, as it is known, destroyed or transformed forever 
the everyday of millions of people.
One of these people, a contemporary of Broch’s characters, so-to-speak, was a 
young Berlin doctor who had studied philosophy as well as medicine and participated 
fully in the city’s cultural life, including its thriving lesbian subculture: Charlotte 
Wolff. As a Jewish person, she faced (and only fortuitously escaped) annihilation; as 
a lesbian, she faced another type of elision, the perhaps low-key, even banal but 
constant denial of her existence during her lifetime and beyond -  in other words, the 
denial of (a) history. But History as a discipline, like Broch’s work, has shown that
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the role of banality is not to be underestimated in the process of erasure (cf. Arendt, 
1963).
In the doowmont^vy Not Just Passing Through (Carlomusto, Pérez, Gund Saalfield & 
Thistlethwaite, 1994), which celebrates the Lesbian Herstory Archives (LHA) that 
Joan Nestle co-founded in her apartment in 1974, Nestle says that ‘every lesbian is 
worthy of inclusion in history. If you have the courage to touch another woman, then 
you are a very famous person.’ As noted in Chapter 2, she started the archives by 
collecting and filing articles, leaflets, diaries, anything to do with lesbian lives, and 
generally ‘ephemera’, materials that traditional, institutional archives would consider 
of limited importance. Nestle’s statement, like the LHA’s raison d'être, is a 
challenge to the routine elision of lesbian lives. At micro-level, this has meant the 
destruction of letters and diaries (‘compromising’ material?) by ‘concerned’ close 
relatives before distribution of personal effects to the wider family or transfer of 
bequests to official repositories of memory, or even by the women themselves during 
their lifetime for fear of the consequences of exposure (Cruikshank, 1982; Faderman, 
1979/1982; Freedman, 1998, Lesbian History Group, 1989). At a wider - institutional 
and cultural - level, the unquestioned assumption that ‘lesbian’ and ‘history’ cannot 
but be an oxymoron, as highlighted by Cook (1979), has ensured that the legacy of 
lesbian lives has been denied ‘storage space’ -  literally and figuratively -  in archives, 
museums and academia (Duberman, Vicinus & Chauncey, 1989; Katz, 1976/1992, 
Lesbian History Group, 1989). The same goes for the institution of the (mainstream) 
press, namely the barometer and guardian o f ‘community standards’, as well as 
record of the ‘here and now’ of any given time. The exclusion from the mainstream 
press of anything not conforming to White Anglo-Saxon Protestant and heterosexist 
values with attendant conservative and heteronormative conceptualization o f ‘family’ 
has been widely chronicled (e.g. Bronski, 2002). When Mabel Hampton, one of the 
heroines of lesbian history portrayed and honoured m Not Just Passing Through died 
in 1989, the New York Times published a brief obituary which stated, ‘there are no 
immediate survivors’. In the documentary, the writer Jewelle Gomez is shown
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addressing the crowd present at Hampton’s memorial service - people who had 
known her and / or had been inspired by her example -  with the words, ‘we are 
Mabel’s immediate survivors’ (Carlomusto et al, 1994; Cvetkovich, 2002).
It is not surprising then that this systematic erasure has produced a situation 
whereby, in the public imagination, prominent lesbian figures in history are Sappho 
(who, incidentally, also wrote love poems dedicated to men), Virginia Woolf and 
(perhaps) Vita Sackville-West, and then it is fast-forward to the glossiness of The L- 
Word and model citizen Ellen in the present.
With these premises, one wonders how Charlotte Wolff survived elision both as a 
Jewish person and as a lesbian. In 1933, when the Nazi regime came to power, she 
left Germany for Paris and eventually settled in London at the end of 1936. It could 
be argued that Wolff was extremely well-connected, but the fate that befell her friend, 
the philosopher Walter Benjamin shows that connections and being part of the 
intellectual intelligentsia did not guarantee protection against the Nazi regime. 
Benjamin, sick and exhausted and followed by the Nazi police, killed himself so as 
not to fall into their hands just at the French -  Spanish border.
As an independent scholar, she conducted academic research in chirology - a 
method of assessing health and personality traits by examining the hand - and 
comparative psychology, and in 1943 she was made a Fellow of the BPS.^ She also 
engaged in psychotherapy, and her later work focused on affirmative research with 
sexual minorities {Love Between Women, 1971, Bisexuality, 1977/1979). She 
published two autobiogiaphies (Wolff, 1969, 1980), in which she described and 
celebrated her love of women, a novel, An Older Love (1976), which not only dealt 
with a ‘love triangle’ between women, but its protagonists were quite mature and 
defying ageist stereotypes. In 1978, at the invitation of German feminist and lesbian 
activist Use Kokula, Wolff returned to Berlin for the first time after 45 years to give
’ W olff (1980, p. 170) reported that she was made a Fellow in 1941, but the BPS minutes show that the 
precise date was 9 January 1943 (BPS Council Minutes June 1936 -  July 1943, BPS 001//3/05, 
Wellcome Library, London). In the Charlotte W olff Archive there is no correspondence or any other 
document pertaining to this appointment.
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lectures and readings, and was acclaimed as a pioneer in the feminist and lesbian 
movement. Her last book, published in 1986, a few months before she died, close to 
her 89* birthday, was an extremely well-researched biogi'aphy of the sexologist 
Magnus Hirschfeld, the founder of the first ‘gay’ rights organization.
Wolff bequeathed her papers, as well as copyright of her work, to the BPS, 
and in the process, ‘queering’ the archive (broadly understood as ‘cultural memory 
space’). Poised between the prestige of a hallowed professional institution such as 
the BPS  ^and the ‘marginal’ - Wolff was not a major, ‘big-name’ psychologist - with 
arguably at least part of the bequest equally suitable for ‘literary archives’ (thereby 
also ‘queering’ the scientific / literary divide), Wolffs archive reflects the liminality 
that characterized her life and work. As Rappold (2005) notes in her short biography 
of Wolff, echoing the thoughts expressed with almost identical words in the foreword 
by the writer Christa Wolf, who had corresponded at length with Charlotte Wolff,^ 
‘she was always an outsider: as a Jewish person, as a woman in an academic 
occupation, as an immigrant far from her homeland, and as a lesbian’ (p. 11).
It could be argued that Wolff is not so widely known as her many 
achievements would warrant and the reasons ascribed to her liminal position -  for 
example, she was too marginal for the mainstream (she never held a permanent 
position in academia), and, at the same time, too enmeshed with the orthodoxy of the 
psych-professions for some sections of the lesbian community. This is illustrated by 
her relationship with the lesbian group Sappho, of which she had been a member 
since its beginnings in 1972, being eventually asked to be a patron of its eponymous 
magazine: ‘a few years later they apparently did not want my patronage any longer, 
as many members were hostile towards psychiatrists’ (Wolff, 1980, pp. 219 -  220).
However, while one of the aims of this chapter is ‘to put Wolff on the map of 
(lesbian) history’, so-to-speak, it is equally important to consider her liminality not 
only as an obstacle to wider recognition, but also as a strategy. Wolff used liminality
 ^Lovie (2001) charts — in a way that is also easy to understand for the lay person — just how the BPS 
obtained this ‘hallowed’ status -  in Lovie’s words, its ‘place in the sun’ (p. 95).
 ^As previously noted, the nearly 3 'A year long conespondence (from April 1983 until W olffs death 
in September 1986) was later published as Ja, umere Kreise berühren sich (2004) [Yes, Our Circles 
Do Touch].
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to negotiate or facilitate access to the ‘mainstream’, thereby giving rise to an interplay 
between the ‘mainstream’ and the ‘margins’ that, as Bourdieu (1988, 1992) has 
noted, is a two-way traffic, and, in the process, ‘queering’ unquestioned dichotomies 
and received wisdom and expectations.
W olffs querying and queering of boundaries through her negotiation of 
‘borderlands’ speaks across decades to contemporary social science in general - and 
to lesbian history in particular - about suiwival and resistance strategies for threatened 
identities, and (re)configures liminality into positive narratives of creative (and not 
only or not necessarily geographical) ‘exile’.
4.2. Liminality and marginality and the transformative potential of the ‘betwixt 
between’.
The concept of ‘liminality’ (from ‘limen’, the Latin word for ‘threshold’) was 
developed in anthropology by Turner (1967, 1974, 1977), building on earlier work by 
van Gennep (1909/1960) in the context of rites, as that in-between time and space 
occupied by the initiand during ritual and involving separation from their community 
before being reinstated with a tiansfbrmed status. Turner (1967) also draws on 
Douglas’ (1966) notions of ‘purity’ and ‘pollution’ to highlight the disruptive 
potential of the ‘betwixt and between’ : the social order needs clear principles and 
categories, therefore ‘the unclear is unclean’ (Turner, 1967, p. 97). Thus, liminal 
personae present a danger, they are ‘polluting’, and so they are removed from the 
community until they have completed the approved, codified path to reinstatement. 
According to Turner (1974), liminality always has the community as a starting / 
departure point and always carries the possibility of resolution / reassimilation. He 
makes a distinction between liminality and marginality - for which there is no 
‘cultural assurance of a final stable resolution o f ... ambiguity’, citing ‘migrant 
foreigners’ and ‘women in a changed, non-traditional role’ (as well as parvenus and 
déclassés) amongst the examples of marginals (p. 233). Turner sees marginals as 
‘betwixt between’ two social groups of (usually) unequal standing, with ‘the higher
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status’ group being ‘the structural reference group’ aspired to (p. 233). In his 
conceptualization, it seems implicit that marginal individuals are ‘caught’ between 
the two worlds, with the possible lack of resolution of ambiguity being outside their 
agency, and somehow falling short of the ideal (reassimilation). It could be argued 
that in this view there is a whiff o f ‘conditional membership in the higher status 
group’, although Turner aclmowledges that negotiating two social worlds heightens 
marginal individuals’ (sell)awareness ‘and may produce from their ranks a 
disproportionately high number of writers, artists, and philosophers’ (p. 233), thereby 
generating an interesting exchange of cultural production between the margins and 
the mainstream.
Morawski (1994) emphasizes the most transformative aspects of Turner’s 
conceptualization of liminality to (re)configure feminist psychology as a ‘liminal 
science’, to move beyond the stereotype of the oxymoron (psychology informed by a 
feminist agenda cannot be ‘real / objective science’) or the sometimes unwarranted 
positioning of feminist psychology as ‘critical’, which also casts it in a merely 
‘reactive’, fringe role, thereby confirming the norm-giving power of the ‘traditional’ 
paradigm moulded on the so-called ‘hard sciences’. Morawski (1994) also draws on 
the work of feminist epistemologists such as Haraway (1988) and Harding (1986) 
who have shown that so-called ‘objectivity’ has been conflated with only one kind of 
‘subjectivity’ and ‘situated knowledge’ -  the affluent, male, white, heterosexual 
perspective -  while the ‘situated Icnowledge’ of ‘marginal’ people not belonging to 
these privileged social groups has consistently been ignored or actively elided by the 
‘traditional’ scientific paradigm. Morawski (1994) does not seem to follow Turner’s 
(1974) distinction between ‘marginality’ and ‘liminality’ but focuses on the ‘betwixt 
between’ quality common to both and on its transformative potential;
If feminist psychology is a liminal science and if its marginality is conjectured 
as betwixt and between -  as occupying a space/time of potential 
transformation -  then the typical conversations about impasse, conflicting 
models, and contestation are at least partially in error. To occupy a liminal
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zone is not necessarily to be stuck in or stuck by something, but rather to be 
not so encumbered or detained. Likewise, the paradoxes of that position need 
not be read as debilitating contradictions (Morawski, 1994, pp. 55 -  56, 
emphasis in the original).
Thus, for Morawski, the next stage would not be a straightforward reassimilation into 
the fold ‘without making waves’, so-to-speak, but rather taking the unencumbered, 
creative vision of the liminal zone into the community to shape ‘newer social 
relations and practices’ (p. 56).
It could be argued -  as will be shown in more detail in this thesis -  that these 
words could describe, at least partially, the striving of that liminal figure in the 
history of (feminist) psychology, Charlotte Wolff, in her life and work. It is 
interesting that ‘migrant foreigner’ and ‘woman in a changed, non-traditional role’ - 
two of the marginality examples listed by Turner (1974) -  also seem to apply to 
Wolff. However, as noted, Turner’s conceptualization of marginality as ‘liminality 
with no guaranteed resolution of ambiguity’, has overtones that imply loss of agency, 
being somewhat stuck in a situation. By contrast, Wolff embraced non-resolution as 
a creative force, for example using the idea o f ‘exile’ beyond its literality, as a 
metaphor to describe the impression of ‘living in another world’ at the root of 
creative endeavours in the arts and sciences (Steakley & Wolff, 1981). Furthermore, 
the possibility of maintaining this ‘threshold’ state indefinitely, is -  at least to our 
avowedly post-modernism attuned mindset - strikingly similar to the concept of 
‘queer’ -  always ‘at an angle’ by definition, alive with the possibilities of 
‘becoming’ and unrelenting / unresolved liminality, as opposed to static 
crystallization and absorption into the mainstream - and creatively disruptive for it.
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4.3. Always living an attraction without fear or label.
In her autobiographies, Wolff (1969, 1980), looking back on her life, reported that 
she knew very early that she was attracted to women, but her family never imposed 
restrictions or prohibitions on her:
Love for women has been my natural inclination ever since I can remember. I 
did not think of myself as someone on the sidelines because nobody ever 
questioned me about my erotic preference. It was taken for granted by my 
parents, relatives and the circle in which I moved. There was no need for me 
to pretend, hide or seek subterfuge. The Jewish middle class was, as a rule, 
ignorant about such things as unorthodox sex, but my parents and relatives 
were not. I was pleasantly surprised when my Aunt Bertha once remarked: “I 
think you are in love with Mrs X.” I answered: “Not in love, but very 
attracted.” She smiled. My uncle had always looked on me as a boy, and 
never expected that I would fall in with the conventional pattern (Wolff, 1980, 
p. 73).
Indeed, when Charlotte Wolff was born, in 1897, three years after her elder sister 
Thea, the family had expected and perhaps wished for a boy, and, in what she called a 
‘comedy of errors’ (Wolff, 1980, p. 2) about which she was told in her teens, her 
father had announced by telephone to his only brother that his ‘little boy’ had arrived, 
although the midwife had declared the newborn ‘to be female’ (p.2)."^  She pointed 
out, however, that, ‘whatever the wish of [her] parents, sex made no difference to 
their love and devotion. They took great pride in their children’ (p. 3) and she
This somehow echoes Stephen Gordon’s feelings in The Well o f Loneliness that she should be male. 
One can speculate that the character o f ‘Stephen’ has many autobiographical references to Radclyffe 
Hall, who was given the first name Marguerite, but for all her adult life used ‘Radclyffe’ (actually the 
first part o f her double barrelled surname), and to her friends she was loiown as ‘John’, a nickname 
bestowed upon her by the singer Mabel Batten, who in her turn was niclcnamed ‘Ladye’, and who was 
Radclyffe Hall’s lover for many years (Balcer, 1985).
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remembered being particularly close to her father. She credited this early acceptance 
for providing the basis of her future self-confidence:
The prejudiced attitudes of society didn’t affect me because I was unaware of 
them. I was accepted as myself in my private and [later] professional circle, 
and I suppose that I naively assumed that the whole wide world would do the 
same. In any event, being oneself carries conviction, and is the best weapon 
against persecution of any kind (p. 73).
In her hometown of Riesenburg, not far from Danzig, even as a child she perceived 
tension between the German and the Polish population, but a few families o f ‘German 
citizens of Jewish religion’ (p. 2) -  as they were officially described -  lived 
peacefully with the Christian majority and did not experience discrimination. They 
celebrated the Emperor’s birthday, decorated Christmas trees and sang carols. This 
was also the case when first Thea and Charlotte moved to Danzig to complete their 
secondary education, and were later joined by their parents. However, the family 
seemed to socialize exclusively with other Jewish families - ‘did there perhaps exist 
around us Jews a kind of ghetto with invisible walls?’ she would later comment 
(Wolff, 1969, p. 60). Furthermore, Wolff tended to make friends at school - and later 
form emotional attachments - mainly with other Jewish girls, which in retrospect she 
ascribed to ‘the wider context -  a natural compatibility of minds’ (Wolff, 1980, p.
25). When she was about thirteen, in Danzig, she developed a strong attachment for 
Ida, who was three years older, and whose Russian Jewish family, with its warmth 
and idealism, fascinated Wolff.
Neither Ida nor I had ever heard of the term homosexuality, nor did we know 
anything about love between people of the same sex. We experienced our 
attraction without fear or label, and had no model for love-making. We just 
loved. Kissing produced the greatest excitement, and we kissed at any hour.
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When we slept together our legs entwined, while our two mouths moulded 
into one. These were the happiest nights of all my days (p. 26).
After some time, when Ida showed Charlotte the photograph of Lisa, who had been ‘a 
schoolfriend she had laiown in Kiev’ (Wolff, 1969, p. 52), Charlotte decided to meet 
the young woman in the photo at all costs.^ In both autobiographies, Wolff stated 
that she fell in love with Lisa the moment she saw her photograph, and that she saw 
her as the embodiment of Dostoyevsky’s Nastasia Filipovna, the heroine of The Idiot 
and her ideal woman. Lisa lived in Berlin with her mother and her brother, and aboüt 
three years after first seeing the photograph, Wolff used the pretext of seeing a 
medical specialist in the capital to arrange a meeting with Lisa in January 1917, 
shortly before the Russian New Year and ‘in the middle of the First World War’ 
(Wolff, 1969, p. 50). About that encounter, she wrote that
I knew that the world had changed for me and that any town would be a 
different town if Lisa was in it. She had the body and the movements of a 
dancer. Her head was too large for her small stature and it appropriated all 
one’s attention. The soft brown hair was brushed away from a high forehead 
with twofold protuberances, above the eyes and half-way up the brow. Her 
eyes were as arresting as the protruding mouth with the deep-red lips. She 
was the most striking human being I had ever seen: a Russian Jewess with a 
‘South Seas’ appeal... Of course it was love at first sight for me. She must 
also have been drawn to me, because after an hour’s meeting she spoke of a 
kinship between us (pp. 52 - 53).
Wolff exchanged many letters with Lisa and then visited her in July with the blessing 
of her parents, and once again during the Christmas holidays, after Lisa notified her 
that she would go back to Russia in the spring of 1918. In order to fund this
 ^However, Wolff’s second autobiography described Lisa as Ida’s best friend in her hometown of  
Odessa (1980, p. 27).
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additional trip, she resorted to stealing small amounts of money from her mother 
every day, and her sister helped with her own savings to finance the ‘fugue’ (p.58). 
When Wolff, who had effectively run away from home, eventually contacted her 
family, her parents forgave her immediately on hearing that she was well. Through 
Lisa, who was a sculptress and had a brother who was a musician, Wolff was 
introduced to the bohemian artistic milieu of Berlin. She accompanied Lisa many 
times to the expressionist painter Willi JaeckeTs studio where Lisa was sitting for a 
portrait, and she visited the Café des Westens where artists and poets, inter alia Else 
Lasker-Schüler, held court. After celebrating the New Year with Lisa at Willi 
Jaeckel’s home, Wolff had already travelled half the distance of her journey home to 
Danzig when, on the spur of the moment, while the train was at a station, she decided 
to go back to Berlin for three additional ‘stolen’ days.
This bold move was nothing compared to the great lengths Wolff went to 
about five years later to obtain a visa to visit Lisa in Russia. Lisa, who had married a 
Russian lawyer and had become a mother, in spring 1923 had returned with her 
daughter to Berlin for three months to settle some (unspecified and possibly 
unpleasant) matters. At the time, Wolff lived in Berlin, where she studied medicine, 
wrote poems and was a friend of Walter and Dora Benjamin and other intellectuals. 
With Lisa’s arrival,
for three months I saw no more of the lecture rooms of the Charité^, nor did I 
study at home. I was the enchanted prisoner of an emotion perhaps stronger 
on its return than on its first arrival... Three months went by in a trance. Then 
her husband arrived and took her back to Kharkov (pp. 195 -  196).
Wolff was so despondent after Lisa’s departure that, while visiting a friend, she said 
aloud, to no one in particular, that if she could not see Lisa again, she would throw 
herself into the Spree. A young woman who heard her was so struck by her resolve
® Berlin’s University Hospital. In Hindsight, W olff (1980) wrote that she would go to lectures during 
the day and meet Lisa late at night; she also stated that Lisa was in Berlin for four (not three) months.
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that she vowed to help her visit Lisa in impenetrable Soviet Russia, then in the 
aftermath of the Civil War that had followed the Revolution. From that day in 
November 1923 Charlotte and the young woman, Katherine, began to share their 
lives as well as to make plans for a journey to Russia. Katherine called on her 
‘friends in high places’ to finance the trip for both, with the ostensible purpose of 
showing an avant garde film, Symphonie Diagonale, by the Swedish painter Viking 
Eggeling, about which Wolff had written an essay. Eggeling himself endorsed the 
project, but, to present the strongest possible case so that the authorities would issue a 
visa (then almost impossible to obtain), Wolff enlisted the help of Lisa’s brother, who 
was then working for the Russian government. Furthermore, she requested a letter of 
recommendation from the artist Kâthe Kollwitz, who was famous internationally, and 
particularly popular in Russia, for the social realism of her work, but Wolff did not 
hide from her the real reason behind the ‘cultural mission’ (Wolff, 1969).
W olffs account of how she meticulously schemed to be granted the visa to 
visit Russia can be seen as an early illustration of a pattern in her life: liminality as 
strategic positioning between the marginal (or the proscribed) and the mainstream: 
in order to further the interests of the former (to see the woman she loved), she made 
full use of her ‘foothold’ in the latter -  presenting herself as a bona fide intellectual 
with a cultural mission that might be read as being in line with Soviet interests. The 
book in which this account was first published, W olffs first autobiography, can 
arguably be considered itself a product of this strategy: a non-sensationalized 
personal lesbian narrative running like a thread through a ‘commercially viable’, 
relatively mainstream book that offered the reader at the end of the 1960s a first 
person narrative about the ‘Roaring Twenties’ in Berlin, about the émigré and 
intellectual circles of the Thirties in Paris and subsequently in London, and featui'ed 
many famous individuals.
Having obtained a visa to travel to Russia, Wolff, with Katherine, left Berlin in June 
1924. They stopped briefly in Moscow and then took a train to Crimea, to visit Lisa 
at a sanatorium in the resort of Alupka, where she was staying with her daughter.
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Lisa had not received the letter and telegram from Berlin with the details of the 
journey and, given that foreigners were granted visas only in exceptional 
circumstances, she had assumed that Wolff s journey had remained a vague wish, and 
so the visit ‘had been both a joy and a shock to her.., Lisa and Katherine had made 
friends without a particle of jealousy or possessiveness’ (Wolff, 1969, p. 208). Lisa 
found a rented room for Wolff and Katherine and ‘the happy trio’ spent about four 
weeks enjoying one another’s company and the warm climate, never lacking food 
although they saw extreme poverty around them. When Lisa’s husband arrived 
unexpectedly, he ‘played the role of the polished, charming gentleman who had 
joined his wife and her foreign friends on a holiday’ (p. 209) but in private he told 
Lisa that he would initiate divorce proceedings and take sole custody of the child if 
her friends did not leave. Lisa’s husband invited the two women to stay in his own 
house in Kharkov, the city where Wolff was to show Symphonie Diagonale and give 
a lecture. After bidding farewell to Lisa, during the journey to Kharkov, Wolff fell 
ill, probably with dysentery, although she was misdiagnosed with malaria by a local 
doctor, and Katherine nursed her for six weeks and even exchanged sexual favours 
for food. Wolff received a letter fi*om Lisa asking her not to contact her ever again, 
but very probably it had been written under duress. The lecture at the university, 
which had been postponed until September, was received with enthusiasm, 
considering the language barrier; it was the last engagement before Wolff returned 
with Katherine to Berlin -  via Danzig and her parents’ home.
In the Wolff Archive, nothing but a letter dated ‘17.07.34’ (ten years after that 
injunction to break all contact) and signed ‘L.’ that could be attributed to Lisa 
remains of Wolff’s correspondence with her.^ An old photograph dated 1915, printed 
as a postcard and marked in Wolff’s handwriting, ‘L. my great love’, almost certainly
’ It is worth bearing in mind that the main part o f the letters would have been exchanged before 1923, 
and the only item o f correspondence in the archive that pre-dates W olffs flight from Berlin in May 
1933 is a 1932 letter from Julius Spier, whose lectures on hand characteristics and personality 
assessment introduced W olff to chirology (Charlotte W olff Archive, HoPC, BPS, London).
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depicts Lisa - a young woman with dark hair and large, dark eyes (fitting W olffs 
description of her) and who poses reclining on a chaise longue^
4.4. Autobiography as response to threat.
It may be argued that autobiographies are not only retrospective accounts, but they 
give -  by definition - a subjective view, potentially showing the author in the best 
possible light / in the light that he or she intends.^ The details of W olff s fascination 
with Lisa from the moment she saw her photo, W olffs sudden return to Berlin on the 
spur of the moment, and especially the journey into Russia, including its preparation, 
read like adventures in a novel. Exactly this — that autobiographies tend to have ‘too 
many “romanhafte Bestandteile” [novel-like passages] to be trustworthy sources’ 
(Glagau, 1903, in Dekker, 2002, p. 10) was one of the criticisms that at the beginning 
of the last century was levelled at autobiography or, more precisely, at its place in 
‘doing history’. However, in considering W olffs autobiographies, the question of 
whether ‘facts’ are made to fît an ‘ideal(ized)’ narrative, implicitly at the expense of 
‘truth’, is a ‘non-question’: as Hayden White (1987) has argued, history qua history 
must conform to narrative, seen as ‘far from being merely a form of discourse that 
can be filled with different contents, real or imaginary as the case may be, but already 
possess[ing] a content prior to any actualization of it in speech or writing’ (xi). In 
other words, not only it is impossible to disentangle ‘form’ from ‘content’, but the 
very mindset that produces this dichotomous thinking (and the attendant necessity to 
(rhetorically?) justify the inseparability of ‘form’ and ‘content’) is problematized.
Thus, the question shifts, for biography as well as for autobiography - from 
‘historical truth’ to the function that narratives may perform. That a narrative, a
Charlotte W olff Archive, HoPC, BPS, London.
 ^Potentially, but not necessarily, as there could be ample room for unwitting disclosure. It is worth 
noting that Presser, who in the 1950s coined the word ‘egodocument’, the hypernym that includes 
published autobiography as well as diaries, memoirs, letters -  eventually defined the term as ‘those 
documents in which an ego intentionally or unintentionally discloses or hides itself (Presser, 1969, p. 
286, as cited in Delcker, 2002, p. 7).
Previously -  since the word ‘“autobiography”... was introduced in various European languages 
around 1800 -  it was even considered to be the most reliable form of biography, because the text was 
written by its protagonist, the person who knew the story best’ (Deldcer, 2002, p. 10).
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voice, exists at all when exclusion and silence are ‘naturalized’ by the dominant 
culture is itself remarkable, a performative act that stakes a presence, stories an 
identity into being. Any positive, non-‘etherizing’, non-sensationalizing account of 
(a) lesbian life resists the routine silencing and clamours for ‘inclusion in history’. In 
this sense, autobiography, for marginalized or endangered identities, can be, as 
pointed out by Nolte Temple (1994), ‘action...or what Audre Lorde calls in Zami 
“biomythography”’ (p. 179), a weaving of the self from dreams and fantasy as well as 
from remembered events, themselves a phenomenologically layered texture rather 
than ‘objective facts’. For identities threatened with extinction, as was the case with 
Jewish people under the Nazi regime, autobiography is ‘action’ with a particular 
sense of urgency.
For example, when considering the widely reported anecdote that an ailing, 
eighty-two year old Sigmund Freud, on being forced by the Gestapo to sign a 
statement to the effect that he had not been mistreated, requested to add ‘I can most 
highly recommend the Gestapo to everyone’ (Behling, 2002, Brenner, 2002, Gay,
1988, p. 628), it would be restrictive to stop at bewailing the impossibility to 
ascertain the historical ‘facticity’ of the anecdote instead of taking into account its 
performative function as instantiating, albeit post-hoc, first for the hearer, and then 
for generations of readers, the possibility of defiance.
In both her autobiographies, Wolff emphasized her defiance when reporting 
how she miraculously escaped arrest by the Gestapo in the spring of 1933. Having 
received notice to leave the Health Service like all Jewish doctors, Wolff was 
travelling by underground to her former workplace in the Berlin district of Neukolln 
with the intention of saying goodbye to her colleagues, when a plain clothes member 
of the Gestapo approached and arrested her. ‘This outrage revived my spirits rather 
than paralysing them’, she remembered. After seeing the warrant and hearing that she 
was charged with being ‘a woman dressed as a man and a spy.. .[she] laughed in his 
face, sternly telling him to leave [her] alone’ (Wolff, 1980, p. 110). The officer 
forced Wolff to leave the train with him at the station before Neukolln and took her to 
the station guard’s office. She shouted that her ‘ancestors had lived in Germany for
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300 years and that one of them had been a soldier in the Seven Years War of 
Frederick the Great’ (Wolff, 1969, p. 227). This had no effect on the officer, but, 
when the station guard recognized Wolff as the doctor who had treated his wife at the 
Neukolln Health Service surgery, she was immediately released, to her utter surprise. 
After a subsequent encounter with Gestapo officers who searched her flat for bombs, 
Wolff decided to emigrate, and at the end of May she left on a Paris bound train.*'
While the rise of the Nazi regime operated a crushing form of marginalization - at 
best, (for those who escaped annihilation) loss of profession, livelihood, property and 
language in order to survive in exile, as was W olffs case - the process it set in 
motion was described as dialogical by Wolff (writing at the end of the Sixties, when 
she was relatively secure personally and professionally), as ‘an interaction’. It ‘called 
forth creative acts which in their turn, by a still inexplicable mechanism, attracted 
situations, friendships and events which enhanced and developed them’ (1969, pp. 9 
-  10, emphasis in the original). Wolff would eventually describe herself as ‘an 
Exile’, but ‘a very happy Exile’ (Steakley & Wolff, 1981, p. 73, capitals and 
emphasis in the original), reinscribing the word ‘Exile’ with connotations beyond the 
literal ‘emigrant / immigrant’ experience, to include a form of ‘positive self- 
marginalization’*^  or ‘liminality’ inherent in creative endeavours: ‘I would be an 
exile wherever I live. I am delighted to be one because... anyone who has to do either 
with the arts or with the sciences, as I do, lives in another world. We have to look at 
the world from a different angle. We are always an outsider’ (p. 73). Thus, this 
position or vantage point negotiating the space between insider (working in the arts or 
sciences, so with arguably at least a modicum of recognition by the mainstream) and
’ ’ There is some uncertainty as to the precise date o f W olff s departure from Berlin / arrival in Paris: in 
her first autobiography W olff (1969) wrote, ‘On the 24“* o f May, 1933 I amved in Paris after a panic- 
stricken journey from Berlin’ (p. 69), but in Hindsight (1980) she asserted, ‘On 26 May 1933,1 stood 
at the Bahnhof Zoologischer Garten. . . ’[in Berlin] (p. 111).
^^See Bos and Groenendijk (2007) on the creative potential o f self-marginalization (using the case o f  
Wilhelm Stekel vis-à-vis Freud and orthodox psychoanalysis). They challenge the view o f the 
marginal as ‘the inadequate or lesser version o f the dominant position (the marginal as the dominant 
manqué)’ (p. 4).
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outsider (looking at the world from a different angle) intrinsic in creative work was 
made even more cogent by (geographical) exile.
In retrospect, Wolff considered being forced to leave Germany a ‘blessing’ 
because, finding herself in Paris with her medical qualifications not recognized, she 
had to become a ‘pioneer’ (Steakley & Wolff, 1981, p. 73) in order to survive. She 
turned to chirology, a subject that she had begun to study in Berlin under Julius Spier, 
a pupil of Jung. French bureaucracy, which listed her occupation as ‘journalist’ in 
her carte d ’identité, allowed her ‘to take up hand-interpretation in conjunction with 
some kind of psychotherapy’ (Wolff, 1969, p. 71), and her main contacts -  the 
German fashion journalist Helen Hessel*^ and Maria and Aldous Huxley (whom 
Wolff had met through the writer Sybille Bedford, an acquaintance of Hessel’s) 
found her several high profile clients, including many surrealist artists and Thomas 
Mann and his family.
4.5. Charlotte W olffs ‘liminal’ gender presentation.
The relatively famous black and white photographic portraits of Wolff taken in 1935 
by Man Ray in his distinctive style document this time when Wolff was a refugee in 
Paris and moved in surrealist circles. In these profile poses (reproduced in Hindsight) 
that are perhaps the most widely known images of Wolff - even to observers not 
acquainted with her work - her hair is short and slicked back, and she appears to wear 
a suit jacket and shirt and there is the ‘hint’ of a tie, an item of clothing she is often 
seen sporting in other photographs. W olffs appearance, self-presentation and ‘look’ 
-  not just in the Man Ray photographs - were very androgynous. Such assertion
^^Wolff had met Helen Hessel in Berlin; she was the (Gentile) wife o f  the (Jewish) writer Franz 
Hessel, who was a friend o f both W olff and Walter Benjamin. Franz Hessel was the editor o f Vers und 
Prosa, a Berlin literary review that published poetry and prose, as the title indicated, and had published 
poems by Wolff. The W olff Archive includes a 1924 issue o f Vers und Prosa that bears three pages o f  
‘Lotte’ W olffs poems. The Hessels had lived in France at various times and also lived apart as Franz 
Hessel worked in Berlin and Helen Hessel was based in Paris as a fashion correspondent for the 
Frankfurter Zeitung. They were also the models for the characters of ‘Jules’ and ‘Kathe’ in Henri- 
Pierre Roche’s 1953 semi-autobiographical novel Jules and Jim and in François Truffaut’s 1962 film 
based on it.
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cornes with a caveat -  the danger of more or less explicitly holding individuals 
‘accountable’ to conform to a ‘look’ in keeping with their ‘biological sex’
(understood as categorically male or female) and the cultural markers thereof, such as 
dress style. Yet one cannot but notice that, perhaps with the exception of some 
photographs taken during the last decade of her life, in nearly all available images of 
Wolff -  including those unpublished but part of the Wolff Archive, the viewer can 
easily read the subject as being ‘male’ or hesitate in assigning ‘gender’.
Wolff (1980), looking back on her childhood, stated that it was happy and 
carefree, but one frustration was that her parents would not buy her boys’ clothes, 
which held for her a special fascination. In adulthood she dressed in unisex clothes. 
In the bohemian atmosphere of her student days this would not have stood out 
particularly. In the Twenties, the ‘flapper’ or ‘garçonne’ style, which was very 
popular in Berlin as in the rest of Europe and North America, had already made 
acceptable shorter hair and a relatively ‘boyish’ look for women. W olffs style would 
have made a non-verbal statement about her identity not only in the most obvious 
site, the lesbian subculture, but also to anyone outside this milieu but sufficiently 
attuned to its sartorial indicators to enable (mutual?) recognition. As Rolley (1990) 
notes, ‘clothing, with its ability to speak without the commitment of words, can be a 
vital resource’ (p. 54); for sexual minorities, self-presentation style can be crucial to 
negotiate concurrent membership of the ‘subculture’ and of the ‘mainstream’ (cf. 
Katz, 1976/1992) -  namely, a liminal position. In W olffs case, the sartorial 
indicators of membership of the lesbian subculture -  the ‘severity’ of lines of her 
jackets and skirts and the lack of jewellery and other adornments - could be read, in 
her professional life as a doctor, as appropriate, ‘professional’ and ‘business-like’, 
free of the frivolous accoutrements of ‘femininity’ (or, more accurately, ‘normative 
constructions of femininity’). However, as noted, one of the grounds given for her 
arrest by the Gestapo, along with ‘being a spy’, was ‘dressing in men’s clothes’.
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which suggests that W olffs Took’ departed from the norm to the extent that the 
repressive Nazi machinery would make it the basis or excuse for arrest.*"*
Even in simple head shots, in which dress style is very peripheral if visible at 
all, Wolff has a distinctly ‘masculine’ look. This is the case both for the passpoit-size 
photograph on her 1935 French carte d ’identité in which she wears a patterned bow- 
tie, and in the photograph of her 1939 certificate of identity issued in London, in 
which she appears to wear a blouse under a suit-type jacket.*^
Five years before she died, a propos of Magnus Ffirschfeld’s recognition of 
the role of endocrine glands in sexual preference, Wolff commented:
If you look at me, I am a wonderful example of what he [Hirschfeld] called 
the intermediary stage. My adrenals are obviously overworking, and I have a 
very strong male potential due to my hormone balance, which has predisposed 
me certainly in one direction, towards women*^ (Steakley & Wolff, 1981, p. 
78).
She further argued that if someone has ‘certain hormones’ in excess, it is not only 
their sexuality that will be influenced, but they are also bound to have excess 
willpower energy that can be used to fight oppression, and especially the pressure to 
conform to the prescriptive heterosexual norms of society. While this assertion can 
be easily challenged as lacking evidence, it is noteworthy in that it illustrates W olffs 
strategic rhetorical use of scientific discourse to equate excess / difference / liminality 
with breakdown of boundaries and creative force.
The harassment of women for wearing ‘men’s clothes’ was not confined to the Nazi regime; 
Faderman and Timmons (2006) report that in the 1950s Los Angeles police would arrest women for 
‘masquerading’ -  namely wearing clothes deemed appropriate only for men. Furthermore, lesbians 
with a butch self-presentation still faced various forms o f police harassment well into the Sixties.
Charlotte W olff Archive, HoPC, BPS, London.
However, W olff goes on to express a more interactionist position on sexual preference than this 
quote out o f context would seem to indicate. A few lines later she states, ‘the impact o f  society is also 
enormous’ (p. 78).
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4.6. (Re)approaching science through chirology, a liminal space between science 
and ‘non-science’.
At the time of W olffs Paris exile, however, the prohibition to practise medicine was 
a constant reminder that she had been stripped of any ‘ownership’ of scientific 
discourse and membership of the scientific community; this was in spite of (and 
perhaps thrown into relief by) her success with drawing up personality profiles by 
examining the hands of clients. Eventually, chirology -  arguably a liminal space 
between ‘science’ and ‘non-science’ -  enabled Wolff to approach ‘official’ science: 
still in Paris, she obtained a meeting with the psychiatrist and developmental 
psychologist Henri Wallon,*^ and convinced him that chirology had the potential to 
develop as a bona fide psychological assessment free from any association with 
palmistry. Wallon gave her access to his patients to carry out this research and when 
Wolff moved to London in 1936 with the help of Maria and Aldous Huxley, Wallon 
recommended her to Caterham Hospital in Surrey, which housed patients with 
developmental disorders, and she was able to continue her work studying the hands of 
the residents. Further connections with the world of official science were established 
through the biologist Julian Huxley, Aldous’ brother, who was then the director of the 
Zoological Society: Wolff was granted permission to take prints of the extremities of 
primates in the London Zoo to study their patterns. Scholarly papers arising from 
both types of chirological research were published in prestigious scientific journals 
like the Journal o f  Mental Science (Wolff & Rollin, 1942), the British Journal o f  
Medical Psychology (e.g. Wolff, 1944) and the Proceedings o f the Zoological Society 
(Wolff, 1937, 1938), securing Wolff a foothold in the scientific community. In 
addition, she enrolled as a research student at University College London (UCL), 
investigating the links between hand-patterns and personality under the supervision of 
William Stephenson, who would write a glowing preface to W olffs book The Human 
Hand {\942).
Henri Wallon (1879 — 1962) was also well-lcnown as a Marxist politician and became a key figure in 
the French Resistance movement during World War II.
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W olffs life in Britain before and during World War II highlights a complex, 
multilayered experience of exile. In November 1937, just over one year after 
immigrating to England, Wolff was granted ‘permanent resident’ status but she 
remained -  in the formal language of bureaucracy - an ‘alien’ in the United Kingdom 
until after the war, when she obtained her naturalization certificate (Wolff, 1969, 
1980).
With the steady deterioration of the international political situation leading up 
to World War II, Wolff called upon her contacts in the medical establishment to 
clarify her position. Amongst the references in the Wolff Archive, a typed ‘to whom 
it may concern’ letter of recommendation on Caterham Hospital headed paper dated 2 
October 1939 and signed by Dr C. J. C. Earl is not only a glowing professional 
reference, but it also states Dr Earl’s conviction, with extensive evidence, that Wolff 
was a genuine refugee fleeing the Nazi regime, and his willingness ‘to appear in 
person before any tribunal on her behalf if this is required’.*^  It proved to be a 
necessary precaution given that during the war many ‘aliens’ - including a 
considerable number of Jewish refugees, but nominally nationals of enemy countries 
- were interned in camps, notably in the Isle of Man (Cesarani & Kushner, 1993). At 
the beginning of the war Wolff was ordered to notify police whenever she intended to 
leave London, which caused her some difficulties with her chirological research at 
Caterham Hospital. The lifting of this restriction coincided with a change in the law 
in 1941, whereby medical professionals who were refugees from the Nazi regime 
were allowed to work in hospitals and obtain provisional registration with the General 
Medical Council (GMC). Wolff became a locum physician at Caterham Hospital, 
where she also continued to research hand patterns.*^
Although W olff (1969, 1980) described Dr Earl (erroneously spelt ‘Earle’ in both autobiographies) 
as the medical superintendent o f Caterham Hospital, he was in fact the deputy superintendent -  and it 
is this title (as well as ‘Examiner in Psychological Medicine, Royal College o f Physicians o f Ireland) 
that he used in signing the letter o f  recommendation (W olff Archive, HoPC, BPS, London).
W olffs certificate o f temporary registration is dated 15 July 1941; full registration would follow in 
1952. For an overview o f government and GMC policies on medical refuge in Britain between 1933 
and 1948, see Decker (2003). W olff wrote about her joy at having her professional training 
recognized, although she did not practise medicine after the war: ‘Re-instatement as a physician
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4.7. ‘Liminal’ in creative exile as a lesbian and as an international Jew 
with a British passport.
During the war, in everyday interactions, in the street, Wolff was often berated for 
being, as a ‘German’, an ‘enemy’ (although she was technically stateless, with a 
Nansen refugee passport) and for looking / being Jewish:
I had not thought it possible that I would experience anti-Semitism and subtle 
persecution in this country. Well, I did. Not only was I singled out for anti- 
Semitic remarks and grim looks in shops and streets, I was also despised for 
being German. I had never identified with Germany after the Nazis had come 
to power and I found the unthinking attitude of English people very odd and 
very hurtful (Wolff, 1969, p. 143).
This is also reiterated in Hindsight (1980) but the ostracism is contrasted with many 
small acts of kindness that Wolff received in her everyday life as a refugee: ‘The 
butcher, the grocer, the baker showed me a special courtesy, if not favour, during the 
war. How often did I get the best pieces of meat without asking, just a bit more of the 
butter that was due to me, and a double ration of bread?’ (p. 174).
It is likely that the experience of double ostracism -  on the one hand, having 
an unwanted and painful identity, ‘German’, forced upon oneself and, on the other 
hand, anti-Semitic prejudice -  contributed to develop W olffs perception of herself as 
‘a citizen of the world, an international Jew with a British passport’ (Wolff, 1969, p. 
130; 1980, p. 181). However, if this definition implies a sense of unrelenting 
dislocation, it is also far from denoting being ‘caught’ / trapped, and whenever Wolff 
used it, she underlined the broadened perspective that such position could offer, in a
changed not only my professional, but also my social position in this country. It strengthened my self­
esteem, and relieved me o f an ambiguous professional situation which had been a nagging worry ever 
since I had left Germany in May 1933’ (Wolff, 1980, p. 201).
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similar way to Turner’s (1974) association of marginality with heightened 
(self)awareness.
W olffs engagement with Jewish identity, a threatened identity, had changed 
dramatically from the years of her youth. She reported that, before anti-Semitism 
became the order of the day in Germany, and was eventually institutionalized and 
ratified by law when the Nazi party came into power in January 1933, she had not 
personally experienced prejudice - perhaps only once, when she was a student at 
Tübingen University in the early Twenties, and a waitress in one of the cheap 
restaurants frequented by students had refused to take her order and to provide an 
explanation for the refusal. While this behaviour could have been due to different 
reasons, Wolff was shaken by the incident and left with the impression that perhaps it 
was due to anti-Semitism. However, this was an isolated incident and Wolff revelled 
in her participation in German cultural life -  not just (at the time) as a student of 
medicine .and philosophy (she had been a pupil of Husserl and taken seminars with a 
young Heidegger), but also as a poet who had no reason to doubt that her destiny and 
her certainties were bound up with the German language and people. As she would 
later remember, T did not know then that there was a difference between German 
Gentiles and German Jews’ (Wolff, 1980, p. 59). An echo of this conviction arguably 
underlies W olffs outburst to the Gestapo officer who arrested her on the Berlin 
underground: as noted, she reported in both autobiographies that she shouted that her 
ancestors had lived in Germany for 300 years and had fought for the country.^® With 
these words, Wolff staked a claim to membership in German society for her family, 
but it is formulated as a conditional claim, being predicated upon the great number of 
years that they had been in Germany. It can be argued that ‘unmarked’ (Aryan) 
Germans would not be called upon to justify their membership in German society, 
and so this discourse would be available only to ‘outsiders’ by definition, to stake 
their position as ‘virtual insiders’. Furthermore, any argument based on the number 
of years of settlement has the implicit corollary that fewer years or generations of
Long before it was even Germany, so-to-speak, given that, following Prussian expansion and 
annexation o f neighbouring territories, the ‘new’ federation was unified as ‘Germany’ only in 1871.
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settlement in Germany may entail exclusion / outsiderdom, thereby sustaining, at 
least indirectly, the exclusionary discourse ostensibly challenged.^*
Later, in England, Wolff experienced the implications of this discourse in the 
discomfort she perceived in the demeanour of some assimilated English Jews vis-à- 
vis refugees (Wolff, 1969). By contrast, she felt that she ‘was received with Jewish 
warmth’ (p. 135) by Orthodox Jews. Wolff remembered that, perhaps due to 
negotiating these different interactions, she ‘was very conscious’ of her Jewishness at 
this time. Did she put too much emphasis in ‘correcting’ Cyril Burt, then Head of the 
Department of Psychology at UCL, she wondered - when he asked her if she was 
Austrian or German, and she said, ‘I’m Jewish’ perhaps a bit too loudly, with ‘the 
ring of a protest’ (p. 137).
It could be argued that Jewish identity is the liminal identity par excellence -  
the outsider / insider participating in (and often shaping) the culture of the country of 
birth and upbringing -  and, in the case of assimilated Jews in Western societies, 
indistinguishable from the majority until their difference is highlighted as a negative 
‘other’ and such ‘otherness’ made the defining characteristic of their identity. ^  To 
Wolff, the parallel between lesbians and Jews was obvious. In Love Between Women 
she wrote:
The fact that homosexual women are persecuted by the majority, even though 
it is done in a subtle way, forges a link between them and other minority 
groups, with whom they have otherwise nothing in common. I cannot resist 
pointing out... a certain resemblance in the fate of Jews and lesbians. Both 
are found in all parts of the world, and both are made to feel, in either a 
ruthless or a subtle way, that they are out of place. Although the physical 
persecution of Jews has been dropped in most civilised countries, a tenuous
It has been widely noted (e.g. Aschheim, 1982, Fresh, 2005) that this argument not only prevented 
assimilated Jews from seeing the magnitude o f  the danger o f  rising anti-Semitism, but in some cases it 
was also used as a strategy by assimilated Jews to distance themselves from newly arrived Jews -  
especially from Poland and Russia. Some German speaking Jewish merchants and professionals saw 
themselves as very different from the stereotype o f  the Yiddish-speaking, uncouth Ostjude.
See Gay (1968) who conceptualizes the Weimar Republic as a period in German histoiy when the 
outsider became insider.
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form of anti-Semitism persists everywhere. The latter holds good for the
lesbian minority also (Wolff, 1971, p. 155).
Wolff hastened to add the caveat that, while comparing the lesbian and the Jewish 
situation may be useful to illustrate a point (about prejudice and discrimination) -  
there are severe limitations in attempting ‘to pursue the comparison beyond that 
point’ (p. 155).
Such reflections on the similarity between these two threatened and liminal 
identities -  lesbian and Jewish -  were written at a time when Wolff had amply 
reconfigured exile to wrest pioneering work out of her persecution as a Jew, and as 
part of a book-length study on lesbianism which was an important stage in her later 
work focused on the psychology of sexualities and on the eradication of sexism and 
heterosexism. In many ways, at that point in time she had triumphed over the odds 
that could have erased her existence as a Jewish person and as a lesbian. With her 
books and lectures she was reclaiming a history for these identities, for example 
when, as noted, in 1978 Wolff returned to Berlin, to the city she was forced to flee 
forty-five years before, to give readings in venues packed with young feminists, some 
of whom identified as lesbian. These young people, with other readers of Wolff s 
books, and all the individuals she inspired would become, after W olffs death in 
1986, the keepers of her legacy. To echo Jewelle Gomez’s words about the people 
inspired by Mabel Hampton, they would be W olffs ‘(immediate) survivors’ in the 
face of the routine elision of lesbian lives by the mainstream. Yet, as seen, Wolff, 
with her liminal position, also belonged to the mainstream as a Fellow of the BPS and 
her papers constitute one of the collections of the Society’s History of Psychology 
Centre, thereby partially locating her legacy (both literally and figuratively) within 
the ‘institutional’. In the spirit of W olffs liminal ity and creativity, and with a nod to 
the new practices envisaged by Morawski (1994) for a psychology informed by 
feminist principles, it would be beneficial for both lesbian history and history of 
psychology, as keepers of Wolff s legacy, to explore their common ‘betwixt and 
between’ areas for their transformative potential, drawing inspiration from how they
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intertwined in W olffs life and work. In particular, a history of psychology informed 
by lesbian traditions of historical remembrance -  traditions that rely on ephemera, on 
the performative function of autobiography, on sources that may be not only 
peripheral to, but also disruptive of the top-down, ‘Newtonian’ way of 
conceptualizing archives and ‘doing history’ -  would take into account hitherto 
overlooked ‘it could just as well be otherwise’ threads. This would lead to a richer as 
well as more ‘democratic’ history of psychology.
The next chapter -  Chapter 5 -  will continue the ‘thread’ of lesbian history 
and address W olffs contribution to lesbian feminism. In particular, the chapter will 
examine how her engagement (as a writer, activist and researcher) towards 
eradicating sexism and prejudice against lesbian women and other sexual minorities 
co-existed with her uneasiness with the categories of ‘lesbian’ and ‘feminism’ qua 
categories enshrining the potential for exclusionary practices.
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CHAPTER 5
CHARLOTTE WOLFF -  ‘LESBIAN FEMINIST’ BEYOND LABELS
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5.1. Living openly as a lesbian, practising feminist principles without resorting 
to labels.
In a letter dated 1 August 1977 to the German lesbian feminist and human rights 
activist Use Kokula, Wolff wrote that ‘feminism is inseparable from - if not identical 
with — lesbianism’. As noted, Wolff (1969, 1980) remembered in her two 
autobiographies that she had lived her early life -  in practice - as a lesbian and as a 
feminist without feeling the need to give definitions to the way her life was taking 
shape, and she described the close attachments she formed with women at various 
points in her life.
For all the relationships with women that Wolff reported, the word ‘lesbian’ is 
conspicuous by its near-absence in these accounts of her early life -  except for when 
she described some lesbian clubs she used to visit in the 1920s in Berlin (Wolff,
1980, pp. 73 -  78). This could be possibly due, at least in part, to the perceived 
acceptance she felt around her since childhood: as seen, her ‘natural inclination’ was 
‘taken for granted’ (Wolff, 1980, p. 73), not ‘named into being’ as a salient ‘other’.
Similarly, Wolff lived, in spirit, according to feminist principles just by 
studying and then practising medicine at a time -  in the Twenties and early Thirties -  
when women were generally not expected to have an education, let alone a 
profession. She was part of a cohort of female doctors who had careers in the Public 
Health Service in the Weimar Republic. This was usually both by choice - to make a 
difference in the welfare of (poorer) women, and also because male doctors tended to 
compete for the more prestigious careers in private practice (Grossmann, 1993;
Wolff, 1980). In 1928 Wolff was appointed deputy of Alice Vollnhals-Goldmann,
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director of the Department of Preventive Medicine, who led an all-women team and 
was an advocate for the repeal of Paragraph 218, the anti-abortion law. Wolff was 
responsible for the ante-natal, maternal and infant care seiwice provided by the 
(public) Berlin Health Insurance Association* and she travelled to some poor parts of 
the city where working class women attended consultations every few weeks 
throughout their pregnancy. As she would remember later,
the medical side was only half the job. We were concerned with the women’s 
social condition, and those who were in need of help were referred to the 
Welfare Officer who worked next door to me. The two of us collaborated 
closely, and discussed every case in detail. We were concerned with the 
welfare not only of the individual woman but of the whole family. This was a 
progressive step in the right direction. I had the good fortune to have well 
trained and intelligent social workers attached to me... They did their duty 
with empathy (Wolff, 1980, p. 97).
Wolff also participated in a pilot scheme for a family-planning clinic organized by 
Vollnhals-Goldmann and attended by working class women, including several 
prostitutes in the Alexanderplatz area. As was the case with the antenatal services, 
the family planning clinic also involved collaboration with a team of social workers, 
counselling and, sometimes, consultation with the women’s partners. Thus, it could 
be argued that Wolff was practising feminist principles, educating women in 
reproductive health and engaging in ‘this pioneer work with the enthusiasm of a 
reformer’ (Wolff, 1980, p. 102). In the climate that also witnessed the flourishing of 
Magnus Hirschfeld’s Institute for Sexual Science, located within walking distance of 
the family planning clinic, she began to see ‘sexology [as] a pointer to a wider view 
of the nature of human beings’ (p. 103).
However, it was not until the late Sixties that Wolff returned to sexology as a 
scientific endeavour rather than a practical one. ‘The prelude was an essay on female
' Verband der Krankenkassen Berlins
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homosexuality’ (Wolff, 1980, p. 215) that she had written in 1961 but was not able to 
include in On the Way to Myself according to what she stated later in her second 
autobiography, it ultimately did not fit well with the rest of the book. Wolff further 
stated that this inspired her to develop these ideas more fully and eventually to 
undertake an extensive theoretical and empirical investigation of lesbianism in a 
book-length study, Love Between Women (1971), which also addressed its relation to 
feminism.
5.2. From ‘feminist’ to ‘equalist’.
In Love Between Women Wolff argued that ‘the lesbian was and is unquestionably in 
the avant-garde of the fight for equality of the sexes... [and that] all homosexual 
women are one in the rejection of bondage to the male’ (p. 66, emphasis in the 
original). She observed that ‘women who consider themselves integral persons, and 
independent of male dictation in their personal and professional life, are called 
feminists’ (p. 67) but found the ‘partisan’ connotations of such a term that ‘could be 
interpreted as an affront to men’ rather unsatisfactory. ‘A better description would be 
the term equalist, since all feminists, be they homo- or heterosexual women or men, 
have the same objective, namely the equality of the sexes in every sphere of life’ (p. 
67, emphasis added). It is interesting to note that Wolff proposed a non-separatist 
agenda (for want of a better word) by envisaging an ‘equalist’ solution to the 
corollary question that arises from considering lesbianism as inseparable from 
feminism - is it possible to identify as bisexual or heterosexual and escape patriarchy? 
This debate (extensively chronicled by Jackson, \999),pace Wolff, is arguably still 
ongoing and generating divisiveness in the feminist community. At the risk of 
seeming to deploy a linear, ‘up-the-mountain’ discourse (Kitzinger, 1987; Rorty, 
1980) o f ‘progressive’ historical development of sexual politics, it may be worth 
noting that Wolff concurrently presented in a matter-of-fact manner the possibility of 
male feminists, something still debated more than thirty-five years later, in spite of 
many vocal supporters, for example Digby et al (1998).
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Wolff praised the Gay Liberation Front for incorporating a call for eradicating 
male chauvinism into their manifesto but she was critical of some members’ 
wholesale rejection of psychiatrists; not everyone in her profession, she argued, 
wanted ‘to cure’ homosexuality (Wolff, 1971). Thus, Wolff seemed to be 
particularly attuned to the power of labels and ‘groupings’ to create hierarchies and 
inequalities even amongst those who were suffering themselves the effect of 
stereotyping and inequality.
5.3. From ‘a private matter’ to activism to fight prejudice against sexual 
minorities.
Before Wolff became a friend of the activist Antony Grey towards the end of 1967, 
she was open about her life, but reluctant to consider her sexuality anything but a 
private matter. Even with On the Way to Myself very close to going to press, 
thereby making her private life ‘public’, so-to-speak, Wolff considered (her) sexuality 
a matter confined to the personal -  not hidden, but not made into a ‘banner’ or 
identity label. She later said about this stance,
[I was] rather prejudiced against lesbian groups which, in my view, were 
bound to lead to a ghetto. And nothing was more alien to me than a 
“professional lesbian” -  the likely result of forming groups of this kind. It 
seemed to me insensitive and uncivilized to make a focal point of a perfectly 
natural way of loving and living (Wolff, 1980, p. 215).
Wolff eventually moved away from this individualist position and recognized the 
importance of collective action:
in a world where only the financially independent and the mentally brilliant 
could afford to show their psycho-sexual divergence from the stereotype...it
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became clear to me that individual courage and integrity cannot move the 
mountains of stupidity and prejudice in society (p. 218).
Grey helped Wolff recruit participants and advertised her research in the Albany 
Trust’s newsletter. Other advertisements were placed in the publications of two 
leading lesbian organizations: the newsletter of Kenric and Arena Three, the 
publication of the Minorities Research Groupé (Wolff, 1971, 1980).
For Love Between Women (1971) Wolff recruited one hundred and eight 
lesbian participants mainly from sexual minority organizations and through their 
publications, devised and administered a questionnaire, asked respondents to 
complete an ‘emotional autobiography’ and conducted interviews. One hundred and 
fifteen heterosexual-identified women acted as a ‘control’ group. Wolff integrated 
quantitative results (from the questionnaire) and qualitative analysis (of interviews 
and ‘emotional autobiographies’), and she included in the book long extracts from 
two interviews and three ‘emotional autobiographies’ with her comments. Although 
some parts of the book may seem dated to the present day reader -  from the items of 
the questionnaire to some unsubstantiated assertions often couched in a psycho­
analytic framework, in other parts Wolff contextualized her findings in ways that pre­
dated later theorization o f the social bases of emotions (Averill, 1982), notably when 
she discussed the higher level of aggression (as personality characteristic) self- 
reported by lesbian participants in comparison to the heterosexual ‘controls’. She 
lamented that ‘a long-standing “mechanical” interpretation of aggression as being a 
“bad thing” cannot easily be replaced by the understanding of its real meaning’ 
(Wolff, 1971, p. 132). She considered that ‘many lesbians took up arms for both 
collective and personal aims’ by joining lesbian groups and directing such ‘collective 
aggressiveness...towards constructive goals’ (pp. 132 -  133, emphasis in the original)
 ^The Minorities Research Group, founded in 1963 in London, was the first organization in the United 
Kingdom to support lesbian women. Kenric (fi om the initials o f the London Boroughs o f Kensington 
and Richmond) was founded two years later, with an emphasis on providing a social network for 
lesbians rather than on research and education. The membership o f the two groups often overlapped 
and had the Gateways Club in Chelsea as a meeting point. This venue became famous international 
when it featured in the 1968 Hollywood film The Killing o f Sister George, one o f  the first mainstream 
films with a lesbian theme (Gardiner, 2003).
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like fighting prejudice and inequality. Also, ‘the lesbian’s sense of freedom and 
independence’ (p. 151) that comes with rejecting the submissive role assigned to 
women by a patriarchal society could be seen as another expression of positive 
aggression. Even when there was evidence of the destructive side of aggression in 
the personal lives of lesbians, Wolff argued that this had to be seen in the light of the 
fact that ‘the lesbian’s situation in life has more sharp edges than that of the 
heterosexual woman’ (p. 133). Similarly, she located the higher levels of stress and 
lower psycho-social adjustment of lesbians in society’s prejudice and in the abiding 
disadvantage of having to masquerade in order not to be found out, in other words, in 
a life ‘constantly on the qui vive' (p. 151), foreshadowing later conceptualizations of 
the impact of ‘minority stress’ in the lives of lesbians (Brooks, 1981). It can be 
argued that Wolff was at the forefront of the shift in psychologists’ thinking - from a 
disease model to a stigma model of all forms of homosexuality - which was in the 
Zeitgeist at the time, as documented by Morin (1977) in his content analysis of 
research questions in journal articles from 1967 to 1974, a period that also included 
the 1973 decision by the American Psychiatric Association (APA) to remove 
homosexuality from the disorders listed in its Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
(DSM).
5.4. Towards a ‘bisexual’ society.
In Love Between Women Wolff explained the origin of the word ‘lesbian’ and quoted 
a poem by Sappho, but she found that the term failed to capture what she maintained 
was the focus of love between women, emotion and ‘romanticism’ (with sexual 
behaviour as only secondary). Thus she coined the word ‘homoemotional(ity)’  ^- 
emotional affinity for the same sex - as a more fitting alternative ‘to replace the terms 
lesbian and homosexual’ (p. 21); however she acknowledged that it would take time
 ^ In addition to reviewers who commented on W olff’s use o f the word when the book was published ■ 
for example Dalzell-Ward (1971) - later scholars have traced ‘homoemotional/ity’ to W olff and Love 
Between Women — inter alia,, Trautmann (1973) and Markowe (1996).
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for it to become part of the accepted vocabulary -  which compelled her to also make 
use of the old terms.
In a later interview (Steakley & Wolff, 1981) she went further and stated that 
she found ‘ridiculous’ the term ‘lesbian’ (p. 74), with the attendant link to a bisexual 
woman (Sappho) who lived in 600 B.C.E. -  a link that would hardly be relevant to 
contemporary women.
An additional concern mirrored W olffs uneasiness with the word ‘feminist’ 
and her preference for ‘equalist’, namely the risk of reversing, but not eliminating, the 
power imbalance by privileging ‘homosexuality’ over ‘heterosexuality’ without 
questioning the underlying binary. On the occasion of the publication of her novel 
An Older Love"^ , Wolff gave an interview to Gay News (Howes, 1976) and stated; 
‘several radical lesbians have come to see me and I told them that once you make one 
thing superior, you make another thing inferior. Their reaction? Silence... I almost 
stutter when I say “homosexual” and “heterosexual”’ (p. 14). In the inteiwiew, she 
reiterated the idea she had begun to advance in Love Between Women and would fully 
develop in the book Bisexuality (1977/1979) - that, in order to reach equality, it 
would be necessary to move towards a ‘bisexual’ society. She stated that this was not 
incompatible with being a woman who loved women, in that she conceptualized 
‘bisexuality’ as the end of binaries and of the inequalities predicated on them, rather 
than specifically as a bisexual lifestyle. W olffs theoretical and empirical 
investigation of bisexuality will be fully addressed in the next chapter.
In conclusion, W olffs trajectory in her engagement with ‘feminism’ and 
‘lesbianism’ seems to offer a valuable message to contemporary scholarship, namely 
that labels help to delineate, stake out a field, and this can be affirmative (e.g. the 
‘lesbian’ as challenge to patriarchy) but delineation also means exclusion of what 
falls outside the perimeter and points to the inherent danger of creating a new 
hierarchy or orthodoxy.
 ^A thinly veiled autobiographical novel about four women who love women and how their stories are 
complexly intertwined -  they are not ‘pretty young things’ for the predatoiy male gaze, and it could be 
argued that with this work, published by Virago Press, W olff made older lesbians visible.
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CHAPTER 6
CHARLOTTE WOLFF’S CONTRIBUTION TO BISEXUAL HISTORY 
AND TO (SEXUALITY) THEORY AND RESEARCH:
A REAPPRAISAL FOR QUEER TIMES
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The concept o f  bisexuality has sufferedfrom the same dilemma as that o f reality. So 
much has been said and assumed about both, that the words symbolising them have 
become more and more mechanically used, and therefore misused.
Charlotte Wolff -  Lecture to the South Place Ethical Society, 29 November 1977.*
6.1. Introduction - Charlotte W olff and bisexual scholarship.
At the December 2006 Conference of the Lesbian and Gay Psychology Section^ of 
the BPS, bisexual activist and academic Ron Fox, (who is currently compiling an 
archive of Bisexuality Resources in Amsterdam), reported that in the late Seventies, 
as an enthusiastic graduate student who wanted to research bisexuality, he found very 
few resources. ‘There was Charlotte Wolff and little else’, he reflected, reiterating 
the importance he had ascribed elsewhere to her work (Fox, 2004).
In fact, from the mid-Seventies there was a heightened interest in bisexuality, 
both in the general press and in academia. Time and Newsweek published articles on 
so-called ‘bisexual chic’ in May 1974. Margaret Mead (1975), having long witnessed 
and described (as an anthropologist) ‘bisexual’ behaviour in non-Western cultures 
(Mead, 1928/1975), lamented in Redbook magazine that Western culture imposed a 
‘straight jacket’ on bisexuality. At around the same time, sociologists Blumstein and
' Unpublished typed document, Charlotte W olff Archive, HoPC, BPS, London. 
 ^In 2009 the Section changed its name to ‘Psychology o f Sexualities Section’.
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Schwartz carried out a series of interview-based studies with people who identified as 
bisexual (1974, 1976a, 1976b, 1977). In View from Another Closet, Bode (1976) 
argued that reductive dichotomous thinking that could not or would not contemplate 
bisexuality was at the root of the erroneous identification of the poet Sappho with 
‘lesbianism’ (from Lesbos, the island where she lived). The convenient disregard of 
the love poems Sappho dedicated to men, Bode argued, had resulted in the elision of 
the poet’s bisexuality from accounts of her life and work.^ In 1976 Maggi 
Rubenstein and Harriet Leve founded the San Francisco Bisexual Centre (Paul, 1998; 
Rubenstein & Slater, 1985). During the same year, Fritz Klein was developing the 
Klein Sexual Orientation Grid and working on his book The Bisexual Option, 
eventually published in 1978, a few months after Bisexuality, W olffs (1977) 
theoretical and empirical investigation.
YQ\.,pace Fox, there is no mention of Wolff s contribution in A History o f 
Bisexuality (Angelides, 2001). Storr (1999a), in her critical reader of writings on 
bisexuality from Freud (1905) to Kaloski (1997), mentions Wolff only in passing, to 
deplore her ambiguous stance: she argues that Wolff at times seemed to 
conceptualize bisexuality as a mixture of ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity’ rather than 
treating it as ‘a combination or co-existence of heterosexuality and homosexuality' (p. 
39, emphasis in the original). Hemmings (2002), for whom the contested territories 
of ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity’ are central to shetpmg Bisexual Spaces (albeit with 
different premises than W olffs, and writing after the explosion of queer theory), 
acknowledges Wolff as a key figure in the mid-to-late-Seventies’ resurgence of 
interest in bisexuality after the long post-Kinsey silence, but does not otherwise 
engage with her work. Storr’s (1999a) criticism of Wolff s ambiguity seems justified 
in the light of WzYy’s juxtapositions, contradictions and rhetorical claims -  a
book declaredly rooted in phenomenology, but arguably poised between the remnants 
of a psychoanalytic framework, phenomenology, and more traditional scientific 
discourse.
 ^ As seen in Chapter 4, W olff described Sappho as ‘bisexual’ (Steakley & Wolff, 1981) and found 
Sappho’s identification with lesbianism ‘ridiculous’ (p. 74).
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Perhaps it is Bisexuality's contradictions that make it difficult to contextualize 
within what seem to be the overarching narratives of current hi scholarship: can queer 
theoiy help to theorize bisexuality or does it subtly operate elision under an 
ostensibly inclusive umbrella? (Anderlini-D’Onofrio & Alexander (Eds), 2009; 
Angelides, 2001, 2006; Ault, 1996; Barker & Langdridge, 2008; Du Plessis, 1996; 
Gammon & Isgro, 2006; Storr, 1999b). Yet, years before any mention of ‘queer 
theory’ (De Lauretis, 1991), W olffs Bisexuality foreshadowed this very dilemma.
Some recent histories and theories of bisexuality (e.g. Angelides, 2001; Storr, 
1999a) go considerably back in history to discuss and deploy Freud (1905), Ellis 
(1915/1923) and Stekel (1920) as sine qua non in bisexual scholarship whatever their 
‘fortune’ in present times, but no similar use is made of Wolffs work. Yet, it can be 
argued that it is through the book’s very tensions and contradictions, as well as 
through the debates surrounding its publication, that it ‘speaks’ to present-day social 
scientists and activists across three decades - about the production and the ‘ storying’ 
of sexual identities, about the challenges posed by bisexuality to binary, ‘orientation- 
focused’ ways of thinking sexuality, and about the (contested) status of science. The 
(albeit at times contradictory) phenomenological basis of Wolff s endeavour is 
particularly interesting in the light of the current turn to phenomenology in the 
humanities (e.g. Langdridge, 2007), including some cutting edge work in queer 
theory (Ahmed, 2006), and in the recent rise of phenomenology inspired research 
methodologies (Smith, Larkin & Flowers, 2009). Thus, Bisexuality arguably pre­
dated many issues and developments that are very cogent today, and it is not only for 
researchers and historians of (bi)sexuality that a ‘forgetting’ of Bisexuality would be, 
to say the least, remiss.
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6.2. Bisexuality -  The study.
Wolff was aware of the surge of attention to sexuality and gender in the Sixties and 
Seventies and she was also acquainted with past literature on these topics. As noted, 
at the end of the Sixties she embarked on an extensive theoretical and empirical 
investigation of lesbianism, which was published in book form in 1971 as Love 
Between Women. For this study Wolff had suiweyed and interviewed many 
participants who, although they identified as Tesbian’, were or had been married or in 
relationships with men. In other words, they (had) engaged in bisexual behaviour. 
This led Wolff to consider investigating bisexuality, especially as she found that ‘a 
clear-cut definition of bisexuality has not been given by those who used the concept 
for the purpose of explaining other sexual variations’ and ‘no large-scale study on the 
subject itself has ever been attempted’ (Wolff, 1977, p. ix).
The first paragraph o ï Bisexuality defines the book as a sequel to Wolffs 
study on lesbianism and contends that ‘homosexuality has its roots in bisexuality’ (p. 
ix). Later, when reflecting on her sexological research in her second autobiography, 
Wolff (1980) stated that there is a case for considering human beings bisexual, ‘with 
homosexuality and heterosexuality as secondary developments, like branches 
growing out of a tree’ (p. 222).
Y ox Bisexuality (1977) Wolff recruited participants from lesbian and gay- 
Ifiendly organizations, from advertisements in ‘socially progressive’ publications'* 
and through personal recommendations. She used ‘a three-pronged approach’ (p.
68): questionnaires, biographical sketches (including diaries) and interviews. There 
were seventy-five female and seventy-five male participants in the investigation, and 
three examples of interviews and seven biographical sketches and two diaries were
The Albany Trust and Kenric newsletters (as they had done for the Love Between Women study) 
advertised for bisexual participants for W olffs new investigation. An advertisement in the bulletin o f  
The Beaumont Society, which since the mid-Sixties had supported transvestites and transsexuals (and 
still does to date) also yielded some participants. In addition, W olff advertised in Gay News, in the 
magazine Sappho, as well as in the feminist publication Spare Rib and in Time Out.
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included in the first edition (1977). In a long appendix, one descriptive table 
(showing occupation details for participants and their parents) and thirty statistical 
tables summarized the questionnaire data.
Wolff stated that ‘we don’t really know objectively what we are -  and worse, 
who we are - due to brain-washing processes... [and] taking note of the subjective 
nature of psychosexual identity’, she advertised for individuals ‘who thought of 
themselves as bisexual’ (p. 66, emphasis in the original). Her advertisements hinted 
at the tentativeness or reluctance she anticipated on the part of prospective 
participants in claiming a (bi)sexual identity outside of binaries. Wolff argued that
Far more people are used to thinking of themselves as homo- than bisexuals 
because, in contrast to bisexuality, homosexuality is more easily defined. 
Bisexuals are not only less conspicuous but more elusive than homosexuals. 
Some use tactics of mimicry in order to be indistinguishable from ‘ordinary’ 
citizens, and I was apprehensive that they might have misgivings about 
participating in a study of a controversial nature (pp: 66 - 67).
Participants first completed the questionnaire devised by Wolff and sent her an 
‘autobiographical sketch’ together with the questionnaire or later, before meeting her 
for interview. She saw the questionnaires ‘as an illustration rather than an 
explanation of the material’, their main advantage being that ‘they reveal at a glance 
the findings communicated in the text’, although ‘the meat of the procedure lay in 
autobiographies and interviews’ (p. 69). As was the case with Love Between Women 
(1971), by publishing in book form, Wolff had the opportunity, not only to include an 
in-depth theoretical background with an extensive and up-to-date literature review on 
the subject, but also to present long passages from the qualitative data and to enable 
the reader to construct their own account of these narratives (to a certain extent). The 
autobiographical sketches and diaries constitute roughly one third of the book.
Wolff (1977) reported that, not long after collecting the first few 
questionnaires and autobiographical sketches and conducting the first interviews, she
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‘realized that considerable differences existed between male and female bisexuals’ -  
which she found ‘of great interest’ (p. 68). This led to the questionnaire data being 
subjected to statistical analysis for sex differences and the results integrated with the 
findings from the qualitative data.
Consistent with her occasional caveats about ‘objectivist’ social science, 
Wolff stressed the importance of the interaction with participants, and of the 
reciprocity of the relationship; she preceded the first interview in the book with these 
reflections:
Opening the door to a stranger and seeing a face for the first time, is a mild 
shock experience. One never knows how one is going to be affected by the 
visitor, and vice versa. First meetings of importance affect me like a caresse 
or a blow. First impressions can be decisive for the outcome of an 
interview... (p. 110)
Wolff aclcnowledged a certain uniqueness, an imponderable quality to each interview: 
‘An overall impression which is intuitive goes beyond conscious awareness. It can be 
compared to a portrait which reveals simultaneously the whole of a person, while 
description in words can only be piecemeal, in the sequence of time’ (p. 114).^ She 
reported that her intuitive impression of her inteiwiewee Mrs B., when the participant 
stood at her doorstep, was of ‘remarkable vitality.. .zest for life under a thin veil of 
shyness’ and sensed that the positive impression must have been mutual ‘because she 
appeared to relax at once and seemed eager to answer my questions’ (p. 114). So, far 
from attempting to ‘partial out’ any interpersonal ‘noise’, Wolff did not shy away 
from words such as ‘intuitive’, and recognized the interaction and synergy of 
researcher(s) and participants, in line with a phenomenological perspective.^
 ^As will be considered more fully in Chapter 7, later W olff (1986), in her biography o f Magnus 
Hirschfeld, contrasted a ‘portrait’ -  a phenomenological interpretation o f a given ‘subject’ - with a 
cold and ultimately less informative ‘“photographic” account’ (p. 14).
 ^Wolff, who, as seen, had a background in (phenomenogical) philosophy, seems to foreshadow the 
move towards reflexivity in (qualitative) research.
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Yet, at times she offered strikingly ‘objectivist’ accounts of some participants’ 
development and personality, or she selectively availed herself of some topoi of 
psychoanalysis, while rejecting others, in particular to explain early influences on 
subsequent adult behaviour. Reporting on the finding that early relationships with 
one’s parents affect future relationships, Wolff asserted that all intimate adult 
relationships always regress to childhood patterns, citing Freud, Melanie Klein and 
Jung to shore up her argument.
According to Wolff, the women in her study were more secure and mature 
than men. She stated that they appeared to be ‘stronger than men in having the 
courage of their convictions’ as regards their attraction to both sexes, and that they 
were ‘more independent of public opinion’ (p. 95). While women tended to see 
bisexuality as an extension of homoemotionality, some men experienced their 
attraction to other men with conflict and ‘anxiety about their manliness’, and fear of 
stigma, consistent with Blumstein and Schwartz’s (1977) findings published in the 
same year and with the popular view, still widespread more than thirty years later, 
that homosexual identity or homosexual behaviour implies impaired masculinity. 
Wolff noted that women had never suffered the humiliation that criminalization of 
homosexual behaviour had caused to men^, and furthermore, that ‘the mimicry of a 
normal family life, more plausible in bi- than homosexual women, afforded some of 
them a certain protection’ (p. 95) against the stigma and discrimination to which 
lesbians were routinely subjected.
The autobiographies and interviews further led Wolff to conclude that women 
tended to be emotionally independent from their husbands or male lovers, while some 
of the older male respondents who were married ‘regarded their wives as a 
combination of mother and house-keeper’ (p. 93). A number of younger men who 
had been exposed to feminist ideas through their female partners were determined not 
to fall into traditional gender roles, as exemplified by the autobiography o f ‘Charles’. 
Amongst younger respondents, ‘experimenting’ with more partners and also bringing
’ As seen, the law was changed in 1967, less than a decade before the study began. Many male 
participants had lived in the shadow o f the criminalization o f  homosexuality before the change.
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up children collectively were recurring features. In general, though, very few men 
(whether belonging to an older or younger generation) were open with their wives 
about their ‘homosexual side’ (p. 96). In contrast, women tended to be more open 
with their husbands or male partners, and in a few cases their female lover was 
included in a ménage à trois.
Wolff observed that ‘not many men could believe that another woman could 
drive them out of the mamage bed, except those who actually experienced it’, which 
she ascribed to ‘the idea of male superiority [being] deeply ingrained in the minds of 
most men’ (p. 96). Also, lesbian partners of bisexual women would often be jealous, 
an insecurity due to fear that their lovers ultimately might prefer a man. Furthermore, 
radical lesbians would disapprove of bisexual women for “‘copping out” of their 
homosexual responsibilities by letting the side down, [when] actually [they]...had 
done nothing of the sort’ (p. 95). In fact, the idea of the bisexual woman as traitor of 
the lesbian political project - as inter alia Rust (1995) and Gurevich, Bower, 
Mathieson and Dhayanandhan (2007) have chronicled, has survived well beyond the 
Seventies in present times.
Thus, anticipating current research, Wolff concluded that, in general, 
bisexuals -  be they female or male -  ‘live in a twilight world’ (p. 16), not fully 
accepted by heterosexuals, and accused of hypocrisy by homosexuals. W olffs 
position and, arguably, the main ‘message’ of the book, is that ‘disharmony within 
the ranks of sexual variations’ based on the policing of territorial boundaries, while 
understandable, is ‘against their own interest... and destructive’ (p. 107) and that the 
homo/heterosexual binary supports the heterosexist society of which it is the product:
Society has categorized people according to their sexual orientation, and has 
never understood that there is only human sexuality with manifold 
expressions. It has given heterosexuality pride of place, and has made other 
sexual orientations look ugly... Only in a bisexual society can human beings 
get rid of the sexual compartments in which they are entrenched, and
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understand that we are all in the same boat, only in different attire (p. 109, 
emphasis in the original).
W olffs vehement rejection of boundaries seems to pre-date the concept of the 
‘homo/heterosexual binary’ and the need to problematize it, as later articulated by 
Sedgwick (1990). Wolff envisaged an egalitarian society ‘with no exclusive claims 
made for either sex’ (p. 106) and believed that this would be possible only with a 
‘bisexual’ society, whereby ‘bisexuality’ would not necessarily be a sexual identity 
that translates into a bisexual lifestyle, but rather the potential that enables individuals 
to understand and respect those who are ‘in different attire’. In this light, W olffs call 
for a ‘bisexual’ society can be seen as a disruption of the ‘directional’ 
conceptualization of sexuality, and therefore a disruption of the discourse of 
‘orientation’, which, as subsequently highlighted by Waites (2007/2009), is 
‘directional’ by definition and enshrines either an elision of bisexuality (not 
predicated on directionality / orientation) or an oxymoron (‘bisexual orientation’).
6.3. Reception of Bisexuality,
The publication of Bisexuality sparked a debate that brought to the fore many 
(contested) assumptions about ‘doing “science”’ and academic research, about 
authority and agency and about ‘legitimacy’ of topics and methods of investigation.
W olffs claim that ‘the atom bomb will destroy us all if we do not achieve... a 
bisexual society’ (p. 109) was much ridiculed in a very negative review of the book 
by the psycho-analyst John Padel and published at the beginning of February 1978 by 
the BBC sponsored cultural weekly The Listenerf Padel (1978) questioned the 
book’s scientific value - implicitly constructing ‘scientific value’ as the standard to
® Founded in 1929 when the BBC broadcast only via radio (hence the name), The Listener, especially 
in its early decades, had a long list o f distinguished contributors (E.M. Forster, George Orwell and 
Julian Huxley among them) before it ceased publication in 1991. Interestingly, as noted. The Listener 
had been perhaps the first UK general publication to give exposure to W olffs work in 1937, exactly 
one year after she had arrived in Britain, with a feature, including three photos, on her research with 
primate handprints at the London Zoo (The Listener, 27 October 1937), an article W olff kept in her 
CV file. Charlotte W olff Archive, HoPC, BPS, London.
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judge by - even if ‘at first sight [it seemed] scientifically planned’. In particular, 
using W olffs own caveat as regards ‘personal and intimate data’, he argued that, 
although the questionnaire data were subjected to statistical analysis, little reliability 
could be expected, especially of data ‘about the content of dreams and fantasies, and 
about the number and nature of casual sexual contacts’ (p. 157).
The following week the magazine published a brief note by Wolff (1978a) in 
the letters page stating that the review was ‘so twisted that it would be futile to 
answer him in detail’ and pointing out, as correction to ‘one of several inaccuracies of 
fact’ that the statistical work was undertaken not by herself, as Padel seemed to 
suggest, but by experts of the department of psychology. University College, London.
In an additional (unpublished) full-length letter to the editor, Wolff strongly 
defended her phenomenological position, writing that ‘the premise underlying the 
whole of my investigation was: that we can only study what people think thev are’.^  
Her rhetoric appealed to the authority of the academic ‘establishment’, highlighting 
that ‘this premise was made clear in the book, and wholly agreed to, in fact with 
approval, by Dr Jonckheere, Senior Lecturer at the Department of Psychology, 
University College, London, and at the Psychological Department, University of 
Geneva.’*** She stated that ‘all verbal communications between people concerning 
the mind are of this nature’ and cited psychoanalysis, Padel’s field, as a prime 
example. All psychology and psychoanalysis cannot be ‘strictly scientific’, she 
argued, so Padel’s dismissal of her book as ‘pseudo-scientific’ had ‘no relevance’ and
 ^W olff to the Editor o f The Listener, [05?]/09.02.78 (punctuation and underline as in the original 
typescript). The words quoted in this chapter feature in both the two draft/carbon copy versions o f  the 
letter to the editor o f The Listener available in the W olff Archive. One bears the date ‘S"' February, 
1978’, with handwritten and is slightly longer, while in the other letter the date is typed, like the 
rest, as ‘Februaiy 9* 1978’.
The psychologist and statistician A.R. Joncldieere (1920 -  2005) had supervised the statistical part 
o f  the study, (carried out by David Caudrey). The thirty-one statistical tables appended to the study 
‘list[ed] the frequencies with which individuals fall in particular categories’ (Wolff, 1977, p. 194, 
emphasis in the original) and inferential testing was carried out by means o f Chi-square or Kendall’s S 
statistic. ‘Jonck’, as he was loiown, had a long association with UCL, from taking a P ‘ class degree in 
psychology and statistics there in 1949, studying with Cyril Burt, to subsequently being appointed to a 
lectureship and a senior lectureship. In Geneva he collaborated with Jean Piaget. As Richard L. 
Gregory (2005) remembers in Jonckheere’s obituary, Jonck was generous with his time and expertise. 
He was always ready to help everyone, from high profile psychologists to colleagues and students, and 
his name should have appeared as co-author on many more papers than it did, but he eschewed formal 
recognition.
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simply showed his entrenchment in a passé paradigm: ‘in itself, science is no longer 
the “god” it used to be. The new generation has moved to a far more universal 
approach to psychology, that is, to an understanding of human beings and their 
experiences’. Furthermore, she deplored the ‘ill-tempered tone of the review’ and 
responded to Padel’s many other criticisms; for instance, as regards the published 
interviews’ alleged superficiality as psycho-sexual assessments, she reiterated what 
she deemed to be sufficiently clear in the book, namely that the interviews were 
greatly abbreviated and that their purpose was to provide examples of her interaction 
with participants in the study. * *
As to the nine autobiographical sketches, Padel (1978) had highlighted that 
the longest was ‘nearly 20 pages of extracts from an American call-girl’s diaries’, 
adding that ‘only one of the writers appears to be a person capable of more than a 
shallow relationship’ and expressing doubt that these sketches could support any 
other idea but ‘that her chosen subjects have very restricted and sometimes disturbed 
personalities’ (p. 157). In Bisexuality Wolff (1977) had subverted the normative, 
unspoken assumptions underlying this critique - assumptions about who is (not) 
allowed to speak, the link between authorship and authority, what counts as a 
‘proper’ relationship, (and what does not). Wolff had described the call girl’s 
[Ingrid’s] contribution as ‘unique because she is not only a great lover of men and 
women, but has a special Imowledge of “sex” through her profession’ (p. 123), which 
singled out Ingrid’s situated Imowledge without judgement, or implicit appeals to the 
reader, or use of discourses of victimhood.
Padel (1978) closed his scathing review by affirming the superiority of 
heterosexuality, citing its preponderance in most species, a view that Wolff dismissed 
as ‘out of touch with present-day thinking’.*^  When, following the publication of her 
brief response, The Listener published in the next available issue a reader’s letter 
(Clark, 1978) that challenged Padel’s views and defended Bisexuality, likening her 
vision of a ‘bisexual’ society to Marcuse’s view of an egalitarian society, Wolff wrote
W olff to the Editor o f The Listener, [05?]/09.02.78. 
W olff to the Editor of The Listener, [05?]/09.02.78.
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to the editor on the same day, urging him to publish her full-length response.
Finally, when no such action was undertaken, Wolff professed in a further letter to be 
‘distressed’ and asked him ‘to have another look at the letter, and perhaps find space 
for it’.^ ^
In sum, Wolff pursued a contradictory strategy: to secure her place as a bona 
fide  scientific investigator, she deployed the credentials of her expert advisers when 
responding to reviewers who called into question the scientific value of Bisexuality, 
Concurrently, she subverted the orthodox meaning o f ‘expert’ (as with Ingrid’s diary) 
and criticized the reductionism of the mainstream scientific paradigm. This is not 
surprising in the light of her liminal position as an independent researcher. 
Furthermore, it was a strategy in line with what Kitzinger (1987) has described as the 
two discourses employed by liberal, reformist research on sexual minorities during 
the Seventies: the scientific rhetoric of ‘objectivity’ and, to a lesser extent, the 
‘insider rhetoric’ (p. 30) that was then gaining increasing credibility.
W olffs liminal position (highlighted as such by scientific orthodoxy’s 
response to Bisexuality) reveals the tenets, the ‘ropes’ holding up the edifice of 
‘consecrated (cf. Bourdieu, 1993) scientific practice’ as well as its faultlines. One 
example thereof is the dominant ideology’s - including ‘liberal’ academia - 
construction of an ‘agenda’ as something ‘other’, and the parallel construction of the 
unmarked, neutral norm, ‘objective’ by virtue of lacking the partiality of an ‘agenda’. 
For instance, in a brief, nine-line review in Counselling News, Francis Taylor (1977) 
called Bisexuality a ‘useful addition to the still comparatively small literature on the 
subject’, and noted that ‘she deals both with the biological substratum and the 
psychological influences on sexual and gender identity and gives extended 
autobiographical extracts which are of considerable human interest even if not of 
great scientific value’ (p. 29). Such a short, ‘briefly noted’ kind of review could not 
go into much detail, but mention of the scientifically inflected ‘biological substratum’
W olff to the Editor o f The Listener, 16.02.78.
W olff to George Scott, Editor o f  The Listener, 27.02.78
W olff never held a tenured position, although she had prestigious contacts in academia. As noted, in 
the past, William Stephenson had written a preface to her book The Human Hand (1942), but her place 
in the ‘House o f Science’ was always provisional.
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and (to an arguably lesser extent) ‘psychological influences’ conveys the message 
that Wolff kept to the conventions of scientific inquiry and/or psychological practice 
-  in dealing with these matters, she was (or seemed to be), figuratively speaking, 
wearing her lab coat and/or holding her analyst’s case notes. However, this is 
contrasted with the autobiographical sketches in which agency is at least shared with 
participants; this ‘reduces’ the endeavour to ‘human interest’ that, albeit 
aclmowledged as ‘considerable’ in a credit-where-credit’s-due move, ‘is not of gi*eat 
scientific value’ and implicitly subordinated to science, like an interesting footnote. 
In the next (and final) lines of the review Taylor focused on W olffs alleged even 
greater breach with established and valid ‘objective’ practice: ‘as is so often the case 
with women writing on sexual matters, there are areas where Dr W olffs position 
regarding women’s liberation would seem to influence her views’ (p. 29). 
Impervious to the critique of patriarchy articulated by second-wave feminism, 
notably by Millett (1970), Taylor did not even consider how men writing on sexual 
matters and men reviewing books written by women might be influenced by their 
masculinist position.
The Wolff Archive shows that, although Wolff kept reviews of her books on 
file and occasionally wrote to publications if she felt that reviewers had 
misrepresented her work, Bisexuality was her only work for which she summarized 
the response to the book and to her lectures and talks on the topic in the typed 
document ‘Reactions to Bisexuality\^^ She divided the reviews into positive, 
negative and mixed; additionally, she noted letters received and comments made to 
her, also recording her own responses to such reviews and comments.
After what she defined as a ‘mixed review’ and an ‘odd review’ by Sally 
Vincent (1978) in World Medicine, a brief response from Wolff (1978b) was
W olff still considered the review ‘quite good, appreciating the novelty and usefulness o f  the work, 
but (it is written by a man) saying that “feminism” seems to affect Dr W olffs views in some respects’ 
( ‘Reactions to Bisexuality’, p. 6. Unpublished typed document, Charlotte W olff Archive, HoPC, BPS, 
London). One o f  the two copies o f the document available in the W olff Archive is marked (by hand) 
‘for Janet’ and is dated as follows; ‘written till April or May 1978’,
Charlotte W olff Archive, HoPC, BPS, London.
Wolff, ‘Reactions to Bisexuality’, p. 9. Unpublished typed document, 1978. Charlotte Wolff 
Archive, HoPC, BPS, London.
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published in the letters page, focusing on the appropriateness and authoritativeness of 
the statistical method chosen: she stated that ‘its scientific value was attested’ by 
prestigious specialists, and rhetorically asked whether their judgement was ‘less 
authoritative than that of Sally Vincent’ (p. 15). In this case Wolff seems to 
completely align her position with scientific discourse and mainstream notions of 
authority. In addition, Wolff wrote a letter to the editor in which she called into 
question the standard of reviews, and, amongst other things, deplored that Vincent 
had ‘reduced the [nine] unedited autobiographies to 8, and said they were edited 
Indeed, in the book Wolff (1977) states that the autobiographies of five women and 
four men are ‘for the most part unedited’ (p. 123) but does not give any specific 
details except to say that ‘Ingrid” s diary had to be shortened.
6.4. Bisexuality and representation.
It could be argued that, be they eight or nine, complete or shortened, the published 
autobiographies had undergone ‘editing’ further upstream, so-to-speak, by being 
chosen out of all the one hundred and fifty presumably available to Wolff. Moreover, 
it is perhaps necessary to aclmowledge, pace Wolff, that shortening is a form of 
editing: it is not done at random, there is at the very least selection of the parts 
deemed most salient. On the other hand, there exists also the possibility that 
‘unedited’ data may be an unattainable ideal, with, inter alia, Sandelowski (1994) 
voicing the concern, in the context of transcription of interviews, that what are 
considered verbatim, unmediated ‘raw data’ may be ‘partially cooked’ (p. 312). In 
this light, the ‘editing’ of the autobiographies and interviews would have to be seen 
on a continuum rather than qualitatively different from a hypothetical, full-length, 
‘true’ reproduction of the participants’ words.
This is not so much a defence of W olff s methods, but a state of affairs that 
throws into focus ‘the problem of representation’ with attendant ‘methodological
W olff to the Editor o f World Medicine, 15.02.78 (unpublished).
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horrors’ for researchers (Woolgar, 1988, p. 32). To paraphrase Woolgar, a 
‘methodological horror’ shared is not a methodological horror ‘halved’ or ‘managed’, 
but a pointer towards the political limits - for phenomenological, anti-essentialist 
projects - of the hegemonic ideology of representation in science, which is rooted in 
essentialist thinking. Woolgar (1988) has proposed two ‘policies’ to disrupt this 
hegemony: inversion, which ‘asks that we consider representation as preceding the 
represented object’ and feedbacking, which aims ‘to resist the persistent construal of 
science as a distinct topic for study, an object “out there”, beyond us qua 
observers/inquirers, and essentially separate and distinct from our own writing 
practices’ (pp. 36 -  37, emphases in the original).
In Bisexuality's case, these policies force us to consider the possibility that 
‘bisexuality’ itself might not have been ‘there’ to investigate, but that the book 
contributed to its production as a sexual identity -  a process well documented by 
Foucault (1978) and Katz (1995) as regards the production of homo- and heterosexual 
identities. Woolgar (1988) further argues that ‘findings’ are not merely mediated but 
produced by the ‘social networks’ -  defined as ‘the beliefs, knowledge, expectations, 
the array of arguments and resources, equipment, allies and supporters... in short, the 
whole culture as much as the identity of individual participants’ (p. 65). Here 
‘participants’ refers not just to the ‘subjects’ in the investigation, but also to people 
positioned as investigator(s), scientists (or not), and arbiters of ‘scientific practice’ - 
with different stakes, agendas and resources. With these premises, the 
preoccupations about W olffs methods -  be it her own or the book reviewers’ or the 
present day reader’s -  such as the debate about what counts as ‘editing’ to name one, 
are no longer tenable if expressed in terms of status vis-à-vis (absolute) 
epistemological ‘objectivity’.
As seen, within the establishment there were varying degrees of ‘discomfort’ with the 
‘loudness’ of the voice of the participants as stakeholders rather than mere ‘subjects’ 
in the study -  from Padel’s (1978) overt dismissal to Taylor’s (1977) more subtle 
reservations. Wolff had noted in the book that the authors of the autobiographies
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published in Bisexuality and, more generally, the participants in the study (to whom 
she dedicated the book)
participated in this study for different reasons. Their main motive was the 
wish to talk about their own bisexuality, which had directed their life style, 
emotions and sex drive. But self-interest coincided with social and 
educational interest. Every one of them was concerned about the second-class 
citizenship accorded to sexual variations (p. 123).
A prima facie reading of this passage may suggest that ‘bisexuality’ was an object 
‘out there’ to be investigated, a ‘property’ of the participants (‘their own bisexuality’) 
and certainly the word had been in use for nearly a century; however, it can be argued 
that the participants’ wish to talk about it was not merely to describe a pre-existing 
object, but to constitute bisexuality through discourse, to solidify it into a sexual 
identity for which battles for education and emancipation could be fought. It is worth 
considering that the convergence of personal narrative with educational interest and 
social change as regards the status of sexual minorities could describe W olffs own 
life and work, including, as noted, her (auto)biographical writings. Thus, it can be 
argued that there was considerable ‘feedback’ between W olffs ‘object’ of study and 
herself as inquirer. This feedback was recognized and formulated as an accusation by 
some reviewers and commentators, highlighting, as noted, the canon of science, 
whereby investment and feedback are by no means absent but, selectively, either 
proscribed as bias, ‘agenda’, or made the invisible norm.
6.5. Storied identities, bisexuality and the disruption of binaries.
Writing nearly two decades after the publication of Bisexuality, Plummer (1995) 
stressed the importance of sexual narratives ‘in creating change in our intimate lives 
and our communities’, in working towards the attainment of what he terms intimate 
citizenship, defined as a ‘cluster of emerging concerns over the rights to choose what
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we do with our bodies, our feelings, our identities, our relationships, our genders, our 
eroticisms and our representations’ (p. 17).
That these stories are elicited by (or sometimes entrusted to or even thrust 
upon) social scientists is itself amenable to investigation, and not just because each 
interview was - Plummer (1995) notes, like Wolff in Bisexuality before him - in many 
ways unique, but because the concern has shifted from ^what people say’ to '’the 
complex social processes involved in the tellings’ (p. 13, emphasis in the original). 
These processes include interaction with researchers (cf. Woolgar’s feedbacking) and 
the shaping, thi'ough the stories, of a personal and community identity / voice that 
does not pre-exist these narratives (cf. Woolgar’s inversion). Stories that find a 
language to be articulated and communicated ‘through a few tellers and into a 
community ripe and ready to hear’ might coalesce into the formation of an identity -  
which is, Plummer notes, ‘the basis of a politics of identity’ (p. 128).
Thus, Bisexuality -  and especially the biographies, provided stories on which 
the wider ‘story’ of bisexuality as an identity could be built at a time when 
bisexuality had little visibility, and in the face of active suppression by mainstream 
critics (e.g. Padel, 1978). As Weeks, (1995/2003) notes, identities ‘offer narratives of 
individual life, collective memory and imagined alternatives which provide the 
motivation and inspiration for change. In that sense... they are necessary fictions’ (p. 
130). If we consider that Petford (2003) reported that, as late as 2000, she noted in 
her journal that out of seven metres of shelf space labelled ‘Sexuality’ in a(n 
unidentified) university library, ‘there were only five centimetres devoted to 
bisexuality, less than one per cent of the total’ (p. 5), it is not surprising that Wolff, 
working in the Seventies, affirmed the value of ‘fictions’ when writing about 
bisexuality. A propos of the subjective experience (of both male and female 
participants) of ‘a sense of maleness’ and a ‘sense of femaleness’, she stated that 
these experiences cannot be verified as ‘factual’ and
one might ask whether they are fictitious. But this would not devalue their
significance. It can rightly be argued that fiction may be more informative
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than fact. It can even predict scientific discovery. As we Icnow, the science 
fiction of today can become the reality of tomorrow. Perhaps the concept of 
the unconscious itself is fiction. But where would we be without Freud’s and 
Jung’s theories which have contributed so much to our understanding of 
human beings and history? One might also wonder whether certain schools of 
psychology which claim to be scientific, are but fiction dressed up as science 
(p. 56).
Here Wolff questions the assumption of an inherent opposition of ‘science’ and 
‘fiction’ by showing their continuity (science fiction providing a direction for 
science) or locating their alleged opposition within rhetorical devices (fiction dressed 
up as science). This troubling of the ‘science’ and ‘fiction’ dichotomy, as well as of 
the attendant implicit hierarchy, subverts the ‘received wisdom’ about the direction of 
the arrow linking ‘scientific discovery’ / ‘object’ and ‘representation’ in a similar way 
to the process of inversion later theorized by Woolgar (1988). It also anticipated 
critiques of science that would show the continuity of ‘science’ and ‘fiction’, as 
subsequently articulated by Haraway (1991). It is worth noting that Wolff was most 
clearly troubling the ‘science’ and ‘fiction’ binary in a chapter in which she was 
trying to shed light on the Ur-binary (so-to-speak) underlying discourses of sexuality 
- what she called the ‘irrelevant notions of “masculinity” and “femininity”’ (p. 53) 
and their polarization as sex-bound characteristics: ‘in every human being, female 
and male, there are seeds of activity and passivity, extroversion and introversion, 
spontaneity and reserve, impulsiveness and patience, brutality and tenderness... these 
human properties have no sex markings’ (pp. 53 -  54).
Wolff offered the proviso that, although she ‘found necessary to use these 
terms because they are ingrained in the vocabulary of professionals and laymen [sic] 
alike, [she] would do so with inverted commas’ (p. 34). Faute de mieux, she 
proposed to replace such ‘ill-conceived notions’ with ‘a sense of maleness’ and ‘a 
sense of femaleness’, which would shift the emphasis from anatomical sex but be 
intelligible to those still using the old terms, as well as acknowledge their being
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experienced as ‘gender identity’ from the first-person point of view, whatever the 
anatomical sex of the individual.
Wolff maintained that a bi-gender identity was the basis of bisexuality, but 
she cited male transvestites with heterosexual lifestyles as a notable exception in 
which such ‘natural bisexuality’ (p. 54) was not expressed in a bisexual lifestyle. 
W olffs conceptualization o f ‘bi-gender identity’ is close to Bem’s (1974, 1975) 
‘androgyny’. Indeed Wolff praised Bem for putting forward a model of androgyny 
with independent dimensions, rather than one dimension with two poles, whereby 
androgyny would be obscured by ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity” s reciprocal elision. 
Yet she did not just adopt Bem’s vocabulary: in the course of describing Bem’s work 
on androgyny, Wolff used ‘psychological hermaphroditism’ and ‘psychological 
bisexuality’ as synonyms within the same paragraph (p. 38).
As she would subsequently report in the introduction to the paperback 
(second) edition of Bisexuality (1979), after the book’s publication, she realized, from 
the responses of some reviewers and of many people who attended her lectures and / 
or who had contacted her, that clarification as to the difference between androgyny 
and bisexuality was needed. In the new edition, a further autobiography, ‘Alice’, was 
added to illustrate the difference (as well as the overlap) between bisexuality and 
androgyny, and in an appendix Wolff (1979) explained that both bisexuality and 
androgyny as they are known in the West have their origins in the myth of 
Hermaphroditus, but, while ‘the concept of androgyny is also related to physical 
appearance... bisexuality is not’ and while ‘the word androgyny only applies to 
human beings, bisexuality... is apparent in the whole of nature’ (p. 200).
She argued that ‘androgyny or bisexuality inside the Self is the basis of 
creative energy ’ (p. 200, emphasis in the original) and that this was particularly 
evident in writers -  ‘how otherwise, could a novelist make characters of the opposite 
sex come alive?...whether it is combined with bisexuality in human relationships or 
not’ (p. 201). She followed this with many examples to illustrate ‘the co-existence of 
androgyny and bisexuality’ (p. 202) from literature and the arts, from Sappho to the 
Bloomsbury Group and beyond. Finally, she considered androgyny, bisexuality and
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creativity in some of the participants’ autobiographies, and reiterated their desire for a 
‘bisexual society’ -  seen as a society beyond sexual categorization.
There is a strong similarity between W olffs assertion that androgyny or 
bisexuality inside the self is the basis of creative energy and the conceptualization of 
liminality as creative force discussed in Chapter 4. Androgyny and bisexuality, like 
liminal ity, eschew the ‘either/or’ imperative of the dichotomous ‘social order’ and, to 
echo Morawski’s (1994) words a propos of feminist psychology, they enshrine the 
potential to shape ‘newer social relations and practices’ (p. 56) - which Wolff 
conceptualized as a ‘bisexual society’.
In the addition to the second edition of the book, the disruption of the 
‘science’ and ‘fiction’/narrative binary is very much in evidence, and artists’ 
biographies, fictional literary characters and the study participants’ own stories are all 
used as ‘communications about the mind’^ ° - as Wolff wrote in her response to 
Padel’s (1978) review - to give a voice to an identity, bisexuality, but also to resist 
‘fixing’ and categorization.
There is also scope for considering another ‘character’, so-to-speak, the 
storyteller, namely Wolff herself. As previously mentioned, Wolff approached her 
research phenomenologically, and, in describing the methodology of the study, in 
Bisexuality she offered anecdotes and reflexive notes on how important she deemed 
her interaction with the participants, aclmowledging that the researcher is part of the 
research process. To the present day reader, considering W olffs liminality and in 
particular her liminal, androgynous gender presentation, as discussed in Chapter 4, 
the researcher seems especially in evidence in the addition to the second edition of 
Bisexuality. It is here that W olffs work on bisexuality, which seems to emerge from 
a life of liminality, is particularly attuned to the possibilities and affordances of 
liminality, not just in problematizing binaries with bisexuality and androgyny, but 
also in the refusal to separate the ‘aesthetic’ from the ‘scientific’ / empirical (as 
noted, Wolff used examples from artists’ biographies and literary characters as well 
as the narratives of the participants in the study) and the liminal storyteller from the
W olff to the Editor o f The Listener, [05?]/09.02.78.
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story. Further consideration to ‘the storyteller’s tale’ will be given in Chapter 7 in the 
context of W olff s contribution to theorizing biography as ‘doing history’.
6.6. From identity to queering of categorization.
W olffs reflections in ‘Reactions to Bisexuality' and her continuing engagement with 
the topic beyond the two editions of the book (she lectured on bisexuality and 
androgyny well into the 1980s) document a constant battle with the discursive 
limitations that bisexuality seems to throw into relief. For example, Wolff reported a 
negative comment from a woman at one of her lectures who had said, ‘Always this “I 
am what I am”. I am sick of it.’ W olffs comment was: ‘No answer from me’ (p. 3).^’ 
In a lecture to a meeting of PEN, the association of writers,^^ Wolff seemed to 
foreshadow Sedgwick’s (1990) perplexity that of all the bases that human sexuality 
could have, gender of erotic object choice should be considered such a hegemonic 
watershed; Wolff did not so much argue for a new axis of difference, but showed her 
exasperation with the engraving of boundary lines: ‘Love is love, whether its object 
belongs to the other or the same sex... I have never forgotten the words of an old 
friend of mine who said many years ago: “Wo die Liebe hinfallt^^, da bleibt sie 
liegen”. (Where love falls down, there it remains lying down)’ (p. 5). This extends 
what she had written in Bisexuality against the categorization of erotic economies: 
‘Sexual categorization is an artificial exercise...[for example] highly sexed 
heterosexuals are inclined to “try everything” in the pursuit of pleasure. Their sexual
This exchange took place at a lecture to the South Place Ethical Society, Conway Hall, London, 29 
November 1977. Reported in the unpublished typed document ‘Reactions to Bisexuality’, p. 3. 
Charlotte W olff Archive, HoPC, BPS, London.
^^The lecture took place in London on 2 February 1983; the title was ‘Bisexuality and Androgyny as 
the basic premise for understanding human beings’ (unpublished typed document, Charlotte W olff 
Archive, HoPC, BPS, London).
PEN (originally an acronym, for ‘Poets, Essayists and Novelist’) is an international association o f  
writers founded in London in 1921by C. A. Dawson Scott to promote literature and freedom o f  
expression. Currently it has chapters in 104 countries. http://www.internationalpen.org.ul</
The coiTect spelling is ‘hinfallt’, but the document was typed using a typewriter with an English 
keyboard.
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versatility includes sensual explorations which are special ingredients in homosexual 
love-making’ (Wolff, 1977, p. 64).
Wolff saw in bisexuality the potential to end (dare we say ‘queer’?) 
categorization, but to do so it had to coalesce into an identity, to then ‘self-destruct’ 
as an identity having fulfilled its potential, as Altman (1971) had tentatively 
envisaged for the category of the ‘ homosexual’ and as Gamson (1995) would later 
predict for identity movements vis-à-vis ‘queer’. At this desired point, bisexuality 
would no longer be, in Weeks’ (1995/2003) phrase, a ‘necessary fiction’, in a 
categorization-free world.
After the German translation of Bisexuality was published in 1979,^  ^anthropologist 
Gisela Bleibtreu-Ehrenberg, who around that time had begun a correspondence with 
Wolff that would continue until W olffs death in 1986, wrote a review of the book in 
the glossy magazine Psychologie Heute, entitled ‘In every man exists a woman 
which opened with the statement: ‘Since the sexologist Magnus Hirschfeld 
discovered a hypothetical “third sex”,^  ^it has taken about 70 years to bring order into 
the chaos of terms that he originated’ (Bleibtreu-Ehrenberg, 1980, p. 82). By way of 
illustration, Bleibtreu-Ehrenberg reported an anecdote regarding an exchange she had 
had ten years before with a well-known jurist who had conflated ‘intersex’ with 
‘homosexual’ -  and she asserted that, after the publication of Bisexuality, which 
clarified matters, ‘no one would make such mistakes and aspire to be taken seriously 
thereafter’ (p. 82). Far from considering W olffs stance ‘ambiguous’ (cf. Storr,
Interestingly, like Wolff, Altman (1971) had considered bisexuality central to the end o f  
categorization: ‘The vision o f  liberation that I hold is precisely one that would make the homo / hetero 
distinction iirelevant. For that to happen, however, we shall all have to recognize our bisexual 
potential, and until that is done, homosexuality, like blaclcness, will remain a major category that 
defines our lives’ (p. 218). In the second edition o f Bisexuality W olff included Homosexual 
Oppression and Liberation in the expanded bibliography, specifying that the book was published in 
the UK in 1974.
The German version followed the 1979 expanded UK edition.
In the original, ‘In jedem Mann steckt eine Frau’. The verb ‘stecken’ has the connotation o f ‘to 
hide’, to be at the bottom or deep (and therefore hidden away); yet the alternative translation ‘in every 
man hides a woman’ would unduly ‘sensationalize’ the title o f  the review / article.
As noted in Chapter 3, Hirschfeld recognized the limitations o f  this expression (Hirschfeld, 1904) 
and hardly ever used it unqualified (see Bauer, 2003; Brennan & Hegarty, 2007).
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1999a), Bleibtreu-Ehrenberg presents Wolff as a taxonomist tracing demarcation 
lines where confusion reigned. So, she argues, the chapter on gender identity and 
sexual orientation should be ‘compulsory reading for all who deal with transvestism 
or transsexualism’ and Wolff is praised for shedding light, ‘also for interested lay 
people, on the categorization of the various sexual deviances...the bodily as well as 
the psychological. ..and on their different origin’ (p. 82).
Present day readers might perhaps disagree about the clarity and consistency 
of W olff s assertions in Bisexuality -  to quote just one example, the claim that ‘a 
mother’s favouritism for a son is on a different plane from that for a daughter. A 
special closeness and unconscious magnetism draws mother and son together. In 
extreme cases their bond leads to complete identification which, under circumstances, 
makes the boy a transsexual’ (p. 83). As noted, the book’s contradictions and at 
times unsubstantiated assertions make it difficult ‘to appropriate’ or to use 
strategically for contemporary debates on bisexuality. However, Bleibtreu- 
Ehrenberg’s (1980) observations highlight how the discussion of bisexuality 
instantiates binaries (as well as the attendant challenges to binary conceptualization) 
as regards anatomy, gender identity and sexual orientation.
In order to avoid slipping into essentialism, it is more productive to ask, as 
Hemmings (2002) does, following Sedgwick (1990), ‘how certain categorizations 
work, what enactments they are performing and what relations they are creating, 
rather than what they essentially mean’ (Hemmings, 2002, p. 8).^  ^ Wolff was very 
aware that the relations discursively produced by sexual categorization in a society in 
which ‘normal’ is synonymous with ‘heterosexual’ entail inequality and 
discrimination; in the second edition of the book, she stated:
Nobody would classify anyone of a conventional life style as the heterosexual 
Mr or Mrs Somebody, but a homo- or bisexual person is first and foremost 
categorized as such. The focus on their ‘orientation’ is bound to make them 
acutely self-conscious and ill-at-ease (Wolff, 1979, p. 206).
Original quote: Sedgwick (1990, p. 27).
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The function of the category ‘bisexuality’ would be to reach a ‘bisexual society’ in 
which gender of sexual object choice would not matter, eradicating the inequality 
predicated upon discourses o f ‘orientation’, and, as noted, eventually making 
bisexuality itself, like all categories, obsolete. It can be argued that this is a utopian 
idea, a vague gesture towards a distant future, remembering the caveat put forward by 
Angelides (2001), Fox (1996) and Petford (2003) that constructions of bisexuality 
tend to place it in the distant past or in the distant future, precluding its existence in 
the present. Furthermore, as ‘bisexuality’ itself is produced through categorization 
(albeit en route to ending categorization), and considering the taxonomic endeavour 
that characterizes (especially the introduction to) Bisexuality {vide Bleibtreu- 
Ehrenberg, 1980), W olffs efforts could be seen as a valiant but ultimately doomed 
attempt to dismantle the master’s house with the master’s tools (Lorde, 1984).
Yet, the tension between the need to name and story bisexuality into existence 
(not least to counteract its routine elision), and the need to go beyond labels as 
presciently articulated by Wolff in Bisexuality in the Seventies is equally contingent 
in present times in the context of queer theory, which, as Barker and Langdridge 
(2008) note, problematizes identities. The way forward, as regards what Gamson
(1995) has called ‘the queer dilemma’, for Barker and Langdridge (2008) eschews 
‘either / or’ - refusing another binary / categorical choice for bisexuality to contend 
with. Rather, it is closer to a ‘both / and’ approach. Barker and Langdridge (2008) 
recognize that ‘queer theory has much to offer -  personally, politically and 
theoretically’, while pointing out the danger that the queer umbrella may create ‘a 
new way of silencing bisexuality before it has even found a voice’ (p. 392). It would 
be damaging, they argue, to ‘leave history lacking a bisexual story’ (p. 392). It could 
be argued in addition, in the light of Charlotte W olffs work reviewed in this chapter, 
that it would be particularly damaging to leave history neglecting an 
acknowledgement of her pioneering contribution to sexuality theory and research, to 
‘storying’ bisexuality into an identity and to the querying and ‘queering’ of 
categorizations.
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Chapter 5 has already discussed W olffs anxiety over categorizations such as 
‘feminist’ and ‘lesbian’ as well as her engagement through her research on ‘love 
between women’ to foster understanding of sexual minorities and to fight prejudice. 
The present chapter has described how, in theorizing and researching bisexuality, 
Wolff problematized binaries not only as regards sex, gender and sexuality, but also 
as regards the ‘science’ and ‘fiction’ dichotomy and the hierarchy therein enshrined. 
This makes W olffs work relevant to present day scholarship not just in the context of 
the study of sexuality, but more widely as an anti-essentialist and anti-realist 
endeavour. The next chapter will consider how Wolff continued to disrupt the 
‘science’ and ‘fiction’ binary in theorizing biography (which, as noted, she saw as a 
phenomenological endeavour, as ‘portrait’ rather than a purportedly objective 
‘photograph’), thereby querying and ‘queering’ the view o f ‘doing history’ (of which 
‘doing biography’ can be considered a form) as ‘objective’, ‘scientific’ project.
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CHAPTER?
CHARLOTTE WOLFF AS BIOGRAPHER OF MAGNUS HIRSCHFELD
AND THE POSSIBILITIES AND BOUNDARIES OF ‘BIOGRAPHY’ AS
DOING HISTORY’
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7.1. Introduction -  Biography and history of psychology.
As the author of two autobiographies (Wolff, 1969, 1980), one autobiographical 
novel (Wolff, 1976) and a biography of Magnus Hirschfeld (Wolff, 1986), Charlotte 
Wolff knew the importance of (auto)biography. For someone forced to leave hastily 
and in fear of their life with just a suitcase and their imagination, every word recorded 
is an act of healing and of latter-day resistance against the public burning of books 
and the destruction of a culture.
It is not surprising then that, as will be seen, Wolff made a considerable 
contribution to theorizing the place of biography in ‘doing history’. This chapter will 
use the parallels in Hirschfeld and W olffs lives and work, W olffs biography of 
Hirschfeld, and correspondence and archival material pertaining to its writing -  
together with the other major Hirschfeld biography currently available (Herzer, 
1992/2001) to open up further space in ‘historiography of psychology’ for Igbtq  ^
history in line with similar work on the biographies of such figures as Alfred Kinsey 
and Harry Stack Sullivan (e.g. Capshew et al, 2003, Hegarty, 2005) -  as seen in 
Chapter 2 - and to interrogate the possibilities of biography in the history of 
psychology. One model of engagement with the issues of ‘forgetting’ and 
‘salvaging’ in Igbtq history has been discussed already in Chapters 2 and 3 with 
reference to Nestle’s Lesbian Herstory Archives and the function of autobiography.
Referencing Derrida (1996), Hegarty (2005) argues that these shifts and the 
different lives they give rise to ‘animate Sullivan’s ghost to make it assent with their
Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer.
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own narrative’ (p. 46). Keeping in mind these issues surrounding biography, now we 
turn to the ‘ghost’ of Magnus Hirschfeld, the sexologist and campaigner for gay 
rights avant la lettre.
7.2. The ‘parallel lives’ of Magnus Hirschfeld and his future biographer 
Charlotte Wolff.
W olffs painstakingly researched volume, published in 1986, remains to this day the 
only major Hirschfeld biogiaphy in the English language. In the nearly 500 pages of 
this work, we learn that Hirschfeld was born in 1868 in Kolberg, in the German 
region of Pomerania, near the Baltic Coast (present-day Kolobrzeg in Poland) into the 
family of a Jewish doctor. After studying philology and medicine and spending time 
at different German universities, he finally settled on medicine, obtaining his degree 
in 1892 and following his father and two elder brothers into the profession. After a 
brief period in Magdeburg, in 1896 Hirschfeld opened a private practice in Berlin and 
became well-known as a physician, although increasing anti-Semitism and his 
engagement for social issues, in particular the decriminalization of homosexuality, 
made him a controversial figure often vilified and caricatured in the press (Wolff, 
1986).
In 1897, as reported in Chapter 3, with three friends, Hirschfeld co-founded 
the ‘ Scientific-Humanitarian Committee’ (SHC)^ to campaign for the repeal of 
Paragraph 175, which criminalized homosexual acts between men. Controversy, as 
well as Hirschfield’s fame, grew in the light of his work at the Institute for Sexual 
Science, the first in the world dedicated to the study of sexuality, which he founded in 
1919. To this day, there is a riddle surrounding the provenance of the funds for the 
purchase of the two elegant adjoining buildings in the central and exclusive 
Tiergarten district where Hirschfeld established the Institute (Wolff, 1986, Herzer,
Wissenschaftlich-humanitare Komitee.
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1992/2001) -  a munificence that his ‘rob the rich, give to the poor’ approach to 
medical fees could not justify.
Long before the Nazi regime came to power in January 1933, Hirschfeld had 
been the target of anti-Semitic attacks, but he was abroad when, between the 6“^ and 
the 10^  ^of May 1933, thousands of books and works of art were publicly burned in 
the Opernplatz (Opera Square) and the Institute for Sexual Science became one of the 
first targets of Nazi storm troopers sent to destroy all ‘degenerate’ culture.^ In 1930 
Hirschfeld had been invited by Berlin-born sexologist Harry Benjamin to give 
lectures in the United States and subsequently travelled through Asia for research in 
world sexology. When he returned to Europe, he was advised by friends not to return 
to Germany and at first stayed in a ‘holiday home’ in Ascona, Switzerland. On his 
65^  ^birthday, on the 14^  ^May 1933, he relocated to Paris, where, soon afterwards, he 
saw the plundering of the Institute for Sexual Science in a cinema newsreel (Wolff, 
1986). In Paris, Hirschfeld worked towards establishing a new Institute for Sexual 
Science; he made contact with many intellectuals, and founded -  if only in name -  a 
new Institute, before settling in Nice, where, as noted in Chapter 3, he died in May 
1935, on his sixty-seventh birthday.
A film-maker wishing to highlight the threads and turns of Hirschfeld’s life 
that parallel those of his future biographer Charlotte Wolff would possibly split the 
screen into two or edit a sequence so as to show Hirschfeld and Wolff being 
(separately) in Paris at the same time. Wolff arrived about two weeks after him, 
having fled Berlin, but they moved in émigré intellectual circles that never 
overlapped enough for them to meet.
Apart from precipitous emigration to Paris in May 1933, Hirschfeld and 
W olffs lives arguably show many similarities, even when taking into account that 
Wolff, born in 1897, was almost thirty years Hirschfeld’s junior, and that she died 
shortly before her eighty-ninth birthday. Like him, she came from a bourgeois
 ^ As Herzer (1997) has reported, there is only one witness account -  by Günter Maeder (who had been 
the Institute’s second secretary) departing from this date and placing the plundering o f the Institute 
much earlier, at the beginning o f the year when the Nazis came into power. [Herzer, M. (1997) In 
Memoriam Günter Maeder. Capri, No 23, May 1997, 16-17].
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Jewish family - her father was a grain merchant - from the Baltic region. As seen, 
she too divided her interests between medicine and the humanities and eventually 
practised as a doctor in Berlin.
The new ideas proposed by Hirschfeld and his circle and the ‘permissive’ 
Zeitgeist of the Weimar Republic'^ proved an influence on Wolff who, as a welfare 
doctor became involved, as seen, in a pilot scheme to provide free family planning to 
working class women. The family planning clinic -  which Wolff (1980) would later 
describe as her ‘first lessons in sexology and psychotherapy’ (p. 102) was not far 
from the Institute for Sexual Science where another team of doctors and professionals 
counselled couples. Although Wolff never met Hirschfeld, she was aware of his 
work. In retrospect, fifty years later, she would remember her commitment ‘to make 
a contribution to this new venture [sexology] which broke through the frontiers of 
current social and medical attitudes’ (p. 103).
Both in Love Between Women (1971) and in Bisexuality (1977/1979) she 
acknowledged Hirschfeld’s pioneering work on these topics, however, it was not until 
a ‘fan’ of her own work, Birgit Benitz, started to send from Berlin, from 1977, many 
packages containing reprints of Hirschfeld’s writings and Hirschfeld-related material, 
that Wolff considered engaging with the project of writing his biography and in July 
1980 she began reading at the British Library (Wolff, 1986).
7.3. Magnus Hirschfeld’s ‘other’ life: Jewish gay socialist.
In the course of her research for the Hirschfeld biography, Wolff, at the end of March 
1981, approached Manfred Herzer, a gay activist and historian, then a librarian at the 
Amerika Gedenk-Bibliothek in Berlin. He replied that he would be happy to put the 
material he had collected on Hirschfeld at her disposal. Herzer stated that the 
previous year he himself was planning to wiite a biography of Magnus Hirschfeld but
In Hindsight (1980) W olff pondered, ‘Was it his [Magnus Hirschfeld’s] influence that made the 
Germany o f the Twenties the first European country where sexual freedom was preached and 
practised, or did the Weimar Republic make a Magnus Hirschfeld possible? In any event, the time 
must have been right for both’ (p. 72).
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that he had put on hold the project in favour of a new work, ‘Capitalism and 
Homosexuality’,^  in which he intended to incorporate some of the Hirschfeld 
material.^
Indeed, when Herzer did publish the first edition of his Hirschfeld biography, 
more than a decade later, in 1992 (six years after Wolffs) with the subtitle ‘Life and 
work of a Jewish, gay and socialist sexologist’,^  the extremely detailed chapter 
‘Sozialdemokratie’ (‘Social democracy’) reflects the engagement with the politico- 
economic forces of a given context on the part of the biographer, as well as on 
Hirschfeld’s part.
7.4. Theorizing biography in the making: W olff and Herzer in dialogue.
As noted, Wolff had approached Herzer a few months into her research on Magnus 
Hirschfeld. They shared information and a twenty-month correspondence until they 
fell out -  with Wolff accusing Herzer of withdrawing important information allegedly 
loiown to him. In particular, she accused him of not sharing the address of 
Hirschfeld’s great-niece who lived in Scotland and who was apparently in possession 
of many letters written by Hirschfeld to her father, his nephew.^ Herzer, in his turn, 
accused Wolff of conveniently keeping secret the Hirschfeld-related correspondence 
she was allegedly entertaining with various institutions in America, in particular the
 ^Although ‘Capitalism and Homosexuality’ does not seem to have seen publication as a volume, a 
distinct attention to politico-economic forces from a leftist perspective has characterized Herzer’s 
subsequent work -  e.g. Herzer, M. (1995) Communists, Social Democrats, and the Homosexual 
Movement in the Weimar Republic. Journal o f  Homosexuality 29(2-3), 197 -  226 [also available as a 
chapter in: G. Hekma, H. Oosterhuis & J. Steakley (Eds) (1995) Gay Men and the Sexual History o f  
the Political Left (pp. 197-226). Binghamton, NY, USA: Hamngton Park Press].
® Herzer to Wolff, 03.04.81.
’ The original subtitle o f Herzer’s biography o f Hirschfeld reads: ,Leben und Werk eines jüdischen, 
schwulen und sozialistischen Sexologen’. The German word Schwul has no exact English equivalent 
-  perhaps ‘gay’ is too recent to render the much older Schwul and, as Herzer acknowledges, ‘perhaps 
queer would be a more appropriate translation’ (personal communication, 24 August, 2007) but he 
personally prefers and conceptualizes it as ‘gay’.
® W olff to Herzer, 02.11.82.
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Kinsey Institute in Bloomington, Indiana.^ Furthermore, he deplored what he saw as 
her tendency to seek ‘territorial’ exclusivity not just to materials but also to the few 
remaining witnesses who had Icnown Hirschfeld at the Institute for Sexual Science/^ 
Wolff stated that she simply did not want ‘replication’. Herzer had arranged for 
Erwin J. Haeberle,^' whom Wolff intensely disliked, to interview the same witnesses 
he introduced to her, and she perceived this ‘duplication’ like ‘a slap in the face’.^  ^
Haeberle was securing many interviews -  in Germany and in the USA - with 
such witnesses for a large-scale project on sexology in Hirschfeld’s times. Wolff 
accused Haeberle of being selfish and exploitative, and she warned Herzer against 
him. Wolff had contacted Haeberle earlier, and she berated him for not following up 
on his promises and for not replying to her letters. When relations with Herzer 
became strained, she made a point of warning the Berlin eyewitnesses from 
Hirschfeld’s time that Herzer, too, as well as Haeberle, was untrustworthy.*'^
When W olffs (1986) Hirschfeld biography was published, she giatefully 
acknowledged Herzer’s help at four different points in the introduction, in spite of 
their association ending quite abruptly, and she mentioned that it was through his 
‘good offices’ (p. 10) that she obtained access to witnesses. In the introduction she 
also deplored that Hirschfeld’s great-niece’s address had been withheld from her 
(although she did not indicate by whom).
To this day Herzer (personal communication, 5 August 2007) finds it difficult 
to understand why Wolff suddenly turned against him. In her last item of 
correspondence with Herzer, a postcard, she hinted that she likened him to the Nazis, 
with her accusations of ‘throwing stones, figurative if not material ones, to a 
blameless person, reminding me of a time I thought consigned to a distant past, when
 ^Herzer to Wolff, 15.11.82 
Herzer to Wolff, n.d. /  2’^  ^half o f  October 1982,
'^Then, Haeberle was a professor at the Institute for Advanced Study o f Human Sexuality, San 
Francisco. The materials he collected at the time are now part o f the Magnus Hirschfeld Archive for 
Sexology at Berlin’s Humboldt University, o f  which he has been the director since its foundation in 
2001 .
W olff to Herzer, 09.10.82.
W olff to Herzer, 02.09.1982; W olff to Herzer, 09.10.82.
W olff to Maeder, 01.11.82.
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those stones were real.’ Three days later, in a letter to Erhait Lohnberg (one of the 
eyewitnesses from Hirschfeld’s time), Wolff described her falling out with Herzer 
and the content of her final postcard, explicitly stating that she thought that Herzer’s 
attitude towards her showed signs of a ‘“Nazi” mentality’.*^
In the course of their correspondence prior to this postcard, Wolff and Herzer, 
as (prospective) biographers, were already theorizing the ‘doing’ of biography long 
before the research they were then conducting (in the early Eighties) coalesced into 
their two books. Herzer’s view was that
Lohnberg and Maeder*^ are not my or your private property in the same way 
that Iwan Bloch’s son or Harry Benjamin are not Haeberle’s property. I 
would see it as a good thing if the next few years saw the publication of 50 
books on Magnus Hirschfeld and the emergence of sexology in Berlin.*^
Herzer added that, in his opinion, in the (then) present situation of research / 
scholarship, it would not be possible to write ‘the DEFINITIVE*^ book’ on the topic. 
Then, he speculated that this task cannot ever be achieved, for, ‘isn’t a book all about 
the narrative and the thoughts that an author expresses, much less about the facts? Of 
course the facts must be correct, the more they are the better, but an author is more 
than just a computer that stores facts.
Herzer’s statement exemplifies how biography is necessarily (auto)biography, 
a view also espoused in postmodern conceptualizations of the complex intertwining 
of ‘subject’ and ‘object’ of narration (e.g. Curt, 1994) whereby a biography can be
W olff to Herzer, 23.11,1982. [Courtesy o f  Manfred Herzer].
W olff to Lohnberg, 26.11.82.
As noted, Günter Maeder was the Institute’s second secretaiy. Erhart Lohnberg (who requested to 
be identified only by his inverted initials. Dr L.E., in W olffs book), as a young man from a bourgeois 
secular Jewish family, approached the Institute for Sexual Science and Hirschfeld to attempt to 
understand himself and his attraction to men. Eventually Dr L.E.’s identity was revealed after he died 
in 1989. Subsequently, Herzer wrote about Lohnberg’s life and his association with the Institute for 
Sexual Science [Herzer, M. (2005) In Memoriam Erhart Lohnberg. Capri, No 37, May 2005, 19 -  23].
Herzer to Wolff, n.d. /  2"'' half o f  October 1982.
Emphasis in the original [das ENDGÜLTIGE Buch].
Herzer to Wolff, n.d. /  2"^ ' half o f  October 1982.
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said to be as much about its author as about the Tife’ it purports to ‘write / inscribe’. 
As seen in the case of Kinsey’s biographies (Capshew et al, 2003) and Sullivan’s 
(Hegarty, 2005), the very existence of such profoundly diverging accounts based on 
virtually the same so-called ‘facts’ and sources problematizes claims to historical 
‘truth’ and lends evidence to Herzer’s idea that a book, including a biography, is 
primarily about the author’s thoughts rather than ‘facts’^ * -  as well as to Capshew et 
a /’s (2003) call for more attention to the biographer’s tale (p. 486) and Hegarty’s 
(2005) historicization of biographical narratives.
One such example of the biographer’s tale emerging from a biographical 
narrative could arguably be the prominence given by Wolff to Hirschfeld’s 
relationship to the women’s movement. In the introduction to his Hirschfeld 
biography, Herzer (1992/2001) credits Wolff with highlighting how Hirschfeld, ‘in 
spite of all his engagement for women’s rights, clung to a representation of women 
that did not depart enough from the patriarchal and misogynist representations of 
conservatives, Christians and Nazis’ (p. 28). However this point is not developed 
further by Herzer in the body of the biography beyond commenting on the paucity of 
women in the SHC, especially on its Council. This may be due to the fact that Wolff 
had already described at length and in painstaking detail, in a dedicated chapter of her 
book, the situation of the women’s movement at the time of the SHC and then the 
Institute for Sexual Science, as well as Hirschfeld’s sometimes ambiguous or 
contradictory position vis-à-vis early feminism.
While taking into account the need to pay attention to the storyteller’s tale, 
any claims as to the biographer’s investment in the biography, however seemingly 
‘substantiated’, come with a caveat. There is a danger that the ‘realist’, detective-like 
project of finding perhaps secret ‘motivations’, ‘drives’ and ‘mechanisms’ revealed, 
and proceeding in a straight, causal line from the archive, might just be transferred 
wholesale from the ‘intellectuals’ / figures whose lives are narrated, to the
Herzer to Wolff, n.d. /  2" half o f  October 1982.
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biographers. This points to the need to attend to a complexity of interwoven stories 
with symbiotic boundaries.
Sometimes ‘facts’ in the photogiaphic / ‘computer memory’ sense^^ do little to 
enhance the portrait: when W olffs Hirschfeld biography was almost finished and 
Erhart Lohnberg wrote to let her know that Magnus Hirschfeld’s last will and 
testament had been found and an article on these latest developments had appeared in 
the Mitteilungen [Reports/Newsletter] of the Magnus Hirschfeld Society^^ -  Wolff 
replied that she was grateful, but that this certainly valuable information was not 
going to add much to her ‘portrait.. .not a cold photograph’ of Hirschfeld.^"* The need 
to go beyond ‘the photographic’ or ‘computer-like’ rendering of a person’s life in a 
biography is very clearly reiterated in W olffs (1986) introduction to Magnus 
Hirschfeld, subtitled Portrait o f  a Pioneer in Sexology -  in which she considers that a 
biography, qua ‘depiction / record of a life’ can attempt to be photographic or like a 
‘painted portrait’:
Our ‘loiowledge’ about a person [even ourselves] is nothing but subjective 
interpretation. A ‘photographic’ account of the minutest data of an 
individual’s life and work could never project an image of his personality. A 
portrait might, with luck, be able to do this (p. 14).
This seems to be an apparent reversal of Walter Benjamin’s (1936) argument that 
mechanical reproduction liberated art from being representational and from its
Herzer to Wolff, n.d. /  2"^ * half o f  October 1982. 
Lohnberg to Wolff, 18.11.84.
The Magnus-Hirschfeld-Gesellschaft was founded in 1982 by members o f  the gay and lesbian 
movement in (then) West Berlin. The article on the discoveiy o f  Hirschfeld’s will was published in 
Heft 4 [Issue 4] o f the Mitteilungen, October 1984. W olff (1986) was able to include in the book the 
information that, with the permission and power o f attorney o f Hirschfeld’s great-niece, the will had 
been found in a German archive (although written in Nice on January 15,1935) by Manfred 
Baumgardt and published in the Mitteilungen.
W olff to Lohnberg, 26.11.84.
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dependence on the ritual.^^ W olffs distinction between ‘photography’ and ‘portrait’ 
is perhaps only, as noted, an apparent reversal of Benjamin’s argument; it could also 
be considered an extension of Benjamin’s ideas; it is the liberation from striving 
towards ‘objective’ writing (arguably the equivalent o f ‘photography’) that has freed 
biography writing from its subjection to the merely representational. This also 
concurs -  down to the use of technological metaphors -  with Herzer’s rejection of the 
biographer as mere ‘computer that stores facts’. This view does not necessarily 
underestimate painstaking research of ‘facts’, but, rather, it posits that ‘facts’ do not 
exist independently of the narrative that produces them as constituting an account. 
Such a move has come with more attention to reflexivity in the human sciences to 
which post-structuralism and social constructionism have contributed (Foucault,
1972, Gergen, 1992, Henriquez et al, 1984, Maturana, 1988). Furthermore, it can be 
argued that the problems with the ‘representational’ in ‘doing history’ (e.g. diverging 
accounts based on the same sources) mirror the ‘methodological horrors’ highlighted 
by Woolgar (1988) in the case of a purportedly ‘objectivist’ science (as discussed in 
Chapter 6) -  when historians promulgate a top-down, ‘Newtonian’ view of history as 
‘objective, “scientific” project’.
7.5. Theorizing biography, problematizing dichotomies and boundaries.
Herzer and W olffs books remain to this day, well after two decades since the 
publication of Wolff s volume and fifteen since the publication of the 1®* edition of 
Herzer’s, the only two major biographies of Magnus Hirschfeld, although other 
endeavours have focused on parts of his life and work and have advanced Hirschfeld 
scholarship (notably Bauer, 2003, 2006).
Benjamin maintained that in previous times the painted portrait or sculpture was invested with 
power on account o f what or whom it stood for, and that the advent o f photography liberated art from 
this link.
Incidentally, Walter Benjamin was one o f  the many Berlin intellectuals W olff was acquainted with 
during the Weimar Republic. W olff impressed the philosopher so much that, in those years o f financial 
instability, he went to see W olff’s parents to plead with them to continue to support her university 
studies and eventually, through his wife Dora, found a Dutch benefactor to fund her with a stipend 
(Wolff, 1980).
Herzer to Wolff, n.d. /  half o f  October 1982.
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The 1999 film The Einstein ofSex^^ -  subtitled ‘Life and work of Dr Magnus 
Hirschfeld’ -  by film director and gay activist Rosa von Praunheim cannot be 
considered a ‘biography’ in the conventional sense. And yet, neither Wolff nor 
Herzer would have excluded the film from the biographical corpus by virtue of its 
medium or von Praunheim’s straddling of historical reconstruction and artistic 
endeavour. W olffs (1986) idea of biography as ‘portrait’ has already been discussed, 
and Chapter 6 has considered how she questioned the dichotomous separation of 
‘science’ and ‘fiction’ in Bisexuality and broke the (alleged) boundaries between the 
‘aesthetic’ and the ‘scientific’ / empirical when she used examples from artists’ 
biographies and literary characters as well as the narratives of her participants to 
articulate a clarification of androgyny and bisexuality.
In the preface to the second edition of his Hirschfeld biography, Herzer 
(2001) contemplates how;
... it is always legitimate, and particularly in consideration of the paucity of 
information on Hirschfeld, to seek to approach an understanding of historical 
figures or events through artistic means. A historical novel, a drama piece, a 
film can lay open the truth content of the course of historical events with often 
astonishing accuracy. They do not make the work of the historian at all 
redundant, but in certain fortunate instances, they can complete it (p. 20).
Herzer sees von Praunheim’s film as a character study in this spirit, ‘filling with 
fictional narrative the gaps left by research. That the film sometimes treats quite 
liberally the ascertained facts does not detract from the psychological truthfulness of 
the portrait’ (p. 21). Herzer cites the sequence in the film in which Hirschfeld’s quite 
sudden and otherwise unexplained possession of the fabulous sum of money that in 
1919 enabled him to purchase two adjacent villas in the centre of Berlin to establish 
the Institute for Sexual Science is explained by his having performed a sex-change
^Original title: Der Einstein des Sex. Leben und Werk des Dr Magnus Hirschfeld.
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operation on the hermaphrodite family member of a rich oriental sultan -  something 
that, Tike many other events in the film, is entirely fictional. However, the fictions 
suit the psychology of the Hirschfeld portrait that the film sketches, so that what 
emerges is the paradoxical effect of veridicity in spirit although the “facts” are not 
righf (p. 21). Whether ‘entirely fictional’, as Herzer says, or, in any case, impossible 
to verify with existing records, this particular example, shown in the film in rather 
‘cartoonish’ tones, may be seen as making a very rash claim, and one replete with 
stereotypes of ‘rich oriental sultans’ and of doctors as ‘hired hands’; at the same time 
it illustrates the possibility of breaking down the aesthetic / ‘factual’ boundary. 
Furthermore, in recent years, the view that the artificiaP^ is even ‘more real’ than the 
‘real’ object it represents has emerged in postmodern thinking, notably at the 
intersection of social constructionism and the theorizing of new technologies and 
‘virtual’ environments (e.g. Stone, 1995).^^
In Chapter 2, it has been seen how historians like Soderqvist (1996), while not 
subscribing to some of the extreme post-structuralism ‘posturing’, would welcome a 
cross-fertilization of ideas and mediums, for example the use of film, the use of 
fictionalised ‘reconstructions’ in the style made famous by Simon Shama (1991) -  
actions and devices that show that the boundaries between the ‘factual’ and the 
‘fictional’ are more permeable than usually thought.
Cvetkovich (2002) troubles the more or less explicitly hierarchical artistic / 
factual dichotomy by exploring the cultural meanings that coalesce around a (lesbian 
history) fictional archive in the film by Cheryl Dunye The Watermelon Woman 
(1996)^°. The boundaries between ‘real’ and ‘fictional’ blur and the archive as a site
Both in English and in German, as well as in Romance languages the words for ‘artV‘aitistic 
creation’ are closely related in etymology to ‘artificial’/ ‘not “natural”’.
Stone (1995) for instance cites the radio drama example o f  fire being best represented by crumbling 
cellophane rather than by holding a microphone to a real fire.
In this film, for which the terms ‘mockumentary’ or ‘faux documentary’ would not merely neutrally 
describe its alleged genre, but reinforce the real / fictional dichotomy, a video store assistant, Cheryl, 
played by the director, becomes obsessed with Fae Richards, a (fictional) African American actress 
who played stereotypical maid roles in the 1930s. Cheryl visits fictional lesbian archives (although 
modelled closely on existing ones, the LHA) in her quest to find material on the object o f  her 
obsession. The viewer sees ‘archival’ photos o f Fae with her white lover Martha, etc. -  but these 
photos are all posed by the film’s protagonists, and styled and shot in much more contemporary times 
by the photographer Zoe Leonard.
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of history and as an institution (albeit a grassroots one) is simultaneously made fun of 
(almost affectionately) and made visible and relevant.
The implications of this blurring of boundaries between ‘real’ and ‘artistic’ 
(that casts a doubt on the legitimacy of the distinction) have yet to be fully explored 
for biography in history and academia beyond the existing genre of avowed 
‘fictionalised biography’. As Herzer (2001) hastens to add, in line with current 
prescriptions on the place of biography in ‘doing history’,
that the facts must be right is unfortunately the first condition for the entirely 
inartistic task of exploring Hirschfeld’s life and work and Lehensgefühf^ 
through writing history, with very few certain facts and many unanswered 
questions and dark spots, a far cry from the nicely rounded picture offered by 
the imagination of a film-maker (p. 21).
If Rosa von Praunheim’s film, as artistic creation, made by an activist (although a 
prominent one) as an independent production, helps to understand Magnus Hirschfeld 
as a historical figure, Charlotte W olffs life, too, has been recently revisited in an 
artistic endeavour, the installation Everything I  Need (Buckingham, 2007), which 
premiered in London in April 2007. It could be argued that this adds to W olffs 
understanding more than the factual knowledge of the exact dates and times she 
boarded the planes when, hailed as a feminist icon, she returned to Germany at the 
end of the Seventies to give lectures and readings.
The main objection to problematizing the artistic / factual dichotomy seems to 
be neatly summarized by the phrase, ‘you’ve got to draw the line somewhere’ or 
more scholarly wordings thereof. There are practical reasons why the line has been, 
is - and probably will be - drawn, at different points and with a pencil of varying 
sharpness, so-to-speak. However, the material presented in this chapter points to the 
contention that a policing of boundaries would preclude alternatives that would be
(Literally) ‘feeling o f life’ -  experience / enjoyment o f  life.
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interesting for intellectual historians to explore, along the lines indicated by Dunye
(1996), von Praunheim (1999) and Buckingham (2007).
In the history of psychology, what is presented and understood as ‘factual’ 
history is increasingly being recognized as the result of historical processes, as seen 
in Chapter 2 with the deconstruction of textbook, ceremonial stories handed down 
from one generation of psychologists to the next (Cherry, 1995; Harris, 1979).
Thus, it is important to ask why, how, and with what effects widely Icnown myths 
about the history of psychology entrench themselves in popular accounts, rather than 
simply to undertake a revisionist project of ‘correction’. There is an argument for the 
extension of this process of recognition of the plurality of accounts in ‘doing history’, 
to the inclusion of the ‘artistic’. In other words, the demise of the ‘factual’ suggests 
that the time may be right to reconsider the artistic / factual dichotomy.
Another story to which ‘biography’ could open up is that of the process of writing the 
biography, of interacting with sources and witnesses. Herzer’s wish to see, as 
reported above, ‘in the next few years fifty books’ on Hirschfeld^^ positions him as 
someone who had reason to expect to live to witness these new developments (and 
possibly play a part in them). Indeed, at the time of his correspondence with Wolff, 
Herzer was in his early thirties, and eventually he would be a major player in the 
founding of the Schwules Museum [Gay Museum] in 1985 and of its publication, 
Capri, (of which he is still editor), two years later. This long-term perspective would 
have been impossible for Wolff, who was already eighty-five at the time, and she 
would mention in many letters to different correspondents (for example the writer 
Christa Wolf) how much energy the research for the book was taking and how this 
was detrimental to her health (Wolf & Wolff, 2004). She saw the publication of 
Magnus Hirschfeld in spring 1986 and died a few months later in September.
Wolff and other scholars who researched Hirschfeld’s life and times Icnew 
that any people who had personally known Hirschfeld, even if young at the time.
Herzer to Wolff, n.d. / 2" half o f October 1982.
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would be, if still alive in the early 1980s, quite elderly. Under these circumstances, 
prompt action was required to record the testimony of these potential witnesses for 
posterity, for nothing can stop the holocaust -  literally, ‘total burning’ -  operated by 
the passing of time. There is a saying that, when a person dies, a library burns -  and 
the eyewitnesses interviewed by Haeberle (notably a 100-year old Harry Benjamin)^^ 
and by Herzer and Wolff could be described as ‘burning libraries’,w i t h  Wolff also 
being acutely aware that she shared that position. Gunter Maeder’s efforts to produce 
a drawing of the floor plan of the Institute of Sexual Science in spite of crippling 
multiple sclerosis can also be seen in this light as an effort to wrest recorded memory 
from the two fires -  the Nazi burning of the Institute and the fire of time and 
impending death. Furthermore, as Cvetkovich (2002) has remarked about the 
‘archives of trauma’, citing the examples of Igbtq history and the Holocaust, (and 
Hirschfeld’s Institute belongs to both examples), they often ‘depend so much on the 
evidence of memory, not just because of the absence of other forms of evidence but 
because of the need to address traumatic experience through witnessing and retelling’ 
(p. 110). However, retelling can also mean reliving trauma; this in itself, as well as 
Herzer’s caring towards Maeder in his illness and the difficult situation when Maeder 
(unsuccessfully) attempted suicide^^ present issues that go beyond what is laid down 
in guidelines for interacting with research participants.
The legalistic language of the guidelines of professional bodies such as the 
American Psychological Association (APA) or the BPS arguably falls short of 
covering the ramifications of seeking testimony from respondents in this unique 
position. There are indeed oral history projects that stipulate a minimum age for
Haeberle, E.J. & Benjamin, H. (1985) Der transatlantische Pendler. Bin Interview mit Harry 
Benjamin [The Transatlantic Commuter. An Inteiview with Harry Benjamin]. Sexualmedizin 14{\), 44 
-4 7 .
English version available at:
http://www2.hu-berlin.de/sexologv/GESUND/ARCHIV/TRANS B5.HTM (Retrieved 8 January 
2008).
This analogy is used to great effect in Edmund White’s (1994) collection o f  essays on popular 
culture that share a sense o f impermanence and foreboding of loss. [White, E. (1994) The Burning 
Library (Edited by David Bergman). New York: Knopf].
Maeder, in spite o f increasingly failing health, survived for another decade and died on 3 January 
1993 (Herzer, 1997).
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respondents -  evoking again the image of the burning library -  but research or even 
reflexive accounts of how these particular interactions, apart form ethical 
considerations, impact on all parties involved and on the resulting narrative, is, to my 
knowledge, uncharted apart from Fraser and Puwar (2008) who edited a special issue 
of History of the Human Sciences on ‘intimacy in research’ based on a one-day 
seminar (which I attended) in February 2008 at Goldsmiths University.
When her fan Birgit Benitz sent Wolff Hirschfeld’s works and Hirschfeld- 
related material, it was as if, with the material, a duty of care was thrust upon her -  to 
tell Hirschfeld’s story. Later, Wolff bequeathed her own papers to the BPS; in doing 
so, she placed herself -  voluntarily -  in the position of the ‘researched’. The ‘duty of 
care’ towards memory re-emerges in the present with a new configuration: the author 
of this thesis (as noted, the first researcher to gain access to the Wolff Archive) -  now 
in touch with the other Hirschfeld biographer, Herzer, is confronted with a thread that 
runs in a by no means straight line. But... why should ‘doing histoiy’ as a process 
run in a straight line? In Kundera’s (1984) words, ‘it could just as well be otherwise’ 
(p. 35) - as shall be proposed in the final section of this chapter.
7.6. Conclusions - attending ‘democratically’ to the rivulets that feed into the 
historical project.
What has emerged from this analysis of the possibilities and limitations of 
‘biography’ as it is currently understood in history of psychology, is the disjunction 
between the straight, hierarchical line of the ‘archive’ and the ‘stories’ that resist this 
prescription. As Derrida (1996) reminds us, arkhe is the place where everything 
originates, the root, and therefore it possesses the authority conferred by primacy. An 
authoritative biography then would spring from that root, keeping as close as possible 
to the arkhe / archive, promulgating a purportedly ‘truthful’ representation / story 
with ‘gravity’ -  a term in which, as noted, authority and ‘top-down’, ‘Newtonian’ 
organization of the world are conflated. However, as it has been seen, the ‘subject’ / 
storyteller stubbornly resists separation from the ‘object’ of narration, so that.
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inevitably, in Curt’s (1994) words, homo narrans narrantur. Substantially different 
accounts may be based on the same materials and sources, challenging the 
‘objectivity’ and ‘ahistoricity’ o f ‘doing biography’ or at least disrupting the top- 
down linearity of the process. The antidote to the power of the hierarchical 
organization inherent in the archive, to the malaise Derrida (1996) called mal 
d ’archive, is to decentre, to eschew such hierarchical dichotomies as ‘author / 
subject’ and ‘factual / artistic,’ and the deferral of the search for the psychological 
‘truth’ from the scientist / intellectual figure onto the biographer. Rather, different 
parallels can be spotted between different stories that emerge in ‘doing biography’, 
more like portraiture and less like fantasies of literality; ‘plateaus’, as Deleuze and 
Guattari (1980/1987) might say, that urge ‘democratic’ consideration in no particular 
order.
As Herzer wrote to Wolff about the witnesses from Hirschfeld’s times, these 
stories are not anyone’s property^^ -  they must be everyone’s. We can only echo that 
argument by calling for the history of psychology and of the human sciences to attend 
more ‘democratically’ to the different rivulets that feed into the historical project.
This would not only yield interesting possibilities for the history of the human 
sciences in general, breaking down barriers and attendant hierarchies between 
‘subject’ and ‘object’, between the so-called ‘factual’ and the ‘narrative’, between the 
‘historical’ and the ‘aesthetic’, but such suspensions of objectivist impulses would 
embody commitments to democratic scholarship. Hirschfeld, the Institute of 
Sexuality, and, arguably, Charlotte Wolff, with their two-fold belonging to the 
‘archives of trauma’ (Cvetkovich, 2002, p. 110)- the Holocaust / Jewish Diaspora 
and Igbtq history -  require forms of memory work that point to the ‘ democratization’ 
of stories and re-invention in biography. How else to wrest a legacy from what 
Haeberle (1982, p. 306) has called Hitler’s ‘enduring victory?’
Herzer to Wolff, n.d, / 2 half o f  October 1982.
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CHAPTER 8
GENERAL DISCUSSION
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8.1. But for serendipity... it could have been otherwise.
The aim of this thesis was, to consider Charlotte W olffs contribution to psychology 
and to the history of sexuality’, highlighting her contribution to theory and research 
on sexualities, feminist thinking, debates on the status of science and on the place of 
biography, including autobiography, in ‘doing history’, in line with a view of history 
that sees the past in a dynamic relationship with the present.
W olffs contribution to these areas of scholarship has been discussed in the 
individual chapters, but, in addition, there were themes that crossed the chapter 
boundaries (in W olffs spirit, perhaps) and could be considered overarching themes 
or core elements of continuity both in W olffs life and work and in this thesis. For 
example, it is argued in Chapter 4 that W olffs Jewish identity could be seen as the 
liminal identity par excellence, and the evolution of Wolff s engagement with Jewish 
identity is addressed - from ‘virtual’ German citizen with a special, difficult-to- 
define, affinity for fellow Jews during her youth, before the Nazi regime came to 
power, to ‘international Jew with a British passport’ in her later years. Chapter 7, on 
Wolff as a biographer of Magnus Hirschfeld, revisits the theme of Jewish identity and 
threatened identities, and argues that both Hirschfeld (with the Institute of Sexual 
Science) and Wolff belong two-fold to the ‘archives of trauma’ (Cvetkovich, 2002, p. 
110) -  Jewish persecution and Igbtq history.
All the original journal articles from which, as noted, the thesis’ chapters have 
been adapted, contained some biographical notes (here concentrated in Chapters 1 
and 4) to contextualize W olffs work. The very process of editing them into chapters, 
especially removing the overlap of biographical notes, highlighted the salient events 
and characteristics of W olff s life that were sine qua non in each independent article 
in order to understand her work: in all articles due prominence was given to W olffs 
persecution as a Jewish person and to her exile. There is relatively little in the Wolff 
Archive that pre-dates her flight from Germany in May 1933. Holding one of these 
few items, the now yellowish-brown copy of Vers und Prosa, which, as noted,
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published some of ‘Lotte’ W olffs poems in 1924, the reader / researcher can only 
engage in speculation reminiscent of The Unbearable Lightness o f Being, with the 
awareness that ‘it could have been otherwise’ - for example if the Nazi regime had 
not gained power and Wolff had stayed in Germany as a ‘virtually’ German writer 
and doctor. More realistically, the array of ‘what i f  s’ includes the strong possibility 
that, when the Gestapo officer followed Wolff on the Berlin underground to arrest 
her, he might have directed her to alight at a different station, or the station guard that 
recognized Wolff as the doctor who had treated his wife might not have been on duty 
at that precise moment, and Wolff might not have been released immediately, saved 
by this chance encounter. Under those circumstances, Wolff perhaps might have 
herself become one of ‘those who stayed and waited when the times got less happy, 
and they perished’, as her imaginary interior monologue considers in Buckingham’s 
(2007) art installation mentioned before. Thus, in the light of the salience of Jewish 
identity and of the experience of exile in W olffs life, future research could explore 
W olffs life and work in the context of the Jewish diaspora, opening up a dialogue 
both with Jewish studies and, more generally, with the field of exile studies.
8,2. Embracing the ‘messiness’ of history.
The process of submitting Wolff-related work for peer review and the feedback from 
reviewers provided many insights or, to reference Woolgar (1988), literally fed  back 
into my findings for this thesis as a whole. One notable example was my engagement 
with W olffs work on bisexuality. Although Bisexuality (1977/1979) is out of print in 
both editions, it is still available in some university libraries as well as local libraries, 
and to order online as a second hand-book, so at first it struck me that, with the 
history of bisexuality being widely discussed in recent times (e.g. Angelides, 2001, 
2003), no other researcher had thought of reappraising this study, although, as noted, 
Fox (2004) has widely acknowledged it as a pioneering work in the history of 
bisexuality. I had privileged access to letters that Wolff wrote to reviewers and
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journal editors and that were not published, but her published letters and the debate 
around the reception of Bisexuality could have been researched without this 
privileged access. Soon enough, I realized why this might be so: as noted in Chapter 
4, the book contains many contradictions - one paragraph seems to pre-date future 
developments in queer theory, only for the next paragraph to make some 
unsubstantiated assertion. This was a source of frustration on a personal level, but it 
was only when I received the reviews of the paper on which Chapter 4 is based from 
the Journal o f the History o f Sexuality., which praised the author(s) for rendering the 
‘messiness’ of W olffs book and her pursuing of at times contradictory strategies both 
in the book and in her correspondence with reviewers and editors after its publication, 
that my reflections moved beyond the personal level. It was then that I began to 
consider that perhaps, in working in history, some sources may be quickly scanned 
(or even laboured upon to a certain extent) and then deemed ‘untouchable’ -  in other 
words, they scream ‘historian, appropriate at your peril!’ This would be in line with 
White’s (1987) view that there is no separation of form and content: the ‘terms and 
conditions’ of the narrative are already inscribed in the ‘source’ to be reappraised or 
‘appropriated’; historians, to a certain extent, can highlight the parts that support their 
arguments and ignore or downplay those that do not, but even these strategies fail to 
bring into line, or ‘linearity’ of argument, a ‘bundle of contradictions’ such as 
Bisexuality. When history-oriented scholarship turns a spotlight on figures, works 
and events that are relevant to the present, we can trace and chart their ‘fortune’ in 
present time -  the re-discovery, the reappraisals, the interest are in the Zeitgeist, in 
the special issues of academic journal, etc. However, it is not possible ‘to chart’ in a 
systematic way a ‘non-rediscovery’, so-to-speak, or attribute it to particular 
circumstances or theoretical positions. Still, that all we have is in the realm of 
speculation - another ‘it could have been otherwise’ thread -  should be no bar to 
reflection as regards the potential role of contradiction and general ‘messiness’ in the 
‘forgetting’ of some sources, even if this means raising questions that may be 
impossible to answer.
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It could be argued that this thesis as a whole, as an anti-essentialist project, 
constitutes an endeavour to embrace ‘messiness’ and resist linearity - from W olffs 
liminality in Chapter 4, to W olffs contribution to lesbian feminism juxtaposed with 
her uneasiness with the labels ‘lesbian’ and ‘feminist’ (Chapter 5), to the negotiation 
of contradictory positions in Bisexuality (Chapter 6), as reiterated above, to W olffs 
theorizing of biography as ‘portrait’ rather than ‘photography’ (Chapter 7), thereby 
disrupting the ‘factual’ and ‘artistic’ dichotomy. Magnus Hirschfeld -  whose 
‘portrait’ by Wolff is the springboard to address the possibilities and limitations of 
biography as ‘doing history’ in Chapter 7 -  brings the thesis full circle, not just 
because, as noted in the introduction to the thesis, it was my presentation on 
Hirschfeld at the 20* Annual Conference of the History and Philosophy of 
Psychology (HPP) Section of the BPS that led to my research in The Wolff Archive. 
The article (Brennan & Hegarty, 2007) on which the presentation was based also 
embraces ‘messiness’ and resists linearity. For example the article considers the 
striking overlap between some ‘Neo-Hellenic’ ideas of the Jewish homosexual 
Benedict Friedlander -  theorist of the Community of the Special (Gemeinschaft der 
Eigenen) and the Nazi cult of the fit, masculine Aryan body (Steakley, 1975), as well 
as the ‘messiness’ of Hirschfeld’s (alleged) involvement in eugenics (within the 
social Darwinist framework of his time) that co-existed with his campaign for 
emancipation of sexual minorities. ^
’ An anecdote about the presentation o f  this article will perhaps help to illustrate the importance o f  
embracing ‘messiness’ in ‘doing history’. I have presented the aiticle twice to conference audiences - 
at the 20* HPP Conference in April 2006, as noted, and then later in the year, in October, at a meeting 
o f  the London Foucault Circle at the Centre fro Narrative Research, University o f East London. To 
show that it is dangerous to use the lens o f hindsight to separate ‘strands’ o f history that when they 
were ‘the present’, at the time they were happening, were not so easily separated, I copied on a 
presentation slide the translation o f  a brief extract from Adolf Hitler’s (1925) Mein Kampf, 
strategically chosen to be not immediately identifiable with that source, even concluding with ‘human 
law cancels out state law’ (p. 105), although only a few lines before and after that quotation Hitler 
incited racial hatred against the Jews, (which was not part o f the extract and therefore not seen by the 
audience). I asked the audience to guess where that extract came from and, after a long silence (at 
both presentations), on one occasion someone guessed right, and on the other occasion someone 
offered a name at the opposite pole of the political spectrum, ‘Gramsci?’ In both cases, a fruitful 
discussion followed, which is what I had intended to provoke with the extract. In addition, there was / 
is ample scope for reflection on the ‘tricks’ that strategic editing o f  extracts can perform, not only in 
this particular, ‘extreme’ case, but in everyday research situations, for example when quoting extracts 
from interview transcripts out o f  context / in shortened form.
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8.3. Suggestions for further research.
The main chapters of this thesis (and the articles in press that resulted from this work) 
are based on only a relatively small part of the wealth of material available in the 
Charlotte Wolff Archive and in W olffs published work. This was due to a 
combination of time constraints and the requirements of a PhD thesis located in 
(critical) social psychology / history of sexuality / history of psychology -  albeit with 
ample room for interdisciplinarity. Perhaps the most obvious ‘next step’ to extend 
this thesis by addressing other areas of W olffs work still within the broad remit of 
psychology would be to consider her work on chirology. Wolff wrote four books on 
chirology (with The Human Hand reaching three editions during the 1940s) and the 
Wolff Archive contains W olffs research material for these books as well as reviews 
following their publication. There are also handprints of hospital patients (although 
access is subject to the same confidentiality restrictions as medical records) and prints 
of extremities of primates taken in the London Zoo, for which access (perhaps with a 
touch of speciesism!) is not restricted. A paper (still in the early stages) is in 
preparation on W olffs body of work in chirology as negotiation of the liminal area 
between science and non-science, with particular attention to the (self)legitimizing 
strategies of scientific discourse thrown into focus by this borderline terrain.
As previously mentioned, W olffs Archive is also a literary archive and a 
researcher could work on W olffs poetry and notebooks and engage in professional 
conversations with colleagues working in German studies. Another point to consider 
is that the ‘nominally’ Wolff Archive, especially as regards the various boxes of 
correspondence, is, in practice, ‘the correspondents’ archive’, so-to-speak. Looking 
at various folders of correspondence, there are handwritten notes from Aldous and 
Maria Huxley, from Andre Breton’s wife Jacqueline (dating to the Thirties when 
Wolff lived in France) and some of this materials could be useful to scholars 
researching Huxley or Surrealism. As regards more recent times, there is a thick 
folder of correspondence with the artist Gertrude Sandmann, and the correspondence 
with Christa Wolf, published as a book in 2004, has already been mentioned.
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Researchers exploring the feminist and lesbian movement in Germany in the 
Seventies would find of great interest W olffs correspondence with the now 
internationally known activist and politician Use Kokula and her circle of friends and 
fellow activists. These are just some examples to convey my reflections that the 
archive and -  dare we say it -  not just in this case, specifically W olffs archive -  is 
always already potentially about something and someone other than the person the 
collection is named after. If we consider the archive as an exchange point in a 
network, not unlike a railway hub, there is scope for exploring the implications of this 
conceptualization of the archive as more dynamic than the rather static view of 
archive as ‘repository’ (perhaps the train depot, to stretch my previous analogy!) that 
currently seems to loom large in the collective imagination. This is yet an example of 
how Charlotte Wolff and her archive can show present-day scholars that ‘it might just 
as well be otherwise’...
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NOTE
All unpublished Charlotte Wolff correspondence, as well as all other unpublished 
materials (unless otherwise indicated) courtesy of the British Psychological Society, 
History of Psychology Centre, London.
The Charlotte Wolff Archive (Wol/001) consists of correspondence, handprints of 
humans and animals, manuscripts, offprints, photogiaphs, publishing material and printed 
matter related to the life and works of Dr Charlotte Wolff. It is organized into seven 
alphabetical series, with the first six further subdivided into sub-series and files.
Wol/001/
01 -  Correspondence
02 -  Handprints I
03 -  Handprints II
04 -  Miscellaneous
05 -  Personal
06 -  Published Books: Research Material
07 - Verse
During 2007, according to the terms of a partnership set up with the Wellcome Library, 
London ‘to house and curate the HoPC’s principal holdings’, the Charlotte Wolff Archive 
was transferred to The Wellcome Library ('http://www.bps.org.ulc/hopc/origins.cfmL
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